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TiO2 NANOTUBES FOR PHOTOCATALYTIC DEGRADATION OF
METHYLENE BLUE
Vladimir Ciobanu*, ORCID ID: 0000-0002-4588-2866,
Irina Plesco, ORCID ID: 0000-0001-9878-2757
National Center for Materials Study and Testing, Technical University of Moldova, 168, Stefan cel Mare av.,
Chisinau, Moldova
*Corresponding author: Vladimir Ciobanu, vladimir.ciobanu@cnstm.utm.md
Received: 12. 08. 2020
Accepted: 02. 18. 2021

Abstract. Titanium dioxide remains one of the most studied semiconductor for
photocatalytic applications due to its low cost production, reduced toxicity, ability to break
down the organic pollutants and possibility to achieve complete mineralization. In this
work, we report on results of the photocatalytic activity of titanium dioxide nanotubes
fabricated by electrochemical anodization technique in an electrolyte solution containing a
mixture of hydrofluoric acid, ethylene glycol and phosphoric acid. The morphology and
crystallinity of the obtained nanotubes were investigated by means of electron microscopy
and it was found that nanotubes have a constant outer diameter of 200 nm and an internal
conical shape where the diameter gradually decreases from 120 nm at the wide end to 50
nm at the narrow end. The transmission electron microscopy investigation defined two
different phases of titanium dioxide obtained after annealing of amorphous TiO2 in air at
650 °C and 850 °C. Photocatalytic activity of the samples have been evaluated in methylene
blue solution in the presence of dispersed nanotubes under visible and UV irradiation by
means of UV/Vis spectroscopy. Anatase phase TiO2 shows the best performance degrading
85 % of dye in 25 min under UV illumination, while rutile phase with anatase inclusions
shows the best results with a 50 % decay of dye concentration in 25 min under visible light
illumination.
Keywords: Methylene Blue degradation, electrochemical anodization, photocatalysis, TiO2
nanotubes, TiO2 plasma etching.
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TiO2 NANOTUBES FOR PHOTOCATALYTIC DEGRADATION OF
METHYLENE BLUE
Vladimir Ciobanu*, ORCID ID: 0000-0002-4588-2866,
Irina Plesco, ORCID ID: 0000-0001-9878-2757
National Center for Materials Study and Testing, Technical University of Moldova, 168, Stefan cel Mare av.,
Chisinau, Moldova
*Corresponding author: Vladimir Ciobanu, vladimir.ciobanu@cnstm.utm.md
Received: 12. 08. 2020
Accepted: 02. 18. 2021

Rezumat. Oxidul de titan rămâne unul dintre cei mai studiați semiconductori pentru
aplicații fotocatalitice datorită prețului mic de producere, toxicitatea redusă, abilitatea de a
descompune compușii organici și posibilitatea de a obține o mineralizare completă. În
această lucrare sunt raportate rezultatele activității fotocatalitice a nanotuburilor din oxid
de titan (TiO2) obținute prin tehnica anodizării electrochimice într-o soluție compusă din
acid fluorhidric, etilenglicol și acid ortofosforic. Morfologia și cristalinitatea nanotuburilor
obținute a fost investigată folosind microscopia electronică și s-a demonstrat că
nanotuburile au un diametru extern constant de 200 nm, iar structura internă are formă
conică cu diametrul ce variază de la 120 nm în capătul larg la 50 nm în capătul mai îngust.
Investigațiile utilizând microscopia electronică prin transmisie a demonstrat prezența a
două faze cristaline pentru probele din oxid de titan după tratamentul termic al
materialului amorf la temperaturile de 650 °C și 850 °C. Activitatea fotocatalitică a probelor
a fost evaluată prin spectroscopia UV/Vis în soluție ce conține Albastru de Metilen (MB) și
nanotuburi de TiO2 dispersate în soluție sub influența luminii vizibile și UV. Faza anatas a
TiO2 a demonstrat o eficiență sporită degradând circa 85 % din colorant în 25 minute sub
iradierea cu UV, în timp ce faza rutil cu incluziuni de anatas a demonstrat cel mai bun
rezultat la iradierea cu lumină vizibilă degradând circa 50 % din colorant în 25 minute.
Cuvinte cheie: degradarea Albastrului de Metilen, anodizarea electrochimică, fotocataliza,
nanotuburi din TiO2, corodarea în plasmă a TiO2.
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UDC 621.565.8

2D MODEL NUMERIC AMR, MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF
MAGNETOCALORIC EFFECT
Dorin Botoc*, ORCID: 0000-0001-9561-9460
“Gheorghe Asachi” Technical University of Iasi, Boulevard Profesor Dimitrie Mangeron 65, Iași 700259, Romania
*Corresponding author: Dorin Botoc, dorin.botoc@tuiasi.ro
Received: 01. 19. 2021
Accepted: 02. 22. 2021

Abstract. In this article, the study of gadolinium material is focused on determining the
constants and properties of the material, the analysis of substructures and the orientation
of dipole moments. Research into material aspects provides important information on
atomic-level sub-phenomena in the field of the main magnetocaloric phenomena for the
magnetic refrigeration regenerator (AMR). The experimental study is mainly based on
testing the magneto-caloric material with different magnetization equipment, developed to
measure more precise and fine details, magnetic refrigerator, AMR prototype development
and the like. The method used uses differential equations. For both cases, where the loads
are relatively simple and for more complex cases, the method can be easily applied.
Keywords:

magnetic refrigeration, AMR, regenerable energy.

Rezumat. In acest articol, studiul si modelarea efectului magnetocaloric saa axat pe
determinarea constantelor materialului, proprietățile magnetocalorice si orientarea momentelor
dipolului cat si cercetarea aspectelor ce oferă perspective importante despre sub-fenomenele
de nivel atomic din domeniul principalelor fenomene magnetocalorice. Studiul experimental se
bazează în principal pe testarea materialului magneto-caloric, gadoliniu, sub diferite
echipamente de condiții de magnetizare, dezvoltare pentru măsurarea detaliilor mai precise și
fine, a refrigeratorului magnetic (RAM), dezvoltarea de prototip. Metoda utilizată folosește
ecuațiile diferențiale. Atât pentru cazurile în care încărcările sunt relativ simple, cât și
pentru cazuri mai complexe, metoda poate fi aplicată cu ușurință.
Cuvinte cheie: refrigerare magnetică, RAM, energie regenerabilă.
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CENTRAL AND LOGARITHMIC CENTRAL
IMAGE CHORD TRANSFORMATIONS FOR INVARIANT OBJECT RECOGNITION
Veaceslav Perju1*, ORCID 0000-0002-7755-4277,
Vladislav Cojuhari2, ORCID 0000-0001-7540-2184
Agency for Military Science and Memory
47, Tighina Str., Chisinau, MD2001, Republic of Moldova
2
Ministry of Internal Affairs
75, Stefan cel Mare Bld, Chisinau, MD2012, Republic of Moldova
*Corresponding author: Veaceslav Perju, vlperju@yahoo.com
1

Received: 11. 28. 2020
Accepted: 01. 19. 2021

Abstract. Pattern descriptors invariant to rotation, scaling, and translation represents an
important direction in the elaboration of the real time object recognition systems. In this
article, the new kinds of object descriptors based on chord transformation are presented.
There are described new methods of image presentation - Central and Logarithmic Central
Image Chord Transformations (CICTand LCICT). It is shown that the CICToperation makes it
possible to achieve invariance to object rotation. In the case of implementation of the
LCICTtransformation, invariance to changes in the rotation and scale of the object is
achieved. The possibilities of implementing the CICTand LCICToperations are discussed.
The algorithms of these operations for contour images are presented. The possibilities of
integrated implementation of CICTand LCICToperations are considered. A generalized
CICToperation for a full (halftone) image is defined. The structures of the coherent optical
processors that implement operations of basic and integral image chord transformations are
presented.
Keywords: image, chord, transformation, recognition, processor.
Rezumat. Descriptorii de paterne invarianți la rotație, scalare și translare reprezintă o
direcție importantă în elaborarea sistemelor de recunoaștere a obiectelor în timp real. În
acest articol sunt prezentate noile tipuri de descriptori de obiecte bazate pe transformarea
coardelor a imaginii. Sunt descrise noi metode de prezentare a imaginilor - Transformări ale
Coardelor de Imagine Centrale și Logaritmice Centrale (TCIC și TCILC). Se arată că
operațiunea TCIC face posibilă obținerea invarianței la rotația obiectului. În cazul
implementării transformării TCILC, se obține invarianța la modificările rotației și scării
obiectului. Sunt discutate posibilitățile de implementare a operațiunilor TCIC și TCILC. Sunt
prezentate algoritmii acestor operații pentru imaginile de contur. Sunt luate în considerare
posibilitățile de implementare integrată a operațiunilor TCIC și TCILC. Este definită o
operațiune TCIC generalizată pentru o imagine completă (semiton). Sunt prezentate
structurile procesoarelor optice coerente care implementează operațiuni de transformare de
bază și integrale a coardelor de imagine.
Cuvinte cheie: imagine, coardă, transformare, recunoaștere, procesor.
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TOTAL FAVORING IN PROPORTIONAL APPORTIONMENTS
Ion Bolun*, ORCID ID: 0000-0003-1961-7310
Technical University of Moldova, Stefan cel Mare bd., 168, Chisinau, Moldova
*Corresponding author: Ion Bolun, ion.bolun@isa.utm.md
Received: 01. 28. 2021
Accepted: 02. 21. 2021

Abstract. The notion of “total favoring” of large or of small beneficiaries in proportional
apportionments of entities is defined as a particular case of favoring. It is proven that the number
of known conditions of total favoring of beneficiaries in an apportionment (APP) can be
considerably reduced. Thus, the volume of calculations to be performed for the respective
computer simulation was reduced. In order to quantitatively estimate the total favoring of
beneficiaries by APP methods, three indicators were used: the percentage of apportionments, in
which large beneficiaries are totally favored; the percentage of apportionments, in which small
beneficiaries are totally favored; the percentage of total favoring of large or of small
beneficiaries, depending on the APP method applied. A total of five APP methods are being
researched: Hamilton (Hare), Sainte-Laguë (Webster), d’Hondt (Jefferson), Huntington-Hill and
Adapted Sainte-Laguë. Based on results of computer simulation, the total favoring of
beneficiaries by these five APP methods was estimated, including comparatively. For example, it
has been identified that the d’Hondt method does not always totally favors beneficiaries to a
greater extent than the Huntington-Hill method. At the same time, the Adapted Sainte-Laguë
method always totally favors small beneficiaries less compared to the Huntington-Hill method.
Keywords: apportionment method, apportionment problem, comparative analysis, computer
simulation, favoring of beneficiaries, quantitative estimate.
Rezumat. Este definită noțiunea de „favorizare totală” a beneficiarilor mari sau a celor mici în
repartizări proporționale de entități, ca un caz particular de favorizare. Este dovedit că numărul
condițiilor cunoscute de favorizare totală a beneficiarilor într-o repartizare (APP) poate fi redus
considerabil. Astfel, a fost redus și volumul calculelor de efectuat pentru simularea informatică
respectivă. Pentru a estima cantitativ favorizarea totală a beneficiarilor de către metodele APP, sau folosit trei indicatori: procentajul repartizărilor, în care sunt total favorizați beneficiarii mari;
procentajul repartizărilor, în care sunt total favorizați beneficiarii mici; procentajul favorizării
totale a beneficiarilor mari sau a celor mici, în funcție de metoda APP aplicată. În total sunt
cercetate cinci metode APP: Hamilton (Hare), Sainte-Laguë (Webster), d’Hondt (Jefferson),
Huntington-Hill și Sainte-Laguë Adaptată. Pe baza rezultatelor simulării informatice, a fost
estimată, inclusiv comparativ, favorizarea totală a beneficiarilor de aceste cinci metode APP. De
exemplu, s-a identificat că nu întotdeauna metoda d’Hondt favorizează total beneficiarii într-o
măsură mai mare, decât metoda Huntington-Hill. În același timp, metoda Sainte-Laguë Adaptată
întotdeauna favorizează total beneficiarii mici mai puțin, comparativ cu cea Huntington-Hill.
Cuvinte cheie: analiză comparativă, estimare cantitativă, favorizarea beneficiarilor, metodă de
repartizare, problemă de repartizare, simulare informatică.
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THE INFLUENCES OF THE ASYMMETRIC GAIN SATURATION EFFECT ON THE
DYNAMICS OF InGaAsP FABRY-PEROT LASERS
Veronica Dobrovolschi*, ORCID ID: 0000-0001-8361-9340,
Constantin Pirtac, ORCID ID: 0000-0002-7775-237X,
Vasile Tronciu, ORCID ID: 0000-0002-9164-2249
Technical University of Moldova, 168, Stefan cel Mare Str.,MD-2004, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova
*Corresponding author: Veronica Dobrovolschi, veronica.dobrovolschi@fiz.utm.md
Received: 12. 22. 2020
Accepted: 02. 03. 2021

Abstract. This paper reports on the influence of the asymmetric gain saturation on the
dynamics of InGaAsP Fabry-Perot lasers. The results are obtained by numerical simulations
of multimode rate equations. The gain saturation effects that results in competition
phenomena among lasing modes are investigated. A hopping multimode case is examined
in detail. With means of the bifurcation analysis the regions with instabilities in the
evolution of the mode intensities have been found. The following operation in the plane of
two parameters are obtained: stable single mode, stable multimode, bistabile, and
multimode hopping. The pulse traces of amplitudes of modes are plotted to illustrate the
observed behaviors. Finally, the influence of linewidth enhancement Henry factor on the
laser behavior is investigated.
Keywords:

Mode hopping, InGaAsP lasers, multimode operation, Henry factor.

Rezumat. În lucrare este analizată influența saturației asimetrice a amplificării asupra
dinamicii laserelor Fabry-Perot de tipul InGaAsP. Rezultatele sunt obținute utilizând
simulări numerice prin rezolvarea ecuațiilor multimod ale ratelor. Sunt investigate efectele
de saturație, care duc la apariția fenomenului de rotație a modurilor. Fenomenul salturilor
multimod este examinat in detaliu. Utilizând analiza bifurcațiilor s-au găsit regiunile cu
instabilități în evoluția în timp a intensităților modurilor. Au fost obținute următoarele
regiuni cu mod unic stabil, multimod stabil, bistabilitate intre moduri, precum și cu salturi
multimod. Evoluția în timp a amplitudinilor modurilor au fost reprezentate grafic pentru
ilustrarea regiunilor obținute în analiza bifurcațiilor. În final, este investigată influența
factorului Henry asupra evoluției semnalului laser.
Cuvinte cheie: Mod salt, lasere InGaAsP, operare multimod, factorul Henry.
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A REVIEW OF WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK POTENTIAL IN NIGERIA AS A
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Abstract. The emerging trend in the world of technology and Information Technology has
posed so many opportunities and challenges. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a relatively
new and rapidly developing technology due to the advancement and development of the
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology. The application areas of wireless
sensor and wireless sensor network in the society as tools towards achieving sustainable
development range from the health sector through the use of Wireless Body Area Networks
(WBANs) to a safer, cleaner and healthier environment. This paper highlights and discusses
the potentials of wireless sensor network technology in realizing sustainable development
in our society, Nigeria as a case study. WSNs can be employed to improve access to quality
health services, increased food production through precision agriculture to a better quality
of human resources.
Keywords:

sensors, WBAN, sustainable development, precision agriculture.

Rezumat. Tendința emergentă în lumea tehnologiei și a tehnologiei informației a ridicat
multiple oportunități și provocări. Rețeaua de senzori fără fir (WSN) este o tehnologie
relativ nouă și care se dezvoltă rapid, datorită avansării și dezvoltării tehnologiei sistemelor
micro-electro-mecanice (MEMS). Domeniile de aplicare ale senzorilor fără fir și ale rețelei
de senzori fără fir drept instrumente pentru o dezvoltare durabilă variază de la sectorul
sănătății prin utilizarea rețelelor fără fir pentru corp (WBAN) până la un mediu mai sigur,
mai curat și mai sănătos. Această lucrare evidențiază și discută potențialele tehnologiei
rețelei de senzori fără fir în realizarea dezvoltării durabile în societatea noastră, Nigeria ca
studiu de caz. WSN-urile pot fi utilizate pentru a îmbunătăți accesul la servicii de sănătate
de calitate, creșterea producției de alimente prin agricultura de precizie spre o calitate mai
bună a resurselor umane.
Cuvinte cheie: senzori, WBAN, dezvoltare durabilă, agricultură de precizie.
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SPECTRAL SPACE AS A METHOD FOR DATA CRYPTO PROTECTION USING THE
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM
Anatoly Balabanov, ORCID ID: 0000-0003-1225-8247,
Vyacheslav Kunev, ORCID ID: 0000-0002-1095-214X,
Victor Colesnic*, ORCID ID: 0000-0001-8675-4062
Technical University of Moldova, 168 Stefan cel Mare bvd., MD-2004 Chisinau, Republic of Moldova
*Corresponding author: Victor Colesnic, victor.colesnic@ati.utm.md
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Abstract. The article proposes to solve the problem of real-time application (on-line) of
asymmetric bit-by-bit (flow or phoneme block, 32-, 64-,…, n-bits block) encryption of the
linear and / or non-linear formants of the spectrum lines of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) as
an indirect analogue of a voice message. For this, modernized RSA-m algorithms are used
and the spectrum of the voice message in the form of linear formants of number theory,
while maintaining the high level of cryptographic resistance inherent of the RSA algorithm.
The peculiarity of these algorithms consists in the fact that different lengths of
cryptographic keys are used, which are changed with a sufficient frequency, depending on
the required level of cryptographic resistance. This feature of the algorithms implements
statistically independent encoding of the original message, by encrypting the adequate
formants of the original message, i.e. a process characterized by a reduction (compression)
of the amount of initial information and its redundancy, as well as an increase of its entropy
(the average amount of information per character, phoneme or discrete (n-bit output from
the ADC), because in a compressed context, statistically frequent sounds, letters, words,
phonemes and even discrete, will be absent, which will significantly complicate the
decryption (cryptanalysis) of the message.
Keywords:

cryptographic systems, online encryption, RSA modernization, RSA-m algorithms,
formant analysis, cryptographic resistance.
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SPECTRAL SPACE AS A METHOD FOR DATA CRYPTO PROTECTION USING THE
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Rezumat. Articolul analizează soluționarea problemei de aplicare în timp real (on-line) a
criptării asimetrice bit cu bit (a fluxului sau fonem blocului, bloc pe 32-, 64-, … n-biți) a
formanților liniari și / sau neliniari ale liniilor spectrului a transformatei Fourier rapide (FFT)
ca un analog indirect al unui mesaj vocal. Pentru aceasta, sunt utilizați algoritmii RSA-m
modernizați și spectrul mesajului vocal sub formă de formanți liniari ai teoriei numerelor,
menținând în același timp nivelul ridicat de rezistență criptografică inerent algoritmului
RSA. Particularitatea acestor algoritmi constă în faptul că sunt utilizate chei criptografice cu
diferite lungimi, ce sunt schimbate cu o frecvență suficientă, în funcție de nivelul cerut de
rezistență criptografică. Anume această caracteristică a algoritmilor realizează procesul de
codificare statistic independent a mesajului original, prin criptarea formanților adecvați
mesajului, adică un proces caracterizat printr-o reducere (compresie) a cantității de
informații inițiale și redundanța acesteia, precum și printr-o creștere a entropiei sale
(cantitatea medie de informații per caracter, fonem sau discretă (ieșirea ADC pe n -biți)),
deoarece într-un context comprimat, sunetele, literele, cuvintele, fonemele și chiar
discretele, statistic frecvente, vor lipsi, ceea ce va complica semnificativ decriptarea
(criptanaliza) mesajului.
Cuvintele cheie: sisteme criptografice, criptare online, modernizare RSA, algoritmi RSA-m,
analiza formanți, rezistența criptografică.
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QUANTUM COMPUTING
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Abstract. The quantum computer, is a "supercomputer" that relies on the phenomena of
quantum mechanics to perform operations on data. Object of suppositions, sometimes farfetched, quantum mechanics gave birth to the quantum computer, a machine capable of
processing data tens of millions of times faster than a conventional computer. A quantum
computer doesn't use the same memory as a conventional computer. Rather than a
sequence of 0 and 1, it works with qubits or quantum bits. The quantum computer is a
combination of two major scientific fields: quantum mechanics and computer science.
Quantum mechanics, on which this computer is based, governs the movement of bodies in
the atomic, molecular and corpuscular domains, is a theory whose logic is totally contrary
to intuition and it is essential to use mathematics to fully grasp it. Quantum computing is
the sub-domain of computer science that deals with quantum computers using quantum
mechanical phenomena, as opposed to those of electricity exclusively, for so-called
"classical" computing. The quantum phenomena used are quantum entanglement and
superposition. The article examines some aspects related to the development, operation,
advantages and difficulties, applications and future of the quantum computer.
Keywords: Quantum theory, quantum information, quantum mechanics, photon teleportation,
quantum computer, EPR paradox, qbits.
Rezumat. Calculatorul cuantic este un „supercomputer” care se bazează pe fenomenele
mecanicii cuantice pentru a efectua operații pe date. Obiectul presupunerilor, uneori
îndelungate, mecanica cuantică a dat naștere computerului cuantic, o mașină capabilă să
proceseze date de zeci de milioane de ori mai rapid decât un computer convențional. Un
computer cuantic nu folosește aceeași memorie ca un computer convențional. Mai degrabă
decât o secvență de 0 și 1, funcționează cu qubiți sau biți cuantici. Calculatorul cuantic este
o combinație a două domenii științifice majore: mecanica cuantică și informatică. Mecanica
cuantică, pe care se bazează acest computer, guvernează mișcarea corpurilor în domeniile
atomic, molecular și corpuscular, este o teorie a cărei logică este total contrară intuiției și
este esențial să folosească matematica pentru a o înțelege pe deplin. Calculul cuantic este
subdomeniul informaticii care se ocupă cu computerele cuantice care utilizează fenomene
mecanice cuantice pentru așa-numitele calcule „clasice”. Fenomenele cuantice utilizate
sunt corelarea cuantică și suprapunerea. Articolul analizează unele aspecte legate de
dezvoltarea, modul de funcționare, avantajele și dificultățile, aplicațiile și viitorul
calculatorului cuantic.
Cuvinte cheie: Teoria cuantică, informații cuantice, mecanica cuantică, teleportarea fotonilor,
computer cuantic, paradoxul EPR, qbiți.
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STAGES OF FORMATION OF ARCHITECTURE OF CHISINAU ADMINISTRATIVE
BUILDINGS
Svetlana Oleinic*, ORCID ID: 0000-0002-0133-0867
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Republic of Moldova
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Accepted: 02. 05. 2020

Abstract. This article reveals the stages of formation of the architecture of administrative
buildings in the city of Chisinau on the background of historical and economic
transformations, that took place in Moldova from the late 19th to the early 21st century. The
article reflects the results of analysis, which made it possible to identify nine periods of
evolution of the architecture of administrative buildings from the provincial administration
buildings to office and business centers. Based on specific examples, the article
demonstrates the transformation of compositional techniques not only of this typological
group, but also of public buildings in general, as well as stylistic changes in their
architecture from eclecticism and neoclassicism, through modernism and postmodernism,
to deconstructivism and high-tech.
Keywords: administrative buildings, architectural form, business center, compositional
techniques, compositional principles, Moldovan architecture, architectural style.
Rezumat. Articolul dat relevă etapele de formare ale arhitecturii clădirilor administrative din
orașul Chișinău întemeiat pe transformările istorico-economice de la sfârșitul secolului al
XIX-lea până la începutul secolului XXI în Moldova. Tema articolului conturează o sinteză,
cu posibilitatea de a identifica nouă perioade ale evoluției arhitecturii clădirilor
administrative, începând cu edificiile administrative a unui judeţ istoric până la noi centre
de afaceri și business. Demersul ştiinţific se bazează pe exemple reale şi demonstrează
transformarea procedeelor compoziţionale ce caracterizează grupul tipologic respectiv,
valabile şi pentru alte edificii publice, prin diverse modificări stilistice ale aspectului
arhitectural, de la eclecticism și neoclasicism – iniţial, prin modernism și postmodernism,
parvenit la deconstructivism și hi-tech.
Cuvinte cheie: sedii administrative, forma arhitecturală, centre de afaceri, procedee
compoziționale, principii compoziționale, arhitectura Moldovenească, stilul
arhitectural.
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THE PECULIARITIES AND IMPACTS OF AIRPORTS: THE CASE FOR MALTA
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Abstract. The small-to-medium sized Malta International Airport (MIA) is the only airport in
Malta, especially in terms of its footprint, and is considered one of the world’s most scenic
landings, according to a 2016 poll. The annual passenger turnover is approximately 16
times the country’s population. MIA’s unique features include its proximity to the urban
conservation area of Luqa, as well as that town’s other residential and business facilities,
and also to the southern coast of Malta and the unique ecological habitats it supports. Its
impacts range from noise to atmosphere pollution and, potentially, pollution of the coastal
waters, in the eventuality of an air traffic accident. On the basis of the national strategic
vision that Malta evolves into an expanding hub in the centre of the Mediterranean,
significant investment is earmarked for MIA, including initiatives impacting security, the
environment and energy.
Keywords:

airport, planning policy, tourism policy, heritage protection, nature protection,
Luqa, Malta.

Rezumat. Aeroportul internațional Malta (MIA), de dimensiuni mici și mijlocii, este singurul
aeroport din Malta, mai ales în ceea ce privește amprenta sa. Conform unui sondaj din 2016,
acesta se numără printre cele mai pitorești locuri de aterizare din lume. Cifra de afaceri
anuală a pasagerilor este de aproximativ 16 ori mai mare decât populația țării.
Caracteristicile unice ale MAI includ apropierea de zona de conservare urbană din Luqa,
precum și de celelalte facilități rezidențiale și de afaceri ale orașului, precum și de coasta
de sud a Maltei și de habitatele ecologice unice pe care le menține. Impacturile posibile
variază de la poluarea fonică a atmosferei și, eventual, poluarea apelor de coastă, în
eventualitatea unui accident de trafic aerian. Pe baza viziunii strategice naționale pe care
Malta o dezvoltă într-un hub în expansiune în centrul Mediteranei, sunt alocate investiții
semnificative pentru MAI, inclusiv inițiative care afectează securitatea, mediul și energia.
Cuvinte cheie: aeroport, politica de planificare, politica de turism, protecția patrimoniului,
protecția naturii, Luqa, Malta.
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STRESS - STRAIN STATE OF THE LOCAL AREA IN THE
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Abstract. Evaluation of the building element technical state relies on verification calculations using
estimated construction material properties. Physical and mechanical properties are estimated
predominately by using non-destructive test methods. The accuracy of these methods is affected by the
level of stress-strain state of the structural element and present structural defects. The variability of the
concrete properties over time under constant loads is a determining factor for the durability and reliability
of the structural element. The influence of the physical and mechanical characteristics of a construction
material on the deformation process of the local area of the structural element adjacent to the structural
defect has been investigated. The research has been performed on structural models using software
systems "LIRA SAPR" and "SOLIDWORKS". A structural model having dimensions of 100 x 100 x 400 mm
was used for the study. Materials of concrete grades C12/15 through C25/30 with corresponding
properties have been used. Load parameters for modeling of the deformation process varied from 0.1 to
0.5 of the ultimate loads. Performed calculations made it possible to obtain fields of stress, deformation
and displacement under different model parameters and stress levels.
Keywords: stress-strain state, structural defect, non-destructive test methods, software systems "LIRA SAPR”,
"SOLIDWORKS".
Rezumat. Evaluarea stării tehnice a unui element de construcție se bazează pe calcule de verificare
utilizând proprietățile estimate ale materialului. Proprietățile fizice și mecanice sunt estimate în principal
prin utilizarea metodelor de testare nedistructive. Precizia acestor metode este afectată de nivelul stării
tensiune-deformare a elementului structural și prezintă defecte structurale. Variabilitatea proprietăților
betonului în timp sub sarcini constante este un factor determinant pentru durabilitatea și fiabilitatea
elementului structural. În lucrare a fost investigată influența caracteristicilor fizice și mecanice ale unui
material de construcție asupra procesului de deformare a zonei locale a elementului adiacent defectului
structural. Cercetarea a fost efectuată pe modele structurale folosind sisteme software „LIRA SAPR” și
„SOLIDWORKS”. Pentru studiu a fost utilizat un model structural cu dimensiuni de 100 x 100 x 400 mm.
Au fost utilizate materiale de beton de gradele C12 /15 până la C25 /30 cu proprietăți corespunzătoare.
Parametrii de încărcare pentru modelarea procesului de deformare au variat de la 0,1 la 0,5 din sarcina
finală. Calculele efectuate au permis obținerea câmpurilor de solicitare, deformare și deplasare sub diferiți
parametri ai modelului și niveluri de solicitare.
Cuvinte cheie: stare tensiune-deformare, defect structural, metode de testare nedistructive, sisteme software
"LIRA SAPR", SOLIDWORKS".
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of a study of the compressive strength of concrete
in a cyclic solar chamber. The analysis of the existing types of industrial solar chambers is
carried out and the main structural elements are considered. The method of calculating the
solar chamber for the production of concrete products is presented. Experiments were
carried out on heavy concrete compositions using MC-Bauchemie superplasticizers
additives: MC-PowerFlow 3100 and MC-PowerFlow 2695. The samples were kept in a
cyclical solar chamber. The strength of concrete was determined at different periods of
concrete hardening. A comparative analysis of the results of the compressive strength of
concrete in a solar and normal hardening chamber is carried out.
Key words: green energy, cyclic solar chamber, heat treatment, superplasticizers, thermophysical
processes.
Rezumat. Această lucrare prezintă rezultatele unui studiu al rezistenței la compresiune a
betonului într-o cameră solară ciclică. Se efectuează analiza tipurilor existente de camere
solare industriale și se iau în considerare principalele elemente structurale. Este prezentată
metoda de calcul a camerei solare pentru fabricarea produselor din beton. Experimentele au
fost efectuate pe compoziții de beton greu folosind aditivi superplastifianți MC-Bauchemie:
MC-PowerFlow 3100 și MC-PowerFlow 2695. Probele au fost păstrate într-o cameră solară
ciclică. Rezistența betonului a fost determinată la diferite perioade de întărire a betonului.
Se efectuează o analiză comparativă a rezultatelor rezistenței la compresiune a betonului
într-o cameră de întărire solară și normală.
Cuvinte cheie: energie verde, cameră solară ciclică, tratament termic, superplastifianți, procese
termofizice.
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Abstract. The use of coagulation-flocculation process as means of wastewater treatment is
gradually becoming more popular. This research work is to evaluate the efficiency of
coagulation-flocculation process in the treatment of abattoir effluent. Samples of abattoir
effluent were collected from a slaughterhouse at Ede, Nigeria, and Alum was used in the
coagulation-flocculation treatment of the effluent. The physico-chemical and
bacteriological analyses of the untreated and treated effluent were carried out and these
were used in determining the efficiency of the treatment process. The values obtained (from
the physico-chemical and bacteriological analyses) were also compared with the effluent
standard of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Not coagulation-flocculation process is
performed efficiently in reducing the contaminant level of Colour, TDS, Turbidity,
Conductivity, TSS, Total Hardness, COD, Coliform, metals and other pollutants from the
effluent.
Keywords: Abattoir Effluent, Coagulation, Contaminants, Wastewater, Treatment.
Rezumat. Utilizarea procesului de coagulare-floculare ca mijloc de tratare a apelor uzate
devine treptat tot mai populară. Această lucrare este axată pe evaluarea eficienței
procesului de coagulare-floculare în tratamentul efluentului de la abatoare. Probele de
efluent de abator au fost colectate de la un abator din Ede, Nigeria, și Alum a fost utilizat în
tratamentul de coagulare-floculare a efluentului. Au fost efectuate analize fizico-chimice și
bacteriologice ale efluentului netratat și tratat, care au fost utilizate pentru a determina
eficiența procesului de tratare. Valorile obținute (din analizele fizico-chimice și
bacteriologice) au fost comparate cu standardele Agenției pentru Protecția Mediului (EPA).
Procesul de coagulare-floculare se realizează eficient în reducerea nivelului de
contaminanți de culoare, TDS, turbiditate, conductivitate, TSS, duritate totală, COD,
coliforme, metale și alți poluanți din efluent.
Cuvinte cheie: efluent de abator, coagulare, contaminanți, ape uzate, epurare.
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Abstract. Jerusalem artichoke tubers are known for their high content of nutrients, high
acidity, pleasant taste and smell and beneficial effects on health. Thus, the capitalization of
food products such as bread with Jerusalem artichoke flour, could be an opportunity to
diversify the range of new products. The aim of this research was to elucidate the impact of
added Jerusalem artichoke flour (in a concentration of 2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 10%) in wheat
flour bread on the sensory and physico-chemical properties of the finished product.
Jerusalem artichoke flour has a high dry matter content and a high content of essential
amino acids such as histidine, isoleucine, methionine, phenylalanine and valine. In the
results we recommend the replacement of wheat flour with 5% Jerusalem artichoke flour, to
obtain a product rich in micro and macronutrients with better organoleptic properties and a
longer shelf life, which positively influences human health.
Keywords: Jerusalem artichoke, dough fermentation, bread volume, organoleptic properties.

IMPACTUL FĂINII DE TOPINAMBUR (HELIANTHUS TUBEROSUS) ASUPRA
CALITĂȚII PÂINII
Rezumat. Tuberculii de topinambur sunt cunoscuți pentru conținutul înalt de substanțe
nutritive, aciditate ridicată, gust și miros plăcut și efecte benefice asupra sănătății. Astfel
valorificarea produselor alimentare precum pâinea cu făină de topinabur, ar putea fi o
posibilitate de a diversifica sortimentul de produse noi. Scopul cercetării date a fost de a
elucida impactul făinii de de topinambur adăugată (în concentrație de 2,5%, 5%, 7,5% și
10%) în pâinea din făină de grâu asupra proprietăților senzoriale și fizico-chimice a
produsului finit. Făina de topinambur are un conținut înalt de substanță uscată și un
conținut ridicat de aminoacizi esențiali, cum ar fi histidina, izoleucina, metionina,
fenilalanina și valina. Rezultatele obținute recomandă înlocuirea făinii de grâu cu 5% făină
de topinambur, pentru a obține un produs bogat în micro și macronutrienți cu proprietăți
organoleptice mai bune și o durată de valabilitate mai lungă, care influențează pozitiv
sănătatea umană.
Cuvinte cheie: Topinambur, fermentarea aluatului, volumul pâinii, proprietăți organoleptice.
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Abstract. Titanium dioxide remains one of the most studied semiconductor for
photocatalytic applications due to its low cost production, reduced toxicity, ability to break
down the organic pollutants and possibility to achieve complete mineralization. In this
work, we report on results of the photocatalytic activity of titanium dioxide nanotubes
fabricated by electrochemical anodization technique in an electrolyte solution containing a
mixture of hydrofluoric acid, ethylene glycol and phosphoric acid. The morphology and
crystallinity of the obtained nanotubes were investigated by means of electron microscopy
and it was found that nanotubes have a constant outer diameter of 200 nm and an internal
conical shape where the diameter gradually decreases from 120 nm at the wide end to 50
nm at the narrow end. The transmission electron microscopy investigation defined two
different phases of titanium dioxide obtained after annealing of amorphous TiO2 in air at
650 °C and 850 °C. Photocatalytic activity of the samples have been evaluated in methylene
blue solution in the presence of dispersed nanotubes under visible and UV irradiation by
means of UV/Vis spectroscopy. Anatase phase TiO2 shows the best performance degrading
85 % of dye in 25 min under UV illumination, while rutile phase with anatase inclusions
shows the best results with a 50 % decay of dye concentration in 25 min under visible light
illumination.
Keywords: Methylene Blue degradation, electrochemical anodization, photocatalysis, TiO2
nanotubes, TiO2 plasma etching.
Introduction
Among the metal oxide semiconductors, titanium dioxide (titania, TiO2)
nanomaterials have attracted much attention in the last decades. TiO2 is considered a
semiconductor with high potential applications due to its advantageous optical and
electronic properties, structural and chemical stability, non-toxicity and photocatalytic
activity. These properties make titania an excellent material for solar energy conversion [1],
applications in dye functionalized solar cells [2, 3], biomedicine [4, 5], microengines [6] and
in other fields [7, 8]. Comparing with other forms of TiO2, unidimensional nanostructures
like nanotubes are the most suitable structures for solar energy conversion and
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photocatalysis due to inherent high scattering of light and related optical absorption and
high surface to volume ratio. Different techniques were applied by researchers to increase
the material performances like doping, combination with other materials or inducing
structural changes. For instance, doping with non-metal elements has demonstrated a
decrease of material bandgap and its possibility for optical applications in the visible range.
The anodic oxidation technique is one of the most effective way to fabricate titania
nanotubes due to its simplicity, self-ordering and low cost process [9]. This technique has
the disadvantage because one end of nanotubes at interface with the Ti foil is closed.
Therefore, the nanotube membranes have limitation for some applications and an
additional opening process is necessary.
Water pollution has become a serious concern nowadays. Pollution can cause many
diseases to human body such as cancers, tumors or skin irritation [10]. Different techniques
for water purification were investigated in order to remove the dyes from wastewaters such
as chemical precipitation [11], reverse osmosis [12], electrochemical oxidation [13],
chemical coagulation-flocculation and bio-oxidation [14] as well as membrane filtration
[15]. In recent years, the photocatalytic degradation of organic pollutants from residual
waters has attracted much attention. Semiconducting oxide photocatalysts have an
enormous potential for air and water treatment of organic contaminants. There are many
studies on semiconducting materials for photocatalysis such as TiO2 [16], ZnS [17], CdS [18],
Fe2O3 [19], ZnO [20], GaN/ZnO compound [21]. Among these materials, TiO2 is the most
studied because of its ability to break down the organic pollutants and possibility to
achieve complete mineralization. Due to its low-cost production, reduced toxicity, high
reactivity and hydrophobicity, TiO2 remains close to an ideal catalyst. In this work, we
demonstrate the fabrication of titania nanotubes with both ends opened for photocatalytic
degradation of Methylene Blue (MB) in water-based solution. The MB was selected as the
dye for the experiments because it represents one of the most stable pollutant [22]. The
anatase and anatase-rutile mixture phases of TiO2 nanotubes were investigated.
Methods
Preparation of TiO2 nanotubes
TiO2 nanotubes were fabricated using electrochemical anodization of Ti foils
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with the thickness of 0.25 mm and purity >99,7%. Before
anodization, the Ti foil was cleaned in acetone in an ultrasonic bath, rinsed with distilled
water and dried under nitrogen flow. An electrolyte consisting of ethylene glycol (99.8%),
hydrofluoric acid (48 wt%) and H3PO3 (85 wt%) was used. The anodization was realized in a
two-electrode system with a Pt mesh as counter electrode. The electrolyte temperature was
maintained at 25 °C during the anodization process. The applied voltage was increased
gradually to 120 V, with a step of 1 V/sec and then kept constant for 1 h. After anodization,
the samples were cleaned in acetone and DI water and then the formed oxide was
mechanically separated from the Ti foil. The constituent nanotubes of membranes have the
bottom ends closed because of the formation of a barrier oxide layer at the interface with
the Ti foil. In order to open the bottom ends of the nanotubes, a Plasma Etching process
was applied. The process took place in a PlasmaLab System 100-ICP Deep Reactive Ion
Etching System in a mixture of Ar and SF6 gases at ratio 5:1 for 5 min.
The obtained TiO2 nanotubes were annealed at different temperatures in order to
modify their crystallinity. The samples were treated at 650 °C and 850 °C in air in order to
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obtain anatase and anatase - rutile phases, respectively. In order to separate individual
nanotubes in the solution, the membrane consisting of nanotubes was sonicated for 30 sec.
Photocatalytic Tests
The organic contaminant solution was prepared by using 10 μM MB solution diluted
in deionized water (DI). 20 mg of TiO2 nanotubes of anatase and anatase - rutile mixture
phases were added to 50 ml contaminant solution in a transparent glass beaker and kept
under stirring conditions at 600 rpm using a magnetic stirrer. The mixture was irradiated
from the top using a 100 W Blak Ray Hg lamp with the main intensity peak at 365 nm and a
150 W Halogen lamp with power density of 100 mW•cm-2 for investigation of MB
degradation in UV and visible range, respectively. During the experiment, 3 ml solution was
collected each 10 min and analyzed at UV/Vis spectrometer. The experiment on
photocatalytic degradation continued until the solution becomes colorless, the minimum
time being 80 min. The collected solution was centrifuged at 20,000 rpm for 15 min in
order to sediment the micro/nanoparticles and then the liquid is transferred into a cuvette
for UV/Vis spectroscopy. The absorption spectra were collected in the region 450 – 750 nm.
Characterization Techniques
The morphology and structural investigations of TiO2 nanotubes were realized using
electron microscopy (SEM Zeiss Gemini Ultra55 Plus, TEM JEOL JEM-2100). To monitor the
degradation of MB, the optical absorption spectra were recorded with Perkin Elmer Lambda
750 UV/Vis spectrometer.
Results and Discussions
Morphology study
TiO2 nanotubes have been fabricated by electrochemical anodization technique of Ti
sheets. By using this method, it is possible to obtain huge amounts of nanotubes on a small
surface of material. The images from the Figure 1 illustrates the top, cross section view and
the bottom part of the TiO2 nanotubes membrane detached from the Ti substrate before
and after dry etching step.
The results of the morphology characterization of samples clearly demonstrate the
tubular shape along both faces of the membrane, with a constant outer diameter of 200 nm
and a variable inner diameter, which gradually decreases from 120 nm at the wide end
to 50 nm at the narrow end. The length of the nanotubes can be easily tuned from tens of
nm to hundreds of μm by adjusting the anodization conditions.
TEM Structural Study
It was reported previously that titania anatase-rutile phase transformation starts at
approximately 600 °C [23,24]. Hence, to obtain anatase phase nanotubes the initial
amorphous sample was treated at 650 °C, while treatment at temperature as high as 850 °C
was applied to obtain anatase - rutile phase sample.
The results of TEM (Transmission Electron Microscopy) investigations presented in
Figure 2 suggest that both TiO2 nanotube samples, calcinated at 650 °C and 850 °C, are
polycrystalline.
Polycrystalline electron diffraction (ED) patterns were analyzed by Rotational
Average method which calculates a medium intensity of the electron reflection at certain
distance from the ED central spot. To all the meaningful reflections were attributed
corresponding crystal planes, referred as the d-values of the intensity peaks.
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Figure 1. SEM images of TiO2 membrane: (a) top part, (b) side view, (c) bottom part before
dry etching step, (d) bottom part after dry etching showing opened nanotubes.

Figure 2. TEM analysis of TiO2 nanotubes: (a) an overview image of nanotubes; (b) high
resolution image of nanotube wall; selected area electron diffractogram and rotational
average diagram of TiO2 nanotubes treated at (c) 650 °C, and (d) 850 °C.
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Almost all observed reflections can be attributed to rutile and anatase phases. The
results correlate well with the data reported in previous publications in which the
concentration of phases is changing at applied calcination regimes [25]. Some ambiguity in
phase distinction between anatase I4/amd and rutile P42/mnm phases of titania comes from
the fact that they both are of tetragonal space group and big part of their d-values
coincides. Both crystal structures consist of TiO6 octahedra, sharing four edges in anatase
and two in rutile [26 – 29]. Polyhedral models of TiO2 simulated in Diamond (Crystal
Impact) software are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Three-dimensional representation of TiO6 octahedra arrangement in
anatase and rutile crystalline phases.
MB Photodegradation
Two types of titania nanotubes were investigated for photocatalytic degradation of
MB. The first sample was subjected to thermal treatment in air at 650 °C and represented
the anatase phase, while the sample treated at 850 °C represented a mixture of anatase and
rutile phases of TiO2. Depending on the annealing temperatures, the bandgap of TiO2 is
changing from 3.2 eV for anatase to 3.0 eV for rutile phase. Because of the band-to-band
transitions identified in the UV region at 375 - 410 nm and deep defects in the material
[30], it can be used as a photocatalytic material in both UV and visible regions. According to
ref. 6, the opened TiO2 nanotubes will increase the photocatalytic activity compared to one
side closed nanotubes, the chemical reactions in this case take place on the inner and outer
side of the nanotube surface. The formation of oxygen bubbles as a result of chemical
reactions will result in motion of nanotubes in the liquid, the permanent liquid exchange
inside the nanotubes will favor the occurrence of the reactions. Mixed-phase photocatalysts
with rutile–anatase compositions have been reported to exhibit enhanced photoactivity
relative to single-phase titania [28, 31 – 33]. Comparing to stable rutile phase, anatase
modification has wider bandgap and lower recombination rate facilitating the efficient
photocatalytic reactions [29]. At the same time higher surface free energy of rutile enhances
its hydrophilicity [34, 35] . It is also expected that in case of residual anatase phase
remaining in titania transformed into rutile at 850 °C similarly to the mixture of two types
of particles the electron transfer between two phases may enhance the efficiency of photooxidative reactions [28, 36].
The photodegradation process of MB using TiO2 nanotubes under visible and UV
light is illustrated in Figure 4, where the concentration Ct (%) of remained MB is measured
every 10 min during 80 min. The initial concentration of 10 μM of MB and pure water were
took as 100 % and 0 % and it is used for elaboration of calibration curve.
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Figure 4. MB concentration decay in time in presence of 20 mg of TiO2 nanotubes.
The dye concentration in the analyzed solution was calculated from Beer-Lambert
law (Eq(1)):
A=εlc

(1)

where A is the measured absorption value,
ε - absorptivity of the solution at certain wavelength (λ),
l - optical pathway during the measurement expressed in cm,
c - solution concentration.
The ε value was calculated by a calibration absorption plot measured for 100 %
concentrated MB solution at 664 nm.
Photocatalytic degradation under visible light was found to be the most efficient for
TiO2 with higher concentration of the rutile phase, degrading the dye till ~ 30 %
concentration compared to the mixed phase of TiO2 degrading the MB to 60 % during 80
min. Better photocatalytic activity of TiO2 nanotubes under visible light irradiation is related
to the high density of electronic defects as observed in the PL spectrum [30]. Under UV
illumination, best photodegradation of MB is performed by TiO2 anatase phase with 15 %
dye remaining in water after only 25 min compared to 50 % for the sample with more
concentration of rutile phase.
Conclusions
It was found that both TiO2 nanotubes annealed at 650 °C and 850 °C can degrade
MB under UV and visible light irradiation. According to TEM analysis, the TiO2 tends to
transform from anatase to rutile phase with increasing the annealing temperature. The
higher photocatalytic activity in the visible range was observed on samples treated at 850
°C where the rutile phase predominates, however the sample annealed at 650 °C exhibits
higher photocatalytic activity under UV illumination. Because of its bandgap near visible
range and the possibility to modulate it with different techniques, the TiO2 nanotubes have
a great potential to be used in industry for water treatment.
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Abstract. In this article, the study of gadolinium material is focused on determining the
constants and properties of the material, the analysis of substructures and the orientation
of dipole moments. Research into material aspects provides important information on
atomic-level sub-phenomena in the field of the main magnetocaloric phenomena for the
magnetic refrigeration regenerator (AMR). The experimental study is mainly based on
testing the magneto-caloric material with different magnetization equipment, developed to
measure more precise and fine details, magnetic refrigerator, AMR prototype development
and the like. The method used uses differential equations. For both cases, where the loads
are relatively simple and for more complex cases, the method can be easily applied.
Keywords:

magnetic refrigeration, AMR, regenerable energy.

Background and Introduction
There is a considerable amount of literature available in which researchers have
highlighted the benefits of the usage of magnetocaloric materials for the refrigeration
processes and the potential of the magnetic materials has been demonstrated as an
efficient energy saving materials. Gd et al studied in detail about the transduction of energy
in ferromagnetic and ferroic materials, moreover the energy transduction in different types
of materials such as piezo-electric, electromagnetic, and Magnetostrictive materials have
been discussed in details and relevant advantages and disadvantages were also mentioned
[1]. In Europe and America, huge amount of energy is wasted on the refrigeration and air
conditioning, by adopting an energy efficient approach such as magnetocaloric refrigeration
or magnetic refrigeration, a huge amount of energy can be saved [2]. The main reason for
increased interest in the magnetic refrigeration is due to the environmentally friendly
operation, highly energy efficient, and absence of requirement for the usage of harmful
gases which cause ozone depletion and other effects such as greenhouse which contribute
to the global warming.
The efforts are being made for the development of the refrigerator which can work
at room temperature. There have been various successful attempts on the trial or
experimental level, such as the individual products developed by General electric and Haier.
The properties which are usable for the refrigeration effect are due to extraordinary
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response of these materials to external magnetic fields, the exhibition of such properties
occur close to Curie temperature, it is the temperature at which the basic self-possessed
magnetic properties are diminished, and the material temperature is dependent upon the
application of the magnetic field. The effect mentioned previously has been in use since
1920, for the examination of the magnetic structure and properties of iron and other related
elements. The magnetocaloric effect was first discovered by the E. Warburg in 1881, who
was a German physicist. The study tends to report the important developments and
highlight the major breakthrough which have led to the acquirement of toady’s knowledge
and understanding about the magnetocaloric effect. Faraday’s discovery that time variation
of magnetic flux results in the induction of electric currents. Joule’s understanding cleared
the important concepts related to the electric currents and associated heat energy, and it
was declared that heat energy released due to flow of electromagnetically induced current
is equivalent to the heat energy produced due to the electric current produced by any other
source, moreover, it was also inferred that rapid magnetization and demagnetization results
in the heating of the magnetic material due to heat energy released as a result of current
flow. Thomson inferred from the concepts of thermodynamics that temperature dependent
property of magnetization of any material will represent or exhibit these properties related
parameters in the form increase or decrease in temperature.
The accurate quantifiable measurement of magnetocalorific effect of iron was
possible after a long time since the discovery of phenomena [3]. As there were issues
related to high temperature which made the measurement of the related parameters
challenging. The heat based electric motor was presented and produced by Tesla, Edison,
and Stefan. Weiss and Langevin contributed separately the considerable knowledge and
understanding about the temperature ranges, magnetization, and hysteresis. The initiation
of the low temperature studies which had ultimately led to the realization and theoretical
formulation of refrigeration was independently reported by Debye and Giauque that
adiabtically demagnetized paramagnetic salts results in the attainment of low
temperatures, Giauque and MacDougall showed the very low temperature achievements by
the salts [4]. All the work reported above resulted in the development of foundation for the
concepts building and actual understanding of magnetism, temperature, and material
properties. Pecharsky et al. reported that the magnetic dipole moments of Gd can be put in
order at room temperature (294 K), and the researchers highlighted that the continuous
magnetic refrigeration was experimentally shown by the Collins and Zimmerman, they
tested magnetic refrigerators operating at very low temperature ranges [5]. Zimm and
DeGregoria explained the basic mechanism of Active magnetic regenerator cycle. Kitanovski
et al. highlighted that the there is need and necessity to develop new thermodynamic
cycles which can explain the magnetic refrigeration phenomena accurately and
comprehensively and, the authors reported many publications about the Brayton and
Ericsson’s cycle associativity with the magnetic refrigeration, moreover, active magnetic
regenerators with various thermodynamic cycles was analyzed, and numerical simulation of
AMR was also performed using finite element method. The AMR operating on the Brayton
cycle resulted in the production of highest cooling power capability, while AMR operating
on the Ericsson cycle is the most efficient one [6], they also mathematically explained the
numerical aspects of AMR simulation. Wolf et al provided quantum-based explanation of
the magnetocaloric effect and proposed the increment or increase in the change in the
entropy with respect to change in the magnetic field close to magnetically achieved
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quantum-critical point by the accurate and precise measurement of calorimetric effect [7].
Noume et al. used comsol of simulation of magnetocaloric effect for the designing of the
magnetic regeneration cycle for the electric vehicles. As the electric vehicle operates on the
battery, therefore, the energy would be derived from the battery, in the simulation
performed, the fluid flow (mainly laminar),heat transfer in solids and fluids was used, and
the velocity, temperature, and heat transfer coefficient was mainly studied [8].
Boundary condition, mesh
The primary equation which is used for the fluid flow is the Navier-Stokes equation,
moreover, energy equation along with the heat transfer equations were mainly used [9].
Gobi and Sahu used COMSOL to perform the exploratory study of the magnetocaloric effect
on three different materials, these materials were Gadolinium and two other different alloys
for the evaluation of the final temperature of the magnetic material, the Gadolinium
showed the adiabatic temperature difference of 12 K which was the highest among the
studied material [10]. An application was developed having a graphical user interface (GUI),
so that the user can input different variables, and visualize the contours of temperature and
other variables. The mathematical based study is more equation oriented, in which
mathematical techniques are employed to explain the physics of phenomena, and these
study methods are valuable in terms of quantification of the variables and developing
actual mathematical relations.
Results and disscution
The boundary condition of magnetic field is the Ampere’s law which was applied on
the regenerator, and the magnetization condition was defined. The magnetization model
was applied, and the material was declared as solid, value of the magnetization defined was
222000 A/m in x and y directions, and the values of electrical conductivities and relative
permittivity were derived from the material. Magnetic insulation was also applied at the
relevant boundaries.
The heat transfer in solids and fluids have boundary conditions of identification of
the fluidic domain and solid domain, and the temperature was defined which was initial
temperature of 293.15 Kelvin. The heat rate of 100 Watt was applied as the heat source at
the regenerator. Similarly, the boundary conditions of the fluid ere applied defining inlet,
outlet and wall. The normal
inflow velocity of 5 m/s was
applied at the input, and the
zero-velocity
boundary
condition was defined at the
outlet. The proposed multiphysics option which the
solver has provided consist of
electromagnetic heating and
non-isothermal
flow
conditions. The walls have
been modeled with no slip
boundary conditions.
Figure 1. Comsol 2D model used for the simulation has
The physics-controlled mesh
been shown along with the mesh.
was used for the simulation.
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Fig. 1 show the meshed domain, the mesh is very fine at the boundaries and edges.
The mesh is very fine at the boundaries and edges. The contributor of the mesh are
magnetic fields, heat transfer in solids and fluids, laminar flow, electromagnetic heating,
and non-isothermal flows.The stationary study was selected along with the PARSIDO
solvers.
Modelling and simulation
The process modelling and simulation was performed in COMSOL multi-physics. The
model was drawn in 2D and was inspired by the research performed by the Noume et al. 2D
model was drawn in the Comsol model builder geometry tab. The model assumes to have
symmetry.

Figure 2. Geometrical representation of
the model.

Figure 3. Comsol 2D AMR model used for the
simulation of magnetocaloric effect along
with the dimensions of various bodies used.

The length of the fluidic channel is 15.024 cm, while the height of the fluidic
channel was kept as 2.5 cm. the magnetic regenerator has been placed at the center of the
channel, and the width and height of the magnetic regenerator was kept as 4.3 cm and 1.5
cm respectively. The right-side square box was modeled as hot heat exchanger and the left
side box was modelled as cold heat exchanger. The width and height of both the heat
exchanger are 1.5 and 2.1 cm respectively. Figure 2 shows the complete dimensions of the
model.
The materials were also selected according to the simulations performed by Noume
et al.. The magnetic regenerator placed in the center was allotted the material Gadolinium,
the fluid used in the simulation is water, and the plates used to model the heat exchanger
is composed of copper. The material properties off copper used in the simulation along with
comsol operators are shown below [11 - 13].
The physics selected for the simulations are the main determinants of the solution
and boundary conditions. The models which were used in the simulation are, Magnetic
fields, Heat transfer in solids, heat transfer in fluids, and Laminar flow for the fluidic solvers.
All these physics have been coupled together to find a numerical solution of the
magnetocaloric effect problem. COMSOL multi-physics excellently couples the physics to
formulate a multi-physics problem, and the user friendly interface allows the user to add
multiple studies within one window. The proposed multi-physics based on different physics
selected are also shown in the multi-physics tab, and the option is provided to apply it on
different domains and boundaries. All the previously defined steps allow the user to
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comprehensively define the problem [14 - 15]. Magnetic flux density norm along with
temperature plot have been obtained. Fig.4 shows the magnetic flux density norm
streamlines. Figure 5 also show the Magnetic flux density plot. The magnetization has
produced the magnetic field.
The values of the temperature has been almost the same that were obtained by the
Noume et al. in their simulations. The temperature rise due to magneto caloric effect is
similar in magnitude that has been reported in the literature. It must be mentioned that the
stationary study has been performed in order to simulate the process.

Figure 4. Magnetic flux density norm
shown in the figure. The magnetization can
be viewed from the streamlines.

Figure 5. Temperature profile AMR.

Successful simulations have been performed by using the simplified model
techniques and methods. For more realistic analysis transient approach should be adopted.
The laminar flow approach has also been adopted in order to reduce the complexity of the
solution procedure, otherwise the flow may be considered turbulent due to heat transfer
and fluid flow in the current scenario. The material which was chosen for the study was
widely used in the research of magnetocaloric materials.
There are other alloys which are members of lanthanide period have also been
studied by the researchers in order to explore the potential for the refrigeration in the
magnatocaloric
materials.
The
tolerance set for the stationary solver
was 0.001 default. MUMPS solver along
with the PARSIDO solver was also used.
The results have been evolved with the
start of the flow. Figure 6 shows the
contours of the magnetic flux density
when the flow conditions were applied,
for this case the magnetization was
elevated to 450000A/m.
Figure 7 shows the total heat
flux magnitude. The heat energy
dissipation can be viewed by examining
Figure 6. Magnetic flux density upon the
the surface plot presented below.
application of the fluid flow conditions.
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a)

b)

Figure 7. a) Total heat flux magnitude plot, b) combined arrow and surface velocity
plot just after the start of the flow.
The flow conditions which have been assumed for the analysis
simplified. The very simple yet comprehensive case studied combines the
the magnetic field, the heat transfer equations considering the effects of
conduction, and the flow equations which are continuity, momentum, and
equations.

are very much
equations from
convection and
energy balance

Conclusions and perspectives
In this study finite element analysis technique would be adopted in order to perform
simulation material of magnetocaloric effect and parametric material study on the alloys.
Finite element analysis is a numerical technique, in which the computational domain or
body of interest is discretized into smaller discrete elements (mesh), and the relevant
equations are solved for each mesh element or node. In this way the accurate and complete
behavior of the object under defined loading conditions is attained. There are three
methods normally used for the solution of a real world problem, these methods are,
experimental, exact method (analytical) and numerical method. Experimental method
provides accurate and actual solution of the problem, if the experiment is properly
designed. However, for some cases it is difficult to design the experimental setup, moreover
this method is expensive in the case when parameters have to be varied or the intension is
to perform parametric study. The analytical method is based on the exact mathematical
solution of the problem. This method uses the differential equations, for the simple cases in
which loadings is simple, or for over simplified cases, the method can be applied easily.
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Abstract. Pattern descriptors invariant to rotation, scaling, and translation represents an
important direction in the elaboration of the real time object recognition systems. In this
article, the new kinds of object descriptors based on chord transformation are presented.
There are described new methods of image presentation - Central and Logarithmic Central
Image Chord Transformations (CICT and LCICT). It is shown that the CICToperation makes it
possible to achieve invariance to object rotation. In the case of implementation of the
LCICT transformation, invariance to changes in the rotation and scale of the object is
achieved. The possibilities of implementing the CICTand LCICToperations are discussed.
The algorithms of these operations for contour images are presented. The possibilities of
integrated implementation of CICT and LCICT operations are considered. A generalized CICT
operation for a full (halftone) image is defined. The structures of the coherent optical
processors that implement operations of basic and integral image chord transformations are
presented.
Keywords: image, chord, transformation, recognition, processor.
Introduction
Invariant Object Recognition (IOR) is of great importance for many civil and military
applications and supposes the identification and classification of the object in real-time,
regardless of spatial position, angular orientation, etc.
Different directions and approaches exist in IOR, such as using the support vector
machines [1], deep learning techniques [2], neural networks [3], image moments feathers
[4, 5], correlation techniques [6, 7], etc.
A pattern descriptors invariant to rotation, scaling, translation (RST) represent an
important direction in IOR. In article [8] the RST invariance is obtained by applying the
Fourier–Mellin transform on the radial and angular coordinates of the pattern's Radon
image. In article [9] a novel descriptor is proposed based on the ring-projection and dualtree complex wavelets which permit the transformation of the pattern from a 2-D image to
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a 1-D signal. In article [10] the Hough transform realization is proposed in an incoherent
optical processor.
The described above approaches in IOR need substantial computational
expenditures which in many cases do not permit the realization of real-time. Also,
numerical accuracy does not correspond to the standards.
One of the perspective directions in object recognition is based on the chord
functions using due to their properties of invariance to the object position, rotation, or
scaling changes. In the article [11] a hybrid optical-digital system for chord functions
calculation is described. In article [12] an optical processor that realizes a generalized chord
transformation is presented. The wedge-ring detector samples of autocorrelation are shown
to be the histograms of the chord distributions. In article [13] a logarithmic chord
transformation of the images (LHTI) is proposed. Structures of an optical-electronic
processor for LHTI realization and of a system for object recognition are described.
In this article, the results of the development of the invariant object recognition
based on the new kinds of the chord transformation are presented. Section 2 describes new
methods of image transformations - Central and Logarithmic Central Image Chord
Transformation (CICT and LCICT).
It is shown that the CICToperation makes it possible to achieve invariance to object
rotation. In the case of implementation of the LCICTtransformation, invariance to changes
in the rotation and scale of the object is achieved. In section 3 the possibilities of
implementing the CICT and LCICT operations are discussed. The algorithms of these
operations for contour images are presented.
The possibilities of integrated implementation of CICT and LCICT operations are
considered. A generalized CICT operation for a full (halftone) image is defined. The
structure of a coherent optical processor that implements operations of integral image
chord transformation is presented.
1. Central and logarithmic central image chord transformations
Let P(x,y) is an initial object (Figure 1.a) and Pb(x,y) is the function of the object’s
image, which is described by the binary external contour, Pb(x,y)={0,1}, and (xc,yc) –
coordinates of the center (Figure 1.b). For every pair of points (xi,yi) and (xk,yk) is constructed
a chord AiBk passing through the point (xc,yc), is determined the angle ψik between chord and
X-axis, and chord’s length Rik as:

ψ ik = arctg[(y k - y i )/ ( x k - x i )]

(1)

Rik = ( x k - x i ) 2 + (y k - y i ) 2

(2)

In this case, the object’s image can be characterized by the function H(ψik,Rik), which
describes all possible chords drawn through the point (xc,yc). Transformation, through which
was obtained the function H(ψik,Rik) will be named the Central Image Chord Transformation
(CIHT):
Pb(x,y)→T{Pb(x,y)}=H(ψik,Rik)=H(x1,y1)=Pb(x1,y1),

(3)

where T{...} – the operation of CIHT,
x1=ψik, y1=Rik.
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a)

b)
Figure 1. Initial (a) and countered (b) objects.

Let’s introduce the definition of Logarithmic Central Image Chord Transformation (
LCICT). This transformation is realizing by taking the logarithm of the parameter Rik of the
function H(ψik,Rik):
LT{H(ψik,Rik)}=LH(ψik,lnRik)=LH(ψik,wik)=Pb(x2,y2)

(5)

where LT{...} – the operation of LCICT,
x2=ψik, y2=wik= lnRik

(6)

In Figure 2 are presented the transformations CICT(a) and LCICT(b). It is evident, that
the rotation of the initial image will shift the function R(ψ) along the axis ψ, i.e. the
CICToperation allows to achieve invariance to the rotation of the object. In the case of the
LCICTtransformation, the object scale change will shift the function lnR(ψ) along the axis
LnR, i.e. this transformation allows to achieve the invariance to the scale change.
3. Possibilities of the image chord transformation’s realization
Let's consider the possibilities of the CICT and LCICT operations realization. Let the
input image contain an object P(x’,y’) located in the area of interest's center with
coordinates (xc,yc). The function P(x’,y’) is converted to a binary image or represented by its
external binary contour:
P(x’,y') → Pb(x,y),

(7)

where Pb(x,y)={0,1}.
Then, for an angle ψ varying within 0-180o, the chords are constructed, passing
through the point (xc,yc), their lengths Rik are determined, and the functions
H(ψik,Rik)=Pb(x1,y1), LH(ψik,wik) =Pb(x2,y2) are formed. The described operations of CICTand
LCICTcan be realized in the software or in digital signal processors, as well as in the
specialized optical processors.
3.1. Optical processor for image chord transformation
The processor contains (Figure 3) a coherent radiation source 1, an image input
module 2, a matrix of threshold optrons 3, a photodetector 4, and a controller 5. The image
input module 2 is an electro-optical spatial light modulator (SLM) that operates in the light
transmission mode. The matrix of threshold optrons 3 performs the image binarization
operation. Photodetector 4 realizing radial (output A) and logarithmic radial (output B)
image scanning. Controller 5 synchronizes the operation of processor units, data storage,
and communication with external devices.
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a)

b)

Figure 2. Transformations CICT(a), and LCICT(b).

Figure 3. Optical processor for image chord transformation.
The processor functions as follows: centered image of the object P(x’,y’) is recorded
on a SLM 2. Then switch on the radiation source 1, the light beam from the output of which
passes through the SLM 2, is modulated by the intensity function P(x’,y’) and flows through
the matrix of optrons 3. As a result, the function P(x’,y’) is binarized: P(x’,y’) → Pb(x,y) and
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then goes to the photodetector matrix 4, at the outputs A and B of which the
transformations CICT and LCICT are formed respectively. The corresponding signal values
are entered into controller 5.
3.2. Integral realization of CICTand LCICToperations
The integral realization of chord transformations CICT and LCICT assumes the
following. Because the values of the function Pb(x,y) in boundary points of the object are
defined as Pb(x,y)=1, the chord will exist between the two image points if they are a
boundary, i.e.

G ( xi , yi ,ψ ik , Rik ) = Pb ( xi , yi ) Pb [ xi + Rik cosψ ik , yi + Rik sin ψ ik ] = 1

(8)

At various values of the points’ combinations on the external contour of the object, the
operation CICTwill be determined as follows:

H (ψ ik , Rik ) = ∫∫ G ( xi , yi ,ψ ik , Rik )dxdy =

∫∫ P ( x , y ) P [ x
b

i

i

b

i

+ Rik cosψ ik , yi + Rik sin ψ ik ]dxdy

= ∫∫ Pb ( xi , yi ) Pb [ xi + ξ ik , yi + η ik ]dxdy = H (ξ ik ,η ik ) = Pb ( x, y ) * Pb ( x, y )

(9)

where ξ ik = Rik cosψ ik , η ik = Rik sin ψ ik
Thus, the CICToperation can be implemented by calculating the autocorrelation
function of the contour image Pb(x,y). For a full (halftone) image P(x,y), the generalized CICT
operation will be defined as:

H (ψ , R) = H (ξ ,η ) = ∫∫ P( x, y ) P[ x + ξ , y + η ]dxdy = P( x, y ) * P( x, y )

(10)

Let’s define the generalized LCICToperation as:

LH (ψ , W ) = CT {H (ξ ,η )} = H [ξ ' ,η ' ]

(11)

where CT{...} is the coordinate transformation operation,
ξ’=arctg(η/ξ), η’=[ln(ξ2 + η2)]/2

(12)

Let’s show that the generalized LCICT operation is invariant to shift, change in the
angular orientation and scale of the image. Let the input image be described by the
function:
P( x ' , y ' ) = P[ x + e3 , y + e4 , e1 , e2 ),

where e1 , e2 - change of scale, the angular orientation of the object, respectively; e3 ,e4 parameters of the object's displacement. The calculation of the autocorrelation functions
leads to the elimination of the influence of parameters e3 ,e4 . Really,
H (ξ ,η ) = ∫∫ P( x ' , y ' ) P( x ' + ξ , y ' + η ]dx ' dy ' =
= FT −1{FT [ P( x ' , y ' )]FT *[ FTP ( x ' , y ' )]} =
−1

= FT {exp[ j (ue3 + ve4 )]P (u , v ) exp[− j (ue3 + ve4 ) P (u , v )} =
'

'

*

'

(13)

'

= FT −1{P (u ' , v ' ) P * (u ' , v ' )} = H (ξ1 ,η1 ),
'
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where FT, FT-1, FT* are the direct, inverse, and complex conjugate Fourier transform,
respectively. Values ξ1' ,η1' are functions of parameters e1 , e2 : ξ1' = F1 (e1 , e2 ),η1' = F2 (e1 , e2 ).
Image transformation, made by (13) allows separating the influence of the scale e1
and rotation e2 parameters of the object and reducing them to equivalent shifts:
H ' (ψ , W ) = CT {H ' (ξ1 ,η1 )} = H o {ξ + ξ o (e2 ),η + η o (e1 )},
'

(14)

'

where ξ o (e2 ) ηo (e1 ) are constant.
Thus, as a result of the LCICT operation, invariance to shifts, changes in the scale,
and angular orientation of the object are achieved. This will allow reducing significantly the
volume of computing costs in the subsequent stages of digital processing.
In Figure 4 is shown the structure of a coherent optical processor that implements
operations of integral image chord transformation. The processor contains a coherent
radiation source 1, an optical image input module 2, electro-optical SLMs 3 and 4, a Fourier
lens 5, a photodetector 6, and a controller 7. The SLM 3 is used for recording the input
image.
The SLM 4 is used for displaying the functions Φ(ξ, n) at the stage of optical
realization of image transformation to logarithmic polar (15) or polar (16) coordinate
system:
Φ + (ξ ,η ) = (ξ / 2) ln(ξ 2 + η 2 ) + ξ ]
Φ lp (ξ ,η ) = 
Φ − (ξ ,η ) = Φ + (ξ ,η ) − (2π 2 / λf L )η
Φ (ξ ,η ) = ξ (ξ 2 + η 2 ) + ξ ]
Φ p (ξ ,η ) =  +
Φ − (ξ ,η ) = Φ + (ξ ,η ) − (2π 2 / λf L )η

ξ <0

at

ξ >0

at
at

ξ <0
at

ξ >0

(15)

(16)

Figure 4. Optical processor for integral image chord transformation.
In expressions (15), (16) λ – the wavelength of the radiation source 1; f L – the
focal length of the Fourier lens 5. For the function Φ(ξ,n), recorded on SLM 4 and described
by the expression (15) or (16), the processor will implement the LCICT or CICT operation,
respectively. Module 2 has two optical inputs and one optical output. The photodetector 6
is designed to scan the optical Fourier transform formed by lens 5 and subsequent data
input into the controller 7.
The processor function in the next mode. In the initial state, the input image P(x', y')
is recorded on the SLM 3, and the SLM 4 is transparent. Then the source of radiation 1 is
switched on, the collimated light beam from the output of which goes through module 2,
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SLM 3, is modulated by the image function P(x',y') and then passing through the SLM 4.
Lens 5 performs a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the image P(x',y'):
(17)

FT {P ( x ' , y ' )} = exp[ j (u ' e3 + v ' e4 )]P (u ' , v ' ),

where u ' = F3 (e1 , e2 ), v ' = F4 (e1 , e2 ) .
The optical distribution (17) is reflected in the photodetector 6 as a Fourier
spectrum:
2

Ps (u ' , v ' ) = FT {P ( x ' , y ' )} = FT {P ( x ' , y ' )}FT * {P ( x ' , y ' )} =
= exp[ j (u ' e3 + v ' e4 )]P (u ' , v ' ) exp[− j (u ' e3 + v ' e4 ) * P (u ' , v ' ) =

(18)

= P (u , v ) P (u , v ).
'

'

*

'

'

Next, the distribution (18) is scanned by the photodetector 6 and recorded on the
SLM 3 through the controller 7. Using the lens 5, the Fourier transform of the function (18)
is performed, as a result of which will be obtained an optical distribution in the plane of
the photodetector 6, described as follows:
FT {P(u ' , v ' ) P * (u ' , v ' )}. = FT {FT [ P ( x '1 , y '1 )]}FT {FT *[ P( x '1 , y '1 )]} =
= FT {FT [ P( x '1 , y '1 )]} * FT {FT [ P(− x '1 ,− y '1 )]} = P( x '1 , y '1 ) * P( x '1 , y '1 )

(19)

where * is the correlation operation, x '1 = F3 (e1 , e2 ), y '1 = F4 (e1 , e2 ) .
The distribution (19) represents an autocorrelation function of the input image:
2

2

P(ξ ' ,η ' ) = P( x '1 , y '1 ) * P( x '1 , y '1 ) .

(20)

As a result, the influence of parameters e3 ,e4 was eliminated. The optical distribution
described by the function (20) is scanned by the photodetector 6 and written to the SLM 3
via the controller 7. By this time, on the SLM 4, the function is written by the expression
(15) or (16), which allows multiplying this function with the function from the SLM 3. As a
result, at the output of SLM 4, the optical distribution will be characterized by the function:
P(ξ ,η ) = P(ξ ' ,η ' ) exp[ jΦ (ξ ,η )] . After the Fourier transform realized using lens 5, an optical
distribution will be formed in the plane of the photodetector 6:
FT { P(ξ ,η ) exp[ jΦ (ξ ,η )]} = H (ψ , G ),

(21)

where G= w = [ln[(ξ ' ) 2 + (η ' ) 2 ]] / 2,ψ = arctg (ξ / η ) in the case of Φ (ξ ,η ) = Φ lp (ξ ,η ) , and G=R=

[(ξ ' ) 2 + (η ' ) 2 ]1/ 2 ,ψ = arctg (ξ / η ) in the case of Φ (ξ ,η ) = Φ p (ξ ,η ) .
After the function H(ψ, G) scanning by the photodetector 6 in columns and rows, the
functions H(ψ), H(G) will be formed, carrying information about the features of the input
image:
Lv

H i (ψ ) = ∫ H (ψ , G )lr dlr ,

(22)

0
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Lh

H j (G ) = ∫ H (ψ , G )lh dlh

(23)

0

where Lv , Lh are the lengths of the horizontal and vertical electrodes.
From expressions (22) and (23) it follows that the function H (ψ ) does not depend on
G, i.e. is invariant to change the input image scale; the function H(G) is invariant to change
the angular orientation of the image. At the output of the photodetector 6, 2n signals are
generated, which is equivalent to representing the image by a vector v of length DP = 2n .
Thus, the processor output generates a set of electrical signals that characterize the
features of the input image.
4. Conclusions
Two new types of image transformations are proposed - the Central and Logarithmic
Central Image Chord Transformations- CICT and LCICT.
Algorithms for implementing CICT and LCICT operations based on calculating the
center of the object, selecting its external binary contour, and constructing chords through
the center of this object are presented.
The possibilities of CICT and LCICT operations implementation using software and
hardware are considered. The structure of a coherent optical processor for image chord
transformation is developed. The possibility of realizing integral operations of CICT and
LCICT is presented for contoured and complete images based on the calculation of the
autocorrelation function of the object image, which is very promising using parallel optical
processors.
It is shown that the CICT operation allows achieving invariance to the displacement
and rotation of the object, and the LCICT operation to the displacement, rotation, and scale
of the object, which will allow applying high-speed algorithms and techniques at the stage
of object classification, significantly reducing the volume of computational operations and
to implement a real-time mode in image analysis.
In the future, there will be elaborated the multiprocessor systems for invariant
object recognition using proposed operations of image chord transformations CICT and
LCICT.
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Abstract. The notion of “total favoring” of large or of small beneficiaries in proportional
apportionments of entities is defined as a particular case of favoring. It is proven that the
number of known conditions of total favoring of beneficiaries in an apportionment (APP)
can be considerably reduced. Thus, the volume of calculations to be performed for the
respective computer simulation was reduced. In order to quantitatively estimate the total
favoring of beneficiaries by APP methods, three indicators were used: the percentage of
apportionments, in which large beneficiaries are totally favored; the percentage of
apportionments, in which small beneficiaries are totally favored; the percentage of total
favoring of large or of small beneficiaries, depending on the APP method applied. A total
of five APP methods are being researched: Hamilton (Hare), Sainte-Laguë (Webster),
d’Hondt (Jefferson), Huntington-Hill and Adapted Sainte-Laguë. Based on results of
computer simulation, the total favoring of beneficiaries by these five APP methods was
estimated, including comparatively. For example, it has been identified that the d’Hondt
method does not always totally favors beneficiaries to a greater extent than the
Huntington-Hill method. At the same time, the Adapted Sainte-Laguë method always
totally favors small beneficiaries less compared to the Huntington-Hill method.
Keywords:

apportionment method, apportionment problem, comparative analysis, computer
simulation, favoring of beneficiaries, quantitative estimate.

Rezumat. Este definită noțiunea de „favorizare totală” a beneficiarilor mari sau a celor mici
în repartizări proporționale de entități, ca un caz particular de favorizare. Este dovedit că
numărul condițiilor cunoscute de favorizare totală a beneficiarilor într-o repartizare (APP)
poate fi redus considerabil. Astfel, a fost redus și volumul calculelor de efectuat pentru
simularea informatică respectivă. Pentru a estima cantitativ favorizarea totală a
beneficiarilor de către metodele APP, s-au folosit trei indicatori: procentajul repartizărilor,
în care sunt total favorizați beneficiarii mari; procentajul repartizărilor, în care sunt total
favorizați beneficiarii mici; procentajul favorizării totale a beneficiarilor mari sau a celor
mici, în funcție de metoda APP aplicată. În total sunt cercetate cinci metode APP: Hamilton
(Hare), Sainte-Laguë (Webster), d’Hondt (Jefferson), Huntington-Hill și Sainte-Laguë
Adaptată. Pe baza rezultatelor simulării informatice, a fost estimată, inclusiv comparativ,
favorizarea totală a beneficiarilor de aceste cinci metode APP. De exemplu, s-a identificat
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că nu întotdeauna metoda d’Hondt favorizează total beneficiarii într-o măsură mai mare,
decât metoda Huntington-Hill. În același timp, metoda Sainte-Laguë Adaptată întotdeauna
favorizează total beneficiarii mici mai puțin, comparativ cu cea Huntington-Hill.
Cuvinte cheie: analiză comparativă, estimare cantitativă, favorizarea beneficiarilor, metodă de
repartizare, problemă de repartizare, simulare informatică.
1. Introduction
It is often necessary to distribute a given number M of discrete entities of the same
kind among n beneficiaries, in proportion to a numerical characteristic assigned to each of
them Vi, i = �����
1, n. This is known as proportional apportionment (APP) problem [1 - 3]. The
integer character of this problem usually causes a certain disproportion of the
apportionment xi, 𝑖 = �����
1, 𝑛 [1, 4-6], some beneficiaries being favored at the expense of
others. Favoring of beneficiaries leads to the increase of disproportionality and vice versa
[6]. Therefore, reducing the favoring in question is one of the basic requirements when is
choosing the APP method to be applied under concrete situations (free of bias condition
[1, 3]).
As it is well known, the d’Hondt method favors large beneficiaries (with larger Vi
value) [1, 4, 6], and Huntington-Hill method favors the small ones (with smaller Vi value) [4,
6]. But which of the two favors beneficiaries to a larger extent? Preferences, in this sense,
between methods, can help. Par example, in [7], five APP methods are placed „in the order
as they are known to favor larger parties over smaller parties”. However, the best way is to
estimate this property quantitatively. One approach in this aim is proposed in [8]. Another, a
specific one, based on the definition of (total) favoring of large or of small beneficiaries by
an apportionment method done in [1], is examined in this paper. Estimates of the frequency
of total favoring in apportionments for the widely used Hamilton (Hare), Sainte-Laguë
(Webster), d’Hondt (Jefferson), Huntington-Hill and Adapted Sainte-Laguë methods are
obtained by computer simulation.
2. Essence of favoring of beneficiaries in apportionments
The essence of favoring of beneficiaries in apportionments is described in different
papers, including the [4, 9, 10] ones. In [6] they are distinguished three notions of favoring
of beneficiaries by an APP method:
a) favoring of a beneficiary in an apportionment;
b) favoring of large or of small beneficiaries in an apportionment;
c) favoring of large or of small beneficiaries overall by an apportionment method.
It is considered that a beneficiary i is favored if a larger number xi of entities is
distributed to him than would be due according to the Vi value, more precisely if xi > MVi /V,
where M = x1 + x2 + … + xn and V = V1 + V2 + … + Vn. Of course, the lack of favoring is possible
only if the equalities MVi /V = MVi /V, 𝑖 = �����
1, 𝑛 take place; here z means the integer part of
the real number z. In practice, such equalities rarely occur and that is why some
beneficiaries are favored and others, respectively, are disfavored.
In a formalized form, the first, probably, definition of favoring of large or of small
beneficiaries in apportionments is done in [1].
Definition 2 (according to [1, p. 125]). An apportionment method favors large parties
if
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and it favors small parties if

∑𝑗∈𝑆 𝑥𝑗

(1)

∑𝑗∈𝑆 𝑥𝑗

(2)

∑𝑖∈𝐿 𝑥𝑖

>∑

∑𝑖∈𝐿 𝑥𝑖

<∑

∑𝑖∈𝐿 𝑉𝑖

∑𝑖∈𝐿 𝑉𝑖
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𝑗∈𝑆 𝑉𝑗

𝑗∈𝑆 𝑉𝑗

,

where L and S are subsets of {1, 2, …, n} such that xi > xj whenever i ∈ L and j ∈ S [3].
If, when applying an APP method to any of possible initial data, requirement (1) or,
respectively, requirement (2) always occurs, then it can be considered that this method
“overall favors” large or, respectively, small beneficiaries (parties). But there are no known
such methods that would be used in practice. In such a situation the Definition 2 can be
used to identify the favoring of large or of small beneficiaries in particular apportionments.
At the same time, it is considered that d’Hondt method favors large beneficiaries, in
sense that more frequently it favors large beneficiaries that it favors the small ones, and
Huntington-Hill method favors small beneficiaries, in sense that more frequently it favors
small beneficiaries that it favors the large ones in apportionments. Moreover, in one and the
same apportionment may be favored some large beneficiaries and some small beneficiaries.
The approach proposed in [8] can identify, if such an apportionment favors predominantly
large or predominantly small beneficiaries. That’s why in this paper the apportionments
compliant with requirement (1) are considered “total favoring” large beneficiaries, and the
ones compliant with requirement (2) are considered “totally favoring” small beneficiaries.
These are particular cases of the “favoring” of beneficiaries – large (predominantly) or small
(predominantly) in sense of [8].
Finally, to determine if an APP method totally favors (overall) large beneficiaries or it
totally favors (overall) small beneficiaries, it is needed to have apportionments on infinity
(sufficient large number) of cases of initial data. If the frequency of total favoring of large
beneficiaries is larger than the frequency of total favoring of small beneficiaries, then it is
considered that the APP method totally favors (overall) large beneficiaries and vice versa.
3. Number of restrictions to check the total favoring in apportionments
The frequency of total favoring of large (small) beneficiaries, on a sufficient large
number of cases of initial data, can be determined by computer simulation. To do this, it is
important to know how many of different inequalities (1) or, in case of favoring of small
beneficiaries, of the (2) ones there are.
Without diminishing the universality of the approach, below it is considered that the
n beneficiaries are ordered in non-ascending order of Vi, 𝑖 = �����
1, 𝑛, that is V1 > V2 > V3 > … > Vn.
In proportional apportionments, if Vi > Vj then xi ≥ xj. Let’s consider the apportionments for
which x1 > x2 > x3 > … > xn. For such an apportionment and |L| + |S| = n, there are n – 1
variants of different pairs of subsets L and S: L1 = {1}, S1 = {2, 3, …, n}; L2 = {1, 2}, S2 = {3, 4,
…, n}; …; Ln-1 = {1, 2, 3, …, n – 1}, Sn-1 = {n}. However, if all cases, for which | L | + | S | ≤ n, L ≠
∅, S ≠ ∅, to be taken into account, then the number Kn of variants of different pairs of
subsets L and S is considerably larger than n – 1.
Statement 1. In general case, the number Kn of variants of different pairs of subsets L
and S of {1, 2, …, n}, such that xi > xj whenever i ∈ L and j ∈ S, is determined according to
recurrent formula
Kn = 2Kn – 1 – Kn – 2 + 2n – 1 – 1, n ≥ 2,
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where K0 = K1 = 0.
Indeed, one has K2 = 1, because the only possible variant is L = {1} and S = {2}. From
the other hand, according to (3) takes place K2 = 2 × 0 – 0 + 22 – 1 – 1 = 1.▼
Also, K3 = 5, because:
1) for L = {1} there are three (𝐶21 + 𝐶22 = 22 − 1) possible variants of S, that is {2}, {3}
and {2, 3};
2) for L = {1, 2} there is one (𝐶11) possible variant of S, that is {3};
3) for L = {2} there is one (𝐶11) possible variant of S (as for K2), that is {3}.
From the other hand, according to (3) one has K3 = 2 × 1 – 0 + 23 – 1 – 1 = 5.▼
When n = 4, takes place K4 = 16, because:
1) for L = {1} there are 7 (𝐶31 + 𝐶32 + 𝐶33 = 23 − 1) possible variants of S, that is {2},
{3}, {4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4} and {3, 4, 5};
2) for L = {1, 2} there are three (𝐶21 + 𝐶22 ) possible variant of S (as in case (1) of K3),
that is {3}, {4} and {3, 4};
3) for L = {1, 2, 3} there is one (𝐶11) possible variant of S (as in case (2) of K3), that is
{4};
4) for L = {2} there are three (𝐶21 + 𝐶22 ) possible variants of S (as in case (1) of K3), that
is {3}, {4} and {3, 4}.
5) for L = {2, 3} there is one (𝐶11) possible variant of S (as in case (2) of K3), that is {4};
6) for L = {3} there is one (𝐶11) possible variant of S (as in case (3) of K3), that is {4}.
So, in cases (2)-(3) and, separately, in cases (4)-(5) of K4, there are the same number
of possible variants of S as in cases (1)-(2) of K3. Therefore one has K4 = 23 – 1 + 2K3 – K2 = 7
+ 2 × 5 – 1 = 16. The same result can be obtained also in the following way. Evidently, in
cases of K4, in which subset L begins with beneficiaries from 2 to 3 = n – 1, there are a
summary number of possible variants of S equal to K3. Thus, the value of K4 is larger than
that of K3 by the summary number of possible variants of S for cases in which subset L
begins with beneficiary 1, that is for cases of subsets {1}, {1, 2} and {1, 2, 3}. For the subset
{1} of K4, there are 2n – 1 – 1 = 23 – 1 – 1 possible variants of S, and for subsets {1, 2} and {1, 2,
3} of K4 the summary number of possible variants of S is equal to those for subsets {1} and
{1, 2} of K3, that is to K3 – K2. ▼
Similarly, when n = j beneficiaries:
𝑗−1
1
2
1) for L = {1} there are (𝐶𝑗−1
+ 𝐶𝑗−1
+ ⋯ + 𝐶𝑗−1
= 2𝑗−1 − 1) possible variants of S;
2) in cases, in which subset L begins with beneficiaries from 2 to j – 1, there are a
summary number of possible variants of S equal to Kj – 1;
3) for subsets {1,2}, {1, 2, 3}, …, {1, 2, …, j} of Kj, the summary number of possible
variants of subset S is equal to those for subsets {1}, {1, 2}, …, {1, 2, …, j – 1} of
Kj – 1, that is to Kj – 1 – Kj – 2.
Thus, one obtains Kn = 2n – 1 – 1 + Kn – 1 + (Kn – 1 – Kn – 2) = 2Kn – 1 – Kn – 2 + 2n – 1 – 1. ■
Data of Table 1 show that Kn value increases rapidly with the increase of n, becoming
more than 2 mil at n = 20 beneficiaries.
Table 1
Some values of Kn
n
Kn
n
Kn
n
Kn
n
Kn
2
1
4
16
7
219
15
65399
3
5
5
42
10
1981
20 2096920
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For approximate calculations, instead of recurrent formula (3) can be used the
following one
Kn ≈ 2 × 103n/10, n = 7÷68,
where the absolute value of the relative error doesn’t exceed 15%. The relative error is
positive decreasing from 14.97% to 0.96% at n = 7÷10 and negative decreasing from –
0.66% to –14.89% at n = 11÷68.
4. Redefining the notion of total favoring in apportionments
The Kn value determined according to (3) can be considerable, especially at large
values of n. Thus, for computer simulation, it is important to reduce the number of
requirements (1) and (2). A solution is done by Statement 2.
Statement 2. In case of x1 > x2 > x3 > … > xn, the necessary and sufficient conditions for
compliance with all Kn inequalities (1) are the n – 1 ones
𝑥1
𝑉1

>

𝑥2

<

𝑥2

𝑉2

>⋯>

𝑥𝑛

,

(4)

<⋯<

𝑥𝑛

(5)

and with all the Kn restrictions (2) are the n – 1 ones
𝑥1
𝑉1

𝑉2

𝑉𝑛

𝑉𝑛

.

Indeed, the necessity of conditions (4) is evident. They belong to the Kn ones and
cover all n(n – 1)/2 variants of pairs {L, S} for |L| = |S| = 1. At the same time, they establish
only n – 1 relations for the total of n beneficiaries – the minimal possible number. A similar
situation is with the necessity of conditions (5). ▼
Regarding the sufficiency of inequalities (4), let’s begin with proving the following
inequalities
𝑥1 +𝑥2

Because of

𝑥2
𝑉2

𝑉1 +𝑉2

>

𝑥3
𝑉3

>

𝑥3
𝑉3

𝑥1

,

𝑉1

>

𝑥2 +𝑥3
𝑉2 +𝑉3

,

𝑥1 +𝑥2

>

𝑉1 +𝑉2

𝑥3 +𝑥4
𝑉3 +𝑉4

,

(6), (7), (8)

, for it to take place (6), it is sufficient to prove that

Let's consider the equality

𝑥1 +𝑥2

>

𝑥2

𝑥1 +𝑦

=

𝑥2

𝑉1 +𝑉2

𝑉1 +𝑉2

.

(9)

.

(10)

𝑉2

𝑉2

From (10) one has y = (x2V1 + x2V2 – x1V2)/V2 = x2V1/V2 + x2 – x1. If x2 > y, then based on
𝑥
𝑥
(9), (10) and 𝑉2 > 𝑉3 the inequality (9) occurs, too. So, if takes place x2 > x2V1/V2 + x2 – x1, that
2

3

is if x1/V1 > x2/V2, then the inequality (9) occurs. But the inequality x1/V1 > x2/V2 takes place,
then (9) occurs and therefore (6) occurs, too. Evidently, based on same considerations, take
place
𝑥𝑖 +𝑥𝑗

𝑉𝑖 +𝑉𝑗

>

𝑥𝑟
𝑉𝑟

����������
�����
, 𝑖 = 1,
𝑟 − 2, 𝑗 = 𝚤��������������
+ 1, 𝑟 − 1, 𝑟 = 3,
𝑛.

(11)

Also, by induction it is easy to show that occur
∑𝑖∈𝐿 𝑥𝑖
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�����
where L is any subset of {1, 2, …, j}, 𝑗 = ����������
1, 𝑟 − 1 and 𝑟 = 2,
𝑛. Indeed, noting x1,2 = x1 + x2 and
V1,2 = V1 + V2 (one new conventional beneficiary in place of two former ones) and based on
(6) one has x1,2/V1,2 > x3/V3 and, following same steps when proving (6), one obtain
𝑥1,2 +𝑥3
𝑥
𝑥 +𝑥 +𝑥
𝑥
> 𝑉𝑟, 𝑟 = �����
4, 𝑛, that is 𝑉1 +𝑉2+𝑉3 > 𝑉𝑟 , 𝑟 = �����
4, 𝑛. The same way it is easy to show that
𝑉 +𝑉
1,2

3

𝑟

take place

𝑥𝑖 +𝑥𝑗 +𝑥𝑘

𝑉𝑖 +𝑉𝑗 +𝑉𝑘

1

𝑥𝑟

2

3

𝑟

> 𝑉 , 𝑖 = ����������
1, 𝑟 − 3, 𝑗 = ��������������
𝚤 + 1, 𝑟 − 2, 𝑘 = ��������������
𝚥 + 1, 𝑟 − 1, 𝑟 = �����
4, 𝑛; and so on it
𝑟

occur (12).▼
Now, similarly to reasoning when proving relation (6), because of
take place (7), it is sufficient to show that
𝑥2

>

𝑥2 +𝑥3

𝑥2

=

𝑧+𝑥3

𝑉2

Let's consider the equality

𝑉2

𝑉2 +𝑉3

𝑉2 +𝑉3

𝑥1
𝑉1

>

𝑥2
𝑉2

, for it to

.

(13)

.

(14)

From (14) one has z = (x2V2 + x2V3 – x3V2)/V2 = x2V3/V2 + x2 – x3. If x2 < z then, based on
𝑥
𝑥
(13), (14) and 𝑉1 > 𝑉2 , the inequality (13) occurs, too. So, if takes place x2 < x2V3/V2 + x2 – x3,
1

2

that is if x3/V3 < x2/V2, then the inequality (13) occurs. But the inequality x3/V3 < x2/V2 takes
place, then (13) occurs and therefore relation (7) occurs, too.
Similarly to considerations when obtaining (12), it is easy to show that occurs
𝑥𝑗

∑

𝑥

𝑉𝑗

> ∑𝑖∈𝑆 𝑖,

𝑖

𝑗

(15)

𝑖∈𝑆 𝑉𝑖

where 𝑗 = ����������
1, 𝑛 − 1 and S is any subset of {j + 1, 2, …, n}. Indeed, noting x2,3 = x2 + x3 and V2,3 =
V2 + V3, based on (7) one has x1/V1 > x2,3/V2,3 and, following same steps when proving (7) and
𝑥𝑖,𝑗 +𝑥𝑘
𝑥𝑖 +𝑥𝑗 +𝑥𝑘
𝑥
𝑥
(12), one obtain 𝑉𝑟 > 𝑉 +𝑉 , that is 𝑉𝑟 > 𝑉 +𝑉 +𝑉 𝑟 = ����������
1, 𝑛 − 3, 𝑖 = ���������������
𝑟 + 1, 𝑛 − 2, 𝑗 =
𝑟

𝑖,𝑗

𝑘

𝑟

𝑘

��������������
𝚤 + 1, 𝑟 − 1, 𝑘 = ���������
𝚥 + 1, 𝑟 and so on it occur (15).▼
Finally, with refer to relation (8), based on (9) and (13) one has
that is,
𝑥3 +𝑥4
𝑉3 +𝑉4

𝑥1 +𝑥2
𝑉1 +𝑉2

>

𝑥2 +𝑥3
𝑉2 +𝑉3

. In the same way, one has

𝑥2 +𝑥3
𝑉2 +𝑉3

𝑥3 +𝑥4

>

𝑉3 +𝑉4

𝑥1 +𝑥2

>

𝑥2

. So, take place

𝑉1 +𝑉2

>

, that is, relation (8) occurs. Generalizing, based on same considerations, occur

𝑥𝑖 +𝑥𝑗

𝑉𝑖 +𝑉𝑗

>

𝑥𝑟 +𝑥𝑘
𝑉𝑟 +𝑉𝑘

>

𝑥2 +𝑥3

𝑉1 +𝑉2
𝑉2
𝑉2 +𝑉3
𝑥1 +𝑥2
𝑥2 +𝑥3

, 𝑖 = ����������
1, 𝑛 − 3, 𝑗 = 𝚤���������������
+ 1, 𝑛 − 2, 𝑟 = ���������������
𝚥 + 1, 𝑛 − 1, 𝑘 = ����������
𝑟 + 1, 𝑛.

𝑉2 +𝑉3

,

>

(16)

Also, based on (4) and (15) one has x1,2/V1,2 > x3/V3 > (x4 + x5)/(V4 + V5) and taking into
𝑥 +𝑥
𝑥 +𝑥
𝑥 +𝑥 +𝑥
𝑥 +𝑥
account (16) occurs 𝑉1,2 +𝑉3 > 𝑉4 +𝑉5 , that is 𝑉1 +𝑉2+𝑉3 > 𝑉4 +𝑉5. Similarly it is easy to show that
relation

𝑥1 +𝑥2
𝑉1 +𝑉2

>

1,2

𝑥3 +𝑥4 +𝑥5
𝑉3 +𝑉4 +𝑉5

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

takes place. Generalizing, based on same considerations and also

taking into account relations (12) and (15), occur
∑𝑖∈𝐿 𝑥𝑖

∑𝑖∈𝐿 𝑉𝑖

∑𝑗∈𝑆 𝑥𝑗

>∑

𝑗∈𝑆 𝑉𝑗

,

(17)

where L is any subset of {1, 2, …, r} and S is any subset of {r + 1, 2, …, n}. Relations (17) are
equivalent to the (1) ones for the case of x1 > x2 > x3 > … > xn. ▼
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Similarly as proving the sufficiency of conditions (4) compliance with all Kn
inequalities (17), that is with the (1) ones, can be proved the sufficiency of conditions (5)
compliance with all Kn inequalities (18)
∑𝑗∈𝑆 𝑥𝑗

∑𝑖∈𝐿 𝑥𝑖

<∑

∑𝑖∈𝐿 𝑉𝑖

𝑗∈𝑆 𝑉𝑗

,

(18)

where L is any subset of {1, 2, …, r} and S is any subset of {r + 1, 2, …, n}, that is with the (2)
ones for the case of x1 > x2 > x3 > … > xn.■
Based on Statement 2, can be simpler redefined the Definition 2 regarding the total
favoring of large/small beneficiaries in an apportionment.
Definition 3. In an apportionment, large beneficiaries are totally favored if
𝑥𝑖

𝑉𝑖

and small beneficiaries are totally favored if

𝑥𝑖

𝑉𝑖

>
<

𝑥𝑗

(19)

𝑥𝑗

(20)

𝑉𝑗

𝑉𝑗

whenever xi > xj, where i and j take values from the {1, 2, 3, …, n} ones.
Based on Definition 3, can be defined the total favoring of large or of small
beneficiaries by an apportionment method overall, on an infinity of apportionments.
Evidently, the probability pL of total favoring of large beneficiaries in an apportionment is
determined as
𝑁L
,
𝑁→∞ 𝑁

𝑝L = lim

where N is the total number of apportionments, and NL is the number of apportionments
compliant with requirements (19). Similarly, the probability pS of total favoring of small
beneficiaries in an apportionment is determined as
𝑁S
,
𝑁→∞ 𝑁

𝑝S = lim

where NS is the number of apportionments compliant with requirements (20). At the same
time, indicator pL alone does not determine the total favoring of large beneficiaries by
apportionment methods, just as indicator pS alone does not determine the total favoring of
small beneficiaries by apportionment methods. It is well known that, in a particular
apportionment, used methods can favor both some large and some small beneficiaries. This
is why, when talking about the total favoring of beneficiaries by apportionment methods, it
is needed to take into account both indicators: pL and pS.
Definition 4. An apportionment method totally favors large beneficiaries if pL > pS,
totally favors small beneficiaries if pL < pS and it is neutral if pL = pS.
Definition 5. The grade of an apportionment method total favoring of large
beneficiaries can be determined as fL = pL – pS and that of total favoring of small
beneficiaries – as fS = pS – pL.
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5. Total favoring the beneficiaries by apportionment methods
Evidently, the compliance with requirements (19), or the (20) ones, for all n
beneficiaries of an apportionment, especially when n is large, is rare. For example, it is
sufficient only in one of the n – 1 cases to take place Vj < Vixj/xi and requirements (19) are
not compliant. To determine, by computer simulation, the apportionment methods total
favoring of large or of small beneficiaries, in sense of Definitions 4 and 5, the SIMAP
application has been elaborated and respective calculations have been made. The initial
data used in calculations are: M = 6, 11, 21, 51, 101, 201, 501; n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15; n ≤ M
– 1; V = 108; uniform distribution of values Vi, i = 1, n ; sample size N = 106. So, one has 45
variants of values for the pair {M, n}: 4 + 6 + 7 × 5 = 45.
Although N = 106, and not ∞, the PL ≈ 100pL, PS ≈ 100pS, FL ≈ 100fL and FS ≈ 100fS
notations will be used. The values of frequencies PL, PS, FL and FS are measured in
percentages. So, for example:
 PL(H) is the percentage of apportionments, in which large beneficiaries are totally
favored, when applying the Hamilton method;
 PS(HH) is the percentage of apportionments, in which small beneficiaries are totally
favored, when applying the Huntington-Hill method;
 FL(d’H) is the percentage of total favoring of large beneficiaries by d’Hondt method,
that is the difference between the percentage of apportionments, in which large
beneficiaries are totally favored and the one, in which small beneficiaries are
totally favored, when applying the d’Hondt method.
Here, it is necessary to mention that, although the Hamilton (H) and Sainte-Laguë
(SL) methods are neutral in terms of favoring the beneficiaries [6], that is FL(H) = FS(H) =
FL(SL) = FS(SL) = 0, there may still be apportionments, in which large beneficiaries are totally
favored, or ones, in which small beneficiaries are totally favored, even applying these
methods, but take place PL(H) = PS(H) and PL(SL) = PS(SL). Also, for all apportionment
methods at n = 2 and x1/V1 ≠ x2/V2, the equality PL + PS = 100% takes place.
5.1. Total favoring of beneficiaries by Hamilton method
Because of PL(H) = PS(H), only the percentage of apportionments, in which large
beneficiaries are totally favored is examined. The graphs of PL(H) indicators dependence to
M and n, when using Hamilton method, are shown in Figure 1. One can see that PL(H) little
depends on M, but is strongly decreasing to n. For 11 ≤ M ≤ 501, the PL(H) value (Figure 1
and the results of calculations) belong to the range [17.5%; 18.3%] at n = 3, to the range
[3.7%; 5.1%] at n = 4, to the range [0.6%; 1.2%] at n = 5 and is very close to 0% at n ≥ 7. So,
along with n = 2, many cases of apportionments with totally favored large (small)
beneficiaries are only at n = 3 (17.5÷18.3%) and no so many at n = 4 (3.7÷5.1%).
5.2. Total favoring of beneficiaries by Sainte-Laguë method
Because of PL(SL) = PS(SL), only the percentage of apportionments, in which large
beneficiaries are totally favored, is examined. The graphs of PL(SL) indicators dependence to
M and n, when using Sainte-Laguë method, are shown in Figures 2. One can see that PL(SL)
little depends on M, but it is strongly decreasing to n. For 11 ≤ M ≤ 501, the PL(H) value
(Figure 2 and the results of calculations) belong to the range [19.1%; 19.5%] at n = 3, to the
range [5.0%; 6.3%] at n = 4, to the range [1.1%; 1.8%] at n = 5 and is very close to 0% at n ≥ 7.
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5.3. Total favoring of beneficiaries by d’Hondt method
The graphs of PL(d’H), PS(d’H) and FL(d’H) indicators dependence to M and n, when
using d’Hondt method, are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5, respectively. In all of them, less the
case of M = 6, the value of PL(d’H), PS(d’H) and FL(d’H) indicators little depends on M, but is
strongly decreasing to n. In more detail, however, for 11 ≤ M ≤ 501, the on M dependence:

Figure 1. The n dependence of the
percentage of Hamilton method
apportionments, in which the large
beneficiaries are favored.

Figure 2. The n dependence of the
percentage of Sainte-League method
apportionments, in which the large
beneficiaries are favored.

 of PL(d’H) and FL(d’H) values is decreasing at n = 2 and is increasing at n ≥ 3;
 of PS(d’H) value, on contrary, is increasing at n = 2 and is decreasing at n ≥ 3 (except
the interval of M = 11÷21 at n = 3, which is increasing);

Figure 3. The n dependence of the
percentage of d'Hondt method
apportionments, in which the large
beneficiaries are favored.

Figure 4. The n dependence of the
percentage of d’Hondt method
apportionments, in which the small
beneficiaries are favored.

Thus, for 11 ≤ M ≤ 501, the PL(d’H) value (Figure 3 and the results of calculations)
belong to the range [69.3%; 73.6%] at n = 2, to the range [38.4%; 39.9%] at n = 3, to the
range [16.1%; 19.7%] at n = 4, to the range [5.9%; 8.6%] at n = 5, to the range [0.7%; 1.2%]
at n = 7 and is very close to 0% at n ≥ 10.
For 11 ≤ M ≤ 501, the PS(d’H) value (Figure 4 and the results of calculations) belong
to the range [26.4%; 30.7%] at n = 2, to the range [5.5%; 6.7%] at n = 3, to the range [0.7%;
1.5%] at n = 4, to the range [0.1%; 0.2%] at n = 5 and is very close to 0% at n ≥ 7. Also, by
comparing data of Figures 3 and 4, one can see that in all examined cases it takes place
PL(d’H) > PS(d’H).
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Similarly, for 11 ≤ M ≤ 501, the FL(d’H) value (Figure 5 and the results of calculations)
belong to the range [38.6%; 47.3%] at n = 2, to the range [32.1%; 34.4%] at n = 3, to the
range [14.6%; 19.0%] at n = 4, to the range [5.7%; 8.5%] at n = 5, to the range [0.6%; 1.2%]
at n = 7 and is very close to 0% at n ≥ 10. Thus, Figure 5 clearly show that on average the
d’Hondt method totally favors large beneficiaries, the percentage of total favoring being
considerable at small values of n, especially at n ≤ 5 beneficiaries.
5.4. Total favoring of beneficiaries by Huntington-Hill method
The graphs of PS(HH), PL(HH) and FS(HH) indicators dependence to M and n, when
using Huntington-Hill method, are shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8, respectively.
According to Figures 6 and 7, the on M dependence of the PL(HH) indicator is
decreasing and of the PS(HH) indicator is increasing, but the on n dependence are both
strongly decreasing. So, for 11 ≤ M ≤ 501, the PS(HH) value (Figure 6 and the results of
calculations) belong to the range [50.2%; 53.2%] at n = 2, to the range [24.2%; 40.2%] at n =
3, to the range [10.5%; 28.7%] at n = 4, to the range [4.1%; 20.5%] at n = 5, to the range
[0.4%; 13.2%] at n = 7, to the range [0.0%; 2.6%] at n = 10, is equal to 0.6% at M = 21, n = 10
and is very close to 0% at {51 ≤ M ≤ 501, n ≥ 10}. For 11 ≤ M ≤ 501, the PL(HH) value (Figure
7 and the results of calculations) belong to the range [46.8%; 49.8%] at n = 2, to the range
[10.7%; 23.1%] at n = 3, to the range [1.1%; 9.6%] at n = 4, to the range [0.0%; 3.5%] at n =
5, to the range [0.0%; 0.3%] at n = 7 and is very close to 0% at n ≥ 10.

Figure 5. The n dependence of the d'Hondt
method total favoring of large beneficiaries
in apportionments.

Figure 6. The n dependence of the
percentage of Huntington-Hill method
apportionments, in which the small
beneficiaries are favored.

An another situation is regarding the graphs of FS(HH) indicator dependence to M and
n, when using the Huntington-Hill method.
According to Figure 8, the on M dependence of the FS(HH) is decreasing, but the on n
dependence of it is increasing in the range from n = 2 to n= 3 and is decreasing for n ≥ 3.
So, for 11 ≤ M ≤ 501, the FL(HH) value (Figure 8 and the results of calculations)
belong to the range [0.5%; 6.4%] at n = 2, to the range [1.0%; 29.4%] at n = 3, to the range
[1.0%; 27.6%] at n = 4, to the range [0.6%; 20.5%] at n = 5, to the range [0.1%; 13.2%] at n =
7; it is equal to 2,6 at {M = 11, n = 10}, to 0.9% at {M = 21, n = 10}, to 0.6% at {M = 21, n =
15} and is very close to 0% at {51 ≤ M ≤ 501, n ≥ 10}.
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Thus, Figure 8 clearly show that on average the Huntington-Hill method totally
favors small beneficiaries, the percentage of total favoring being considerable at small
values of n, especially at 3 ≤ n ≤ 5.

Figure 7. The n dependence of the
percentage of Huntington-Hill method
apportionments, in which the large
beneficiaries are favored.

Figure 8. The n dependence of the
Huntington-Hill method total favoring of
small beneficiaries in apportionments.

5.5. Total favoring of beneficiaries by Adapted Sainte-Laguë method
The graphs of FS(ASL) indicator dependence to M and n, when using Adapted SainteLaguë (ASL) method, are shown in
Figure 9. If to not take into account
the case of M = 6, the on M
dependence of FS(HH) is decreasing,
but the on n dependence of it is
increasing in the range from n = 2 to
n = 3 and is decreasing for n ≥ 3.
So, for 11 ≤ M ≤ 501, the
FL(d’H) value (Figure 9 and the
results of calculations) belong to the
range [0.3%; 16.3%] at n = 3, to the Figure 9. The n dependence of the Adapted SainteLaguë method total favoring of small beneficiaries
range [0.3%; 12.5%] at n = 4, to the
in apportionments.
range [0.2%; 8.9%] at n = 5, to the
range [0.0%; 6.4%] at n = 7; it is equal to 0,2 at {M = 11, n = 10}, to 0.3% at {M = 21, n = 10},
to 0.1% at {M = 21, n = 15} and is very close to 0% at {51 ≤ M ≤ 501, n ≥ 10}.
6. Comparative analyses of apportionment methods
As expected, for all examined APP methods, the on n dependence of PL(∙) and PS(∙)
indicators are strongly decreasing (see Figures 1 - 4, 6 and 7), while those of FL(d’H) and
FS(HH) and FS(ASL) (see Figures 5, 8 and 9) are different – they are increasing for some
segments and decreasing for the others. Comparing Figures 1 and 2, one can see the strong
similarity of the character of dependences on M and n of indicators PL(H) and PL(SL).
Also, the results of calculations show that occur relations:
1) PL(H) = PS(H) < PL(SL) = PS(SL);
2) PL(d’H) > max{PS(d’H), PL(H), PS(H), PL(SL), PS(SL), PL(ASL), PL(HH)};
3) PS(HH) > max{PS(d’H), PL(H), PS(H), PL(SL), PS(SL), PS(ASL), PL(ASL), PL(HH)};
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4) PS(HH) < PS(ASL), at n = 2 and, also, at {M = [6÷11]; n = 3};
5) PS(HH) > PS(ASL), at n = ≥ 4.
Of course, relations among FL(d’H), FS(HH) and FS(ASL) indicators are the most
important. The on M and n dependence of differences FL(d’H) – FS(HH), FL(d’H) – FS(ASL) and
FS(HH) – FS(ASL) are shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12, respectively.

Figure 10. The difference FL(d'H)-FS(HH) dependence to n.

Figure 11. The difference FL(d'H)-FS(ASL) dependence to n.
Although it is considered that d’Hondt method favors large beneficiaries strongly,
and Huntington-Hill method favors small beneficiaries slightly, with refer to total favoring
of beneficiaries, in many
cases relation FL(d’H) <
FS(HH) occur (Figure 10),
especially at small values of
M. Moreover, there are cases
when relation FL(d’H) <
FS(ASL) takes place, too
(Figure 11).
However,
mostly,
relations FL(d’H) > FS(HH)
and FL(d’H) > FS(ASL) occur.
Figure 12. The difference FS(HH)-FS(ASL) dependence to n.
At the same time, there are
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no alternatives for the difference FS(HH) – FS(ASL) – it is always positive, that is FS(HH) >
FS(ASL) (see Figure 12). Thus, Adapted Sainte-Laguë method rarer, than the Huntington-Hill
one, implies the total favoring of beneficiaries – of the small ones.
7. Conclusions
The conditions of favoring large or small beneficiaries (parties) by an apportionment
method defined in [1] (Definition 2) are very strong. There are no known such methods that
would be used in practice. But these conditions can be used to identify the favoring of large
or of small beneficiaries in particular apportionments. At the same time, in one and the
same apportionment may be favored some large beneficiaries and some small ones and,
however, predominantly to be favored large or, on the contrary, small beneficiaries.
Therefore it is proposed to use two different notions: “favoring” of large or of small
beneficiaries and “total favoring” of large or of small beneficiaries, the second one being a
particular case of the first. The compliance of an apportionment with conditions (1) or with
the (2) ones is referred to “total favoring” of large or, respectively, of small beneficiaries.
The larger notion of favoring of large or of small beneficiaries is used when in an
apportionment are predominantly favored large or, on the contrary, small beneficiaries in
sense of [8].
There has been obtained the formula for determining the number Kn of conditions (1)
or (2) for computer simulation. But this number is growing very fast with the growth of the
number n of beneficiaries, exceeding 2 mil at n = 20. Fortunately, it was possible to
overcome this situation. Thus, the volume of needed calculus for computer simulation was
considerably reduced.
In order to estimate quantitatively the total favoring of beneficiaries, three indicators
were used: (a) the percentage PL(∙) of apportionments, in which large beneficiaries are
totally favored; (b) the percentage PS(∙) of apportionments, in which small beneficiaries are
totally favored; (c) the percentage of total favoring of large FL(∙) or of small FS(∙)
beneficiaries, depending on the APP method applied. A total of five APP methods are being
researched: Hamilton, Sainte-Laguë, d’Hondt, Huntington-Hill and Adapted Sainte-Laguë.
The initial data used in calculations are: M = 6, 11, 21, 51, 101, 201, 501; n = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10,
15; n ≤ M – 1; V = 108; uniform distribution of values Vi, i = 1, n ; sample size N = 106.
As expected, for all five methods the on n dependence of indicators PL(∙) and PS(∙) is
strongly decreasing, becoming approx. 0 at n ≥ 7÷10. With refer to the on n dependence of
indicators FL(d’H), FS(HH) and FS(ASL) it is increasing for some of n = 2÷3 segments and is
decreasing for the others.
Also, take place the relations:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

PL(H) = PS(H) < PL(SL) = PS(SL);
PL(d’H) > max{PS(d’H), PL(H), PS(H), PL(SL), PS(SL), PL(ASL), PL(HH)};
PS(HH) > max{PS(d’H), PL(H), PS(H), PL(SL), PS(SL), PS(ASL), PL(ASL), PL(HH)};
PS(HH) < PS(ASL), at n = 2 and, also, at {M = [6÷11]; n = 3};
PS(HH) > PS(ASL), at n = ≥ 4.

At the same time, in many cases relation FL(d’H) < FS(HH) occurs, especially at small
values of M, and in some cases relation FL(d’H) < FS(ASL) takes place. However, mostly,
relations FL(d’H) > FS(HH) and FL(d’H) > FS(ASL) occur. So, not for all values of the pare {M, n}
Huntington-Hill and Adapted Sainte-Laguë method ensure less total favoring of small
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beneficiaries than d’Hondt method totally favors large beneficiaries. But always FS(HH) >
FS(ASL), that is Adapted Sainte-Laguë method rarer, than the Huntington-Hill one, implies
the total favoring of small beneficiaries.
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Abstract. This paper reports on the influence of the asymmetric gain saturation on the
dynamics of InGaAsP Fabry-Perot lasers. The results are obtained by numerical simulations
of multimode rate equations. The gain saturation effects that results in competition
phenomena among lasing modes are investigated. A hopping multimode case is examined
in detail. With means of the bifurcation analysis the regions with instabilities in the
evolution of the mode intensities have been found. The following operation in the plane of
two parameters are obtained: stable single mode, stable multimode, bistabile, and
multimode hopping. The pulse traces of amplitudes of modes are plotted to illustrate the
observed behaviors. Finally, the influence of linewidth enhancement Henry factor on the
laser behavior is investigated.
Keywords:

Mode hopping, InGaAsP lasers, multimode operation, Henry factor.

Introduction
During recent yeas InGaAsP semiconductor lasers received considerable attention
due to their applications as coherent sources for optical communications. Under appropriate
conditions such lasers exhibit the stable single mode operations. On the other hand, when
considering saturation coefficients the laser displays several types of nonlinear
effects [1 - 3]. Mode hopping is directly correlated to the noise in the total optical intensity.
There are combinations of laser case temperature and injection current that lead to mode
hopping and others for which the laser is stable. Recording such noise characteristics of
laser diode has implications for controlling and circumventing mode hopping effects [4]. the
overall intensity noise dynamics of InGaN edge emitting lasers was reported in [5]. Mode
clustering usually observed in InGaN lasers enhances the mode competition and then the
laser intensity fluctuation. Variations as large as 20 dB have been observed. The
coexistence of longitudinal modes induces mode competition and then unstable bimodal
lasing. This mode competition is mediated by the temporal fluctuations of spontaneous
emission through the nonlinear cross saturation of the optical gain [5]. Comprehensive
investigation of noise characteristics and radiation spectrum with special attention to the
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mode-hopping effect of Fabry–Pérot multiple quantum well laser diodes have been carried
out [6]. Cross-correlation factor between them have been measured under stable and modehopping operation. At the mode-hopping that occurs at particular operation conditions
(injection current and temperature) laser diode radiation spectrum is unstable in time [6]. A
time-resolved study is presented in [7] of the single-mode and mode-switching dynamics
observed in swept source vertical cavity surfing emitting lasers and swept wavelength short
external cavity lasers. More complex mode-switching behaviour occurs in the external
cavity laser, with the mode-hopping dynamics found to be dominated by the deterministic
movement of the spectral filter.
Recently, a comparative analysis of static and dynamic measurements, on the impact
of mode hopping on the overall intensity noise dynamics of InGaN edge emitting lasers is
reported in [8]. The mode competition is mediated by temporal fluctuations of spontaneous
emission through nonlinear cross saturation of the optical gain. In [9] a report on coherent
measurements of the ultrafast dynamics, mode competition and frequency selection in a
frequency-tuneable laser is presented. The used approach allows to observe hopping
between lasing modes on picosecond-timescales. The physics is explained through a full
multi-mode, temperature-dependent carrier and photon transport model.
This paper is concerned with investigations of the influence of asymmetric cross
saturation gain on the FP laser dynamics. We report the bifurcation analysis with for the
case of of multimode operation of InGaAsP semiconductor lasers. In Section 2 we introduce
the setup, and an appropriate model to describe it. Section 3 presents a study of the
multimode dynamics of laser and control of its operation. Finally, conclusion are given in
Section 4.
Laser structure and equations
A sketch of the investigated InGaAsP laser is shown in Fig. 1. It consist of an 300 μm
active section pumped by an injected current I. Rf and Rb are the reflectivity of the airmaterial front facet and the outer facet
of the material cavity, respectively.
Front facet reflectivity Rf is 20% and
back facet reflectivity Rb is 70%. The
width of active region is 0.3 µm, and
the thickness is 0.1 µm. We consider
the multimode laser operation. We
assume that an injected current I is
injected into the active region.
The laser dynamics is analyzed using
multimode rate equations of the
photon number Sp and the injected
Figure 1. Setup of InGaAsP Fabry-Perot lasers.
carrier number N

dS p
dt

= ( Ap − BS p − ∑ D p ( q ) S q − Gth ) S p +
q

dN
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q
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where p is the mode number (p = ±1,±2…). We mention that in our calculations we consider
9 modes. The mode p=0 with wavelength λ0 is the central mode. Ap is liniar gain coefficient
with the following form

A=
p

aξ
( N − N g ) − b(λ p − λ0 ) 2 
V

(3)

where Ng is the carrier number at the transparency. V is the laser volume. a is the slope of
the local linear gain, and b is a coefficient giving the wavelength dispersion of the linear
gain. ξ is the field confinement factor of the active region.
In (1) B and D represents the gain saturation coefficients

=
B B0 ( N − N g )

D p=
(q)

and

Hc (N − Ng )
4
B+
,
3
λq − λ p

(4)

where, HC is linewidth enhancement factor [10].
The threshold gain level is given by expression

=
Gth

c 
1
1 
ln
k +
,
nr 
2 L R f Rb 

where Rf and Rb are the front and back facets
length. nr is the refractive index. κ is the loss
losses.
The following set of parameters
L 2.77 ⋅10−4 m,
a=
2.7 ⋅10−12 m3s −1 , ξ =
0.2 , =

(5)

power reflectivity, respectively. L is the laser
coefficient that includes internal and mirrors
we use in the numerical calculations
τ s 2.79 ⋅10−9 s,
Ng =
2.35 ⋅10−8 , B0 =
7.2 ⋅10−5 ,=

λ0 = 785 nm, ∆λ =
0.31 nm.
Results and discussions
In this section we discuss the behavior of semiconductor laser shown in Fig. 1 using
the equations (1)-(5). Figure 2
illustrates the dependence of
photon number S on injected
current calculated for nine modes
after threshold current. For low
current the central mode is
dominant (see black line in Fig. 2).
An increase of injected
current leads to mode hopping
and the mode +1 (red line)
become dominant.
A further
increase of injected current
results in another hopping to
mode +2. The next hoping takes
place at current 0.125 mA where
Figure 2. Photon number S in the dependence of
the mode +3 is dominant. Finally,
injected current I.
for higher currents the mode +4 is
dominant.
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Figure 3 shows time traces of all nine modes for different regions of Figure 2. First we
consider the case of currents where the mode +1 is dominant. Figure 3a confirms by pulse
traces that certainly this mode is dominant (red line). One can see that in this case the
injected current is chosen just after hoping since the mode 0 is located in the near vicinity
to mode +1. Figure 3b shows other hoping in time between mode +2 to +3. After 3 ns the
mode +3 become dominant and one can see tin this case the single mode operation since
the other modes has the lower photon number S. Finally, Figure 3c shows a strong sinle
mode operation of mode +4 for high injected currents.

Figure 3. The time evolution of total output number S.
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In what follows we show in Figure 4 the classifications of possible states of laser
operations in the plane of two parameters Hc-I/Ith. For small values of parameter Hc the
single mode dominates the operation of laser. When Hc is increased the bistable
phenomena is present in the laser.The bistability is realized between modes +1,+2 and +3.
For higher Hc the laser shows two regions multimode hoping. Finally, for both higher values
of injected current and Hc the single mode of mode +4 is observed. This is confirmed also
by Figure 3c.
Figure 5 shows multimode operation of laser that correspond to region of
“multimode CW” of Fig. 4. The figure indicates that the modes display a quasiperiodic
evolution in time. There is no any dominant modes. We only mention that, the photon
number of some modes (0,+1,+2+3) are higher that of others.

Figure 4. Regions of different laser
behavior in the plane of two
parameters.

Figure 5. Multimode operation.

Conclusions
We have studied the mode hopping dynamics of multimode InGaAsP Fabry-Perot
lasers composed by a single cavity. The laser operation is classified into stable single mode,
stable multimode, hopping multimode and bistable. We have shown that the dynamics of
such lasers strongly depend on asymmetric cross saturation gain. Operation of InGaAsP
lasers at high currents is characterized by rotation of the lasing mode among several long
wavelength modes. Finally, we found that the InGaAsP lasers exhibit stable single mode
operation under high currents. We believe that our work provides a good basis for future
study and, in particular, provides some pointers for more detailed investigations of
dynamics of multimode InGaAsP lasers and their control in different applications.
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Abstract. The emerging trend in the world of technology and Information Technology has
posed so many opportunities and challenges. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a relatively
new and rapidly developing technology due to the advancement and development of the
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology. The application areas of wireless
sensor and wireless sensor network in the society as tools towards achieving sustainable
development range from the health sector through the use of Wireless Body Area Networks
(WBANs) to a safer, cleaner and healthier environment. This paper highlights and discusses
the potentials of wireless sensor network technology in realizing sustainable development
in our society, Nigeria as a case study. WSNs can be employed to improve access to quality
health services, increased food production through precision agriculture to a better quality
of human resources.
Keywords:

sensors, WBAN, sustainable development, precision agriculture.

Introduction
Nigeria has one of the largest stocks of human resources with a population of around
180 million people and in spite of the country’s vast resources (human and natural), the
majority of the citizens are living below the standard according to UNICEF report of 2018.
Nigeria is ranked low in the world’s living standard report as shown in Figure 1 below. It is
therefore imperative and essential to study ways to improve the standard of living and
there is a great opportunity to achieve this with the advancement in technology. In spite of
the vast landmass and human capital available at its disposal, Nigeria’s agricultural sector is
well short of meeting the demand of the nation thereby resulting in large importation of
cash crops as illustrated in Figure 1 [1].
Achieving sustainable development has become a goal in present-day society
especially in a developing country with an emerging economy like Nigeria's. The
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) document is a universal policy framework which
consists of various targeted results that include the following:
Zero hunger
Good health and well-being
Clean water and sanitation
Industry, innovation and infrastructure.
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Figure 1. Nigeria's demand and supply gap for key agricultural products (2016) [1].
Information Technology (IT) has been at the forefront of driving development from
education to public health, agriculture and environmental management. Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) possess capabilities to achieve the improved status of life in the world. In
a bid to achieve desired results of the SDGs, this work looks into the potentials of WSNs
into fulfilling some of the set goals.
Recent development in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology has
been the bedrock for the development of minute low-powered, low-cost and low memory
sensor nodes that have small transmission range capabilities [2]. These sensor nodes have
capabilities for sensing, processing (such as for data aggregation), data storage and for
packet transmission across the network to an external powerful computer for further data
analysis and storage. The multi-functionality of the sensor nodes has brought about a
rapidly emerging and evolving technology called Wireless Sensor Network [3].
WSN includes a large number of the sensor nodes which have been heavily deployed
in the desired area or phenomenon for collecting desired data of interest and transmitting
the sensed data to the base station as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Wireless sensor network.
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WSN is a self-organizing network that can adapt to network topology changes
caused by the death of sensor nodes [4]. The most significant advantages of using WSNs,
besides low-cost are related to their self-organizing abilities and versatility of sensors. They
are deployed for different applications ranging from weather, industrial process and
environmental monitoring to military applications, public health and agriculture [5, 6]. A
sensor generally always consists of a transceiver (transmitter and receiver), a processor for
basic data aggregation, low-memory unit, and power unit, with optional units such as GPS,
mobility.
With Nigeria declared as a developing nation and its technology fast-growing, it is
therefore very important and useful to study the state of the WSN technology in Nigeria and
its various uncharted potentials. This paper aims to study the various potentials of WSN and
ways to apply them to achieve sustainable development in Nigeria.
Wireless Sensor Network Potentials in Nigeria
WSNs have capabilities for observing and measuring various physical phenomena in
the environment. WSNs can be utilized in Nigeria in diverse areas to improve access to
health care, improving food production and processing, the security of life and properties.
WSNs are capable of measuring diverse phenomena such as contaminant levels in the
water, pollutants in the air, and the flow of water for irrigation. Figure 3 illustrates the
various application areas of WSN varying from health care to agriculture, transportation,
environmental monitoring and security or surveillance. A wearable WSN for indoor
environmental monitoring to measure and monitor the concentration of CO2 was designed
in [2].

Figure 3. Applications of wireless sensor network.
Health Care
The health sector is one of the vital sectors to be considered in a developing
economy. The health sector in any economy forms the backbone of its growth and
development. Nigeria’s health sector is epileptic one of the poorest in the world with
Nigeria ranked 187 out of 191 countries in world health systems as reported according to
the World Health Organization’s analysis result of the world’s health system in 2017.
Factors affecting the overall Nigerian health system performance include: inadequate
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health facilities and structures, poor management of human resources, poor motivation and
remuneration, inequitable and unsustainable health care financing, skewed economic and
political relations, corruption, illiteracy, decreased government spending on health, high
user fees, absence of integrated system for disease prevention, surveillance and treatment,
inadequate access to healthcare, shortage of essential drugs and supplies and inadequate
health care providers [7].
In the health care sector, wireless sensor networks have various application
potentials in Nigeria ranging from bedside monitoring to medical diagnostics that can be
used to effectively improve the health care delivery. Application of wireless sensor
networks in the health sector has made provision of medical services more efficient which
in turn has contributed to the development of the countries of use. There is a dire shortage
of health workers in Nigeria as a result of economic and social brain drain and has been
estimated that the physician to patient ratio stands at about 27: 100,000 is very low in
Nigeria and this can be augmented with the use of WSNs which can help reduce the
pressure on medical practitioners [8]. WSN can be applied in the health sector for remote
monitoring and telemedicine which will, in turn, reduce the pressure and demand on the
limited facilities and physicians available.
Health Monitoring: WSNs are used to monitor patients in hospitals or at home. The
WSNs sensors are used to measure, monitor and record the patient's data such as blood
pressure, heart rate, temperature and other vital data. The application of WSNs for patient
monitoring offers some advantages over the wired systems like the ease of use, reduced risk
of infections, reduced risk of failures, enhanced mobility and lower the cost of delivery [9].
From Figure 4 above, the wireless sensors acquire data from the patient ranging from the
heartbeat to the blood pressure and necessary data, this data is then transmitted to the
medical server of the hospital where the physician accesses it, assesses and prescribes
necessary treatments and monitor how the patient is responding to the treatment
administered.
Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN): This is the design of wearable devices using
wireless sensors which are wirelessly connected. The WBAN is also used to monitor
patients, that is, it is capable of alerting the doctor of any irregularities about the patients
like heart attack, high
blood pressure and so on.
It also helps people by
providing
healthcare
services such as memory
enhancement,
medical
data
access,
cancer
detection,
asthma
detection, and monitoring
blood glucose [4].
Telemedicine: With
the Nigeria population,
with
a
reasonable
percentage
of
this
population
living
in
Figure 4. Patient monitoring system using WSN.
remote rural areas where
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there is little or no access to basic health care facilities, telemedicine has been proposed as
another way of improving the health sector and quality health care delivery. Telemedicine
is defined as the delivery of health care and the sharing of medical knowledge over a long
distance using telecommunication means [3]. This helps in providing quality health care
delivery and education to remote areas and also helps lower the cost of health care which
in turn enables sustainable development. A typical telemedicine system is shown in Figure
5 below.

Figure 5. Telemedicine system utilizing WSN.
Agriculture
With the country faced with the challenges of the falling oil price and the need for
diversification, agriculture is a viable alternative to oil. This is because the agricultural
sector used to be the major source of revenue to the country through the export of
agricultural produce like cocoa before the discovery of oil, even at that, the agricultural
sector is said to contribute about 40% to the country's GDP despite its low productivity.
Therefore to improve the low productivity in the agricultural sector, modern technologies
need to be adopted. Modern technologies like precision farming using WSN has been
identified as one of the ways out [10].
Wireless sensor networks have various applications in the agricultural sector, some
of which include animal tracking and monitoring system, monitoring the soil condition at
different times. With the growing population of the world which has led to an increase in
the demand for food and other agricultural produce. To meet the unending demand, various
techniques have been proposed to make cultivation and other agricultural practices easier.
Some of the techniques proposed are precision agriculture, remote sensor, fire detection,
etc. These techniques make use of a wireless sensor network to improve productivity for
sustainable development.
Precision Agriculture (PA) is a production system that promotes variable
management practices within a field, according to site conditions.
This system is based on new tools and sources of information provided by modern
technologies.
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These include the global positioning system (GPS), geographic information systems
(GIS), yield monitoring devices, soil, plant and pest sensors, remote sensing, and variablerate technologies for applicators of inputs. Precision agriculture is one of the top ten
revolutions in agriculture. Precision agriculture enables farmers to be able to monitor the
soil temperature, humidity, etc. and the farmers are provided with an application which can
be used to activate different functions like irrigating (drip irrigation) when the soil is dry
and others. Precision agriculture is the future of agriculture because of the ease of use [11].
The
precision
agriculture cycle consists of
the following stages as
illustrated in Figure 6;
measurement of withinfield spatially variable soil
and crop parameters and
monitoring of local weather
conditions (data collection),
mapping of within-field soil
and crop parameters (data
collection), mapping of
spatially variable rate crop
input
applications
Figure 6. Precision agriculture cycle.
(interpretation),
spatially
variable rate crop input applications (application).
The use of precision agricultural practices has resulted in reduced cost of recurrent
expenditure as it optimizes the resources been used. There is a considerable ongoing effort
in collecting remote sensing data at multiple times to conduct near real-time soil, crop and
pest management. PA uses the various measurements gathered to optimize the amount of
fertilizer, water, soil nutrients and pesticides and herbicides to be utilized thereby removing
their under-application or over-application [12].
Water Quality Monitoring
Water is very important to creatures as healthy and clean water is important to man
sustaining life because of its numerous applications from cooking, drinking to personal
hygiene, etc. Water is also needed in agriculture and industries. The importance of water to
man cannot be overemphasized, that is why the provision of clean and healthy water for the
populace is of great importance. The statistics of water-borne diseases in Nigeria is
worrisome because of the inadequate supply of quality water while some of her citizens
who live in remote areas don't even have access to the quality water supply at all. This is as
a result of dilapidated water infrastructures and negligence on the side of the government
in monitoring the quality of water sold in the country.
As an example of a potential application, consider the incessant incidents of contamination
spilling into different rivers in Nigeria, which serve as the main source of drinking water for
many people especially in the rural areas. Determining the rate of flow and sometimes the
direction of the river requires coordination of multiple sampling points. Sensors periodically
taking samples at multiple locations along the river could determine the rate, quantity, and
direction of contaminant flow as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. A typical smart water monitoring system using WSNs
WSNs can be applied in monitoring the quality of water distributed in the country
after setting a standard. The parameters that can be monitored include;
1. The pH level is the measure of the degree of acidity or alkalinity of the water
distribution. However, a pH level between 6.0 and 9.0 is recommended for
distribution systems.
2. Electrical conductivity: this is the measure of compatibility to pass an electric
current. Conductivity is used as an indication of the concentration of conductive ions
that normally come from dissolved salts and other inorganic material. The more the
dissolved salts present, the higher the conductivity. Drinking water should have a
conductivity that ranges between 0 and 2500S/cm.
3. Oxidation-Reduction Potential (ORP): this a measure of how strongly electrons are
transferred between component species in a solution. This indicates the ability of
water to get rid of its contaminants. A healthy should have a high ORP [13].
4. Turbidity: this indicates the concentration of suspended and colloidal material in
water and it is measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU). Drinking water
should have turbidity that is less than 1 NTU [13].
Challenges and Proposed Solutions
A lot of factors have affected the implementation and integration of wireless sensor
networks in Nigeria towards achieving sustainable development. The first major challenge
is the lack of will-power by the government of Nigeria towards technological development.
Politics and poor governance in Nigeria as evident in the mismanagement of public
resources allocated to the different sectors and poor technical ability of personnel’s placed
in charge of the ministries. The second major challenge is the limited information or limited
awareness of people to the various potentials and advantages achievable through the
utilization of WSNs in Nigeria.
Nigeria has about 54 federal tertiary teaching hospitals but are all in dire need of
facility and equipment upgrade. For Nigeria to solve the health challenges especially with
the dearth of medical personnel, all the tertiary teaching hospitals should be upgraded and
equipped with state of the art telemedicine facilities. The users of these facilities located in
the cities who majorly have access to working internet facilities can make use of these WSN
facilities for health monitoring and reporting.
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The use of technology in agricultural monitoring should be encouraged to increase
yield and reduce the overhead cost of applying fertilizers and irrigation systems. The
Federal Ministry of agriculture should set up large agricultural estates across the 36 states
of the federation. These estates should be equipped with sensors for precision agriculture
to measure the soil moisture and with the application of drip irrigation will optimize the
moisture need of the individual plants resulting in reduced water wastage especially in arid
zones.
To achieve the nation’s quest to supply its citizens with clean and potable water, the
water corporations across the various states of the federation should be equipped with
facilities for remote monitoring of the quality of water delivered to its various subscribers.
Data centers should be set up across the states to remotely monitor, analyze, process and
store data and information gotten to better serve the millions of customers depending on
the corporations for usable water.
Conclusion
This study reviews the potentials of Wireless Sensor Networks in achieving
sustainable development in a developing country like Nigeria. WSNs can be designed,
developed and integrated into critical areas such as the health sector, agricultural sector
and in environmental health monitoring to improve the way of life of the citizens of Nigeria.
It is highly recommended that more attention to be given to the implementation of
WSN technology in the area of health, agriculture and environmental monitoring especially
with the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT). With the right policies and a working
framework for the implementation and deployment of WSN, Nigeria can improve its
citizens’ standard of living and take a giant step towards achieving the Sustainable
Development Goals.
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Abstract. The article proposes to solve the problem of real-time application (on-line) of
asymmetric bit-by-bit (flow or phoneme block, 32-, 64-,…, n-bits block) encryption of the
linear and / or non-linear formants of the spectrum lines of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) as
an indirect analogue of a voice message. For this, modernized RSA-m algorithms are used
and the spectrum of the voice message in the form of linear formants of number theory,
while maintaining the high level of cryptographic resistance inherent of the RSA algorithm.
The peculiarity of these algorithms consists in the fact that different lengths of
cryptographic keys are used, which are changed with a sufficient frequency, depending on
the required level of cryptographic resistance. This feature of the algorithms implements
statistically independent encoding of the original message, by encrypting the adequate
formants of the original message, i.e. a process characterized by a reduction (compression)
of the amount of initial information and its redundancy, as well as an increase of its entropy
(the average amount of information per character, phoneme or discrete (n-bit output from
the ADC), because in a compressed context, statistically frequent sounds, letters, words,
phonemes and even discrete, will be absent, which will significantly complicate the
decryption (cryptanalysis) of the message.
Keywords:

cryptographic systems, online encryption, RSA modernization, RSA-m algorithms,
formant analysis, cryptographic resistance.

Introduction
Any signals are - from the point of view of Fourier - an infinite sum of sinusoids of
different amplitudes, frequencies and phases, which means, according to his famous
Theorem - just some sequence of discrete (spectral lines) in the spectral space. And any text
(or media data), as you know, can also be represented in a binary digital space - as a
protocol, known in advance, some sequence of ones and zeros in the time (frequency)
domain, i.e. also as a possible binary representation of any information, including (why not!)
spectrum of some random signal consisting of 1 and 0!
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The term "space" should not discourage the cryptographer, since reality and
abstraction from it are natural in mathematics. However, the physical perception of these
operations cannot always be adequately assessed immediately. The algorithmic and
mathematical procedures, methods and operations described below relate to the field of
mathematical and logical-algorithmic space in the field of cryptographic transformations
and protection of confidential and / or stored information transmitted bit by bit or in
batches, for use in computing and information systems, in local corporate networks, in radio
communication systems, information and control complexes, in systems of mass mobile
(cellular) telephony, confidential telephone digital communication of state, commercial,
security and signaling enterprises and financial structures, as well as in devices such as the
"global messenger" for encryption of binary information.
The listed devices must contain on the transmitting and receiving sides a speech
converting devices (SCD) connected via a USB port or a wireless Bluetooth port, Wi-Fi,
WiMax and the like to a radio, mobile and telephone communication device (smartphone,
iPhone, tablet, etc. other existing or possible similar devices in the future) or to any other
radio transmitter, which must contain an encryption unit between the SCD output and a
mobile and other radio or telecommunication device, which implements algorithms for
closing and protecting information in the online mode.
Today, dozens of patent methods and corresponding devices for cryptographic
information protection are known [1 - 11]. These systems are characterized by the
complexity of algorithms, operations, rather slow execution and insufficient cryptographic
strength when receiving / transmitting online, which becomes especially noticeable in the
conditions of post-quantum cryptography. Therefore, in the method described below, one of
the tasks to be solved is associated with increasing the cryptographic strength.
An essentially similar method for encrypting binary information and a device based
on it are described in [12], which describes a method for cryptographic protection of
information in computing and information systems. It is based on encrypting digital, usually
64-bit blocks, using two keys - public and private, and is based on the use of one-way
functions and arithmetic of large numbers. This method takes the computational
complexity of the problem of factorizing a large number into prime factors (finding the
divisors of a large number) in a reasonably short time. The disadvantage of this
cryptosystem is the inability to influence the spectral characteristics of the transmitted
information in the desired way.
The tasks and goals set
The aim of the present invention is to apply in real time (on-line) asymmetric bit-bybit (streaming or block-phoneme, block on 32-, 64-, n-bit) encryption of the linear and / or
non-linear formants of the spectrum lines of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) as an indirect
analogue of a voice message. For this, modernized RSA-m algorithms [12, 13] are used and
the spectrum of the voice message in the form of linear formants as a mathematical image
[14] (model, convolution), while maintaining the high level of cryptographic resistance
inherent in the RSA algorithm. The peculiarity of these algorithms is that short lengths of
crypto-keys are used, varying with a sufficiently high frequency, providing a short-term
level of protection for conversations (3 - 10 minutes), and with an increase the level of
long-term security (up to several months and years), the lengths of crypto keys are
additionally changed to values that provide the required level of cryptographic strength.
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This feature of the algorithms that implements the process of statistically independent
coding of the original message by encrypting its adequate formants, i.e. the process
characterized by a decrease (compression) in the volume of initial information and its
redundancy, as well as an increase in its entropy (the average amount of information per
symbol, phoneme or discrete), because in a compressed context, statistically frequent
sounds, letters, words, phonemes and even discrete will be absent, which will significantly
complicate the decryption (cryptanalysis) of the message. Objectives - improving the quality
of cryptographic information processing, i.e. speed and stability of various durations of
secrecy, increasing the speed of the encryption / decryption procedure by reducing the
amount of information in an encrypted M-bit message, as well as expanding the
functionality and application areas of the proposed method for protecting binary
information.
Based on the rule of A. Kerckhoff (1835-1903): " a cryptographic system should be
designed to be secure, even if all its details, except for the key, are publicly known", in the
claimed method for encrypting binary information during its transmission over an open
channel, not the original information is transmitted, but its image, an adequate model, i.e.
some not obvious information about it, known only to the receiving party, or the internal
software of the encryption device, based on which the original information can be easily
restored. To do this, use, for example, one- or two-dimensional numerical formant [14],
whose values change in time depending on the value of the digital representation of the
protected information. The formant itself is transmitted encrypted using the RSA-m
algorithm or some other, for example, a hybrid algorithm.
The essence of the encryption method
The essence of the method for encrypting binary information is to use the properties
of the formant [13, 14] and the RM patent No. 4511, where any number can be uniquely
represented as three small numbers (in the case of a linear formant), significantly smaller in
absolute value than the original large number, or a greater number of them in the case of
using a two-dimensional formant. Time of encryption and decryption of a large number
formant, i.e. its parameters, declared by the RSAm algorithms, are much less than the time
of encryption and decryption of the original large number, which is, for example, a 32-bit or
64-bit digital block in the classical RSA cryptosystem. The advantage of the formant
representation of numbers for encryption is that the base of the formant can be any
number, and simple and composite, which significantly increases the number sets for
choosing a formant base for encryption (which increases the cryptographic strength of the
algorithm) and for hacking it during crypto analysis which complicates this task for the
attacker, for example, in the interval 2-3560 there are only 500 primes, i.e. 7 times less than
all the numbers in the series.
Prime formants have a number of features [12 - 14] that are important for the RSA
algorithm. In the inventive method, either only two parameters of the nonlinear formant are
encrypted, or already encrypted formants are selected from the ROM according to a given
algorithm (depending on the chosen method of protecting information), and in the case of a
two-dimensional formant, only a part of the formant is encrypted, the recovery of which is
possible only on the receiving side using the second secret half of the formant, which does
not participate in the formation of the encrypted information transmitted over the
communication channel.
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For encryption, in the device under consideration, KN matrices of size 𝑛 × 𝑛 are
created to store the module numbers 𝑁 = 𝑝′𝑞′, calculated in accordance with the Fermat
algorithm based on the primes 𝑝′ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑞′ of RSA encryption and pre-selected pairs of cryptokeys 𝑒𝑖 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑖 with different length 𝜇(𝑠𝑖 ) bit, and 𝑷𝑭 matrix to storage bases 𝑝𝑖 , cores 𝑘𝑖
and remainders 𝑞𝑖 of formants corresponding to the open message code and an 𝑛 × 𝑛 R
matrix for storing M-bit random bit sequences for encoding encrypted blocks of
information.
In the process of broadcasting a conversation through a communication channel
figure 1, (radio, mobile phone, Internet, etc.), each discrete at the ADC output (2) with an
amplitude 𝐴𝑑 (𝑡𝑖 ) bits is considered as the address of the location of crypto-keys located in
ROM (4) in PF matrices with a volume of 232, where crypto-keys are randomly distributed to
addresses, i.e. the matrix address does not match the discrete value.
Encryption is performed in two stages:
1) finding the formant parameters - the core 𝑘𝑖 and the remainder 𝑞𝑖 for the next
amplitude 𝐴𝑑 (𝑡𝑖 ) of the discrete (block phoneme) on the base 𝑝𝑖 ;
2) encryption by the RSAm algorithm of the formant parameters 𝑘𝑖 and 𝑞𝑖 on
modulo 𝑁𝑖 with their own individual crypto-key 𝑒𝑖 . (i-number of the encrypted /
decrypted discrete or information block, according to the asymmetric RSA
cryptosystem algorithm 𝑒𝑖 𝑑𝑖 (𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑁) = 1).
After each communication session, the key addressing in the ROM is automatically
changed according to the software algorithm. Thus, the proposed method is actually
equivalent to encrypting a message with a one-time key with a random length equal to the
length of the bits of the discrete or block (depending on the selected algorithm), which
corresponds to the conditions of Shannon's theorem on the impossibility of decrypting
[12,14]. The use of hardware implementation will provide increased encryption speed.
Difference of the proposed algorithm from its analog [12] is that not the real digital
information at the microphone output is encrypting, but its spectral representation as a
result of the discrete FFT of an online message with its encryption based on algorithms for
the formant representation of FFT-transformed information.
The set goals and results are achieved through the use of: 1) RSA algorithms in real
time (on-line) with significantly shortened crypto key lengths and 2) fast algorithms for
fetching from memory, pre-generated, random bit sequences with the declared
cryptographic strength of the information security system to increase the speed of
operation, productivity, usability and a significant expansion of application areas for
protected technologies. The method for encrypting binary information is implemented on
the basis of combining blocks and devices for converting, encoding and cryptographic
processing of information into a single system, communication channels and at the same
time, the device itself for cryptographic information processing is made as a channel, and
there are at least two of them.
Abbreviations and symbols used in the text and in Figure 1: SCD (1) – speech
converting devices, ADC (2) - analog-to-digital and DAC (13) - digital-to-analog converters;
ROM (4) - read-only memory; SO - software; CD (4) - computing device and software; BGP
(7) - block for generating and processing service information; MC - microcontroller; 𝒌, 𝒍 number of bits of crypto-keys 𝒆𝒊 , 𝒅𝒊 of encrypted and decrypted messages; ⊕-logical
operation modulo 2 addition; encryption algorithm RSA - using large numbers for crypto
keys 𝒆𝒊 , 𝒅𝒊 and for module N; modernized encryption algorithm 𝑹𝑺𝑨𝒎 − 𝑨𝑩𝒊 - using small
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numbers for crypto keys 𝒆𝒊 , 𝒅𝒊 and for module N, but with a high frequency of their change;
𝑵 = 𝒑′𝒒′ - the multiplication of small coprime numbers chosen according to Fermat's
theorem; 𝑨𝒎 (𝒕𝒊 ) − amplitude of the current discrete 𝑫𝒊 of the message 𝑺𝟎 ; 𝑲𝑵 – matrix of
addresses of parameters of the current crypto-lock: pair of crypto keys 𝒆𝒊 , 𝒅𝒊 and module 𝑵𝒊 ;
𝑷𝑭 - matrix of formant parameters: base 𝒑𝒊 of formant; core 𝒌𝒊 and remainder 𝒒𝒊 ; 𝑹 − a
matrix of random 𝑴 −bit numbers (random bit sequences), where 𝑴 is the length of the
transmitted message to the open communication channel; phoneme or block phoneme - a
set of discrete from several 4, 6 or 8 bytes, considered as a bit integer.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the encryption and decryption device.
In the information transmission path Figure 1, after the ADC (2), which converts the
analog electrical signal of sound, speech into digital form from the output of the speech
converting devices SCD (1), form digital n-bit blocks of the information part and auxiliary
components for bitwise encryption of each discrete of the digital block based on the
methods of formant analysis [13, 14]. Each such protected information block is transmitted
to the communication channel in packet form using the discrete register (3), a computing
device (4) and a read-only memory device (ROM) (4), which, after formant converter (5), an
cipher unit (6), and a generator of a random M-bit bit sequence for noise immunity of a
message from the BGP output (7), summed up modulo 2 in block (8).
In the information receiving path, encrypted coded packets are restored in
communication channels using a cipher block (9), a decoder (10), block of decomposition
into information and auxiliary parts (11), decryption of information blocks and restoration of
the formant of the signal spectrum in block (12) based on formant analysis algorithms using
the program for controlling the operation of CD blocks (4) of microcontrollers at the
receiving and transmitting sides, which is an informational and technical result, with the
restoration of a continuous analog speech signal based on a speech converting devices (1)
connected to the output of a digital-to-analog converter DAC (13), which converts a
decoded digital signal into an analog one.
The considered method of encrypting information is based on the transmission not of
the signal spectrum (the information itself), but some special indirect information about the
signal spectrum, called a formant or image, model, convolution, etc., the volume of which is
significantly less than the original and, therefore, can be transmitted in encrypted form in
real time (on-line) with the required level of cryptographic strength based on the "classical"
algorithm of the asymmetric RSA cryptosystem.
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The proposed method of encrypting information differs from the known, in that it is
actually equivalent to practical message encryption with a one-time key with a random
length equal to the bit length of a discrete or a block (depending on the chosen algorithm)
using real-time encryption, which corresponds to the conditions of Shannon's theorem on
the impossibility of decryption [12,14].
Indeed, block encryption can be done in two ways:
Without feedback loops (FL), when several bits - one discrete or phoneme - a block,
for example, from 12 bit - of the original text (digitized speech by a 12-bit ADC) are
encrypted sequentially, and each bit of the original block affects each bit of the cipher text.
However, there is no mutual influence of the blocks (the previous discrete does not affect
the next one and vice versa), that is, two identical blocks of the original text (but not
speech) would be represented by the same ciphertext. Therefore, such algorithms can only
be used to encrypt a random sequence of bits. Using formants (parameters - base 𝑝𝑖 , core 𝑘𝑖
and remainder 𝑞𝑖 ) this is not the case.
The same sequence of bits will be represented by different cipher text. In other
words, the proposed encryption method will provide statistical independence of open
messages and cryptograms. But, as in the case of polyalphabetic substitutions, since the set
of used formant bases is not infinite, then after a certain number of blocks they will have to
be used again. Note that when randomly using numbers for base of formants, such an
incident can occur, but quite rarely. Indeed, 11000 discrete / sec (the sampling of the
analog signal is performed at a frequency of 11 kHz) in the presence of 10,000 different
variants of the bases of the formant, will give a very small probability of coincidence of 2
encrypted texts even with monotonous sound - an ideal sinusoid:
𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑣𝑝 = �

2

11000

�∙�

1

10000

� = 0,18 ∙ 10−3 ∙ 10−4 = 18 ∙ 10−9

(1)

Then 3 minutes = 180 seconds of a digitized conversation represent
(11 ∙ 103 ) ∙ 180 = 198 ∙ 104 ≈ 2 ∙ 106 discrete, and the probability of coincidence of
two identical discrete with their cipher texts will be
18 ∙ 10−9 ∙ 2 ∙ 106 = 36 ∙ 10−3 .

But even such a relatively low probability of coincidence of two bits on a time
interval of 3 minutes does not mean anything, because we are talking about only one
discrete, and in order to distinguish a sound (or even an alphabet symbol), you need a welldefined sequence of not two, but sets of samples (from several hundred to thousands!).
Then the probability of coincidence of two cipher symbols or, moreover, cipher phonemes,
decreases due to the appearance of huge quantities of a combinatorial nature in the
denominator of formula (1), since for a text symbol this probability of coincidence of two
−9
−80
discrete (phonemes) 𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑣𝑝 = С10
, , and for the phoneme of sound, the number of
102 ≈ 10
permutations will have to be counted even 10 times more, i.e. for a phoneme, the
probability will decrease to the order of
−9

−800
С10
.
103 ≈ 10

Astronomically small numbers! Therefore, the probability of hacking on the basis of
statistical analysis of the text cipher with the proposed encryption method is reduced to
almost zero.
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As a figurative explanation of the complexity of hacking this cipher by the "brute
force" method, we can give an example from the famous TV game "Guess the melody",
when a game participant needs to guess the melody by three consecutive sounds or notes.
Note that the digital representation of the "task" to the guessing person means (represents)
not 3 (three) consecutive correct discrete, but the correct sequence, at least 33 ∙ 103
discrete provided that the sound is sampled at a frequency of 11 kHz!
It is clear that it is impossible to recover the necessary melody, even known in
memory, from three discrete in a reasonably short time, even when using a high-speed
computing (a quantum computer, for example!).
In another, much simpler the game "Guess the Word", where you need to reconstruct
an unknown word of length N letters from 3 ... 4 letters. In this case, the computer finds a
solution in a split second. What is the difference? The number of different sorting options
and known / unknown " full original"). When recognizing unknown music, the number of
options is the same, but the time of hacking is infinite, if the Man himself is not involved or
some model of artificial intelligence is not involved in the process of recognizing an
unknown melody or speech. But encrypted messages (speech, text, image, video and other
media information) are unknown in advance.
Encryption with FL is usually organized to increase noise immunity as follows: the
previous encrypted block is added modulo 2 with the current block. The initialization value
is used as the first block in the FL chain. An error in one bit affects two blocks - the
erroneous and the next one.
Conclusions
In the proposed method for encrypting binary information using RSA_mAB
algorithms, the transmitted encrypted FFT packet is additionally encoded with the "xor"
cipher before being sent to the communication channel.
Therefore, to break the cipher, an attacker will first have to decode this cipher packet
and after decrypt each spectral line (discrete) of the spectrum, which will require additional
time and may significantly overlap the guaranteed secrecy period, after which all
encryption data will already be deleted from the system
Using a fully hardware implementation, not software, of the microprogram machine
would provide a higher encryption speed.
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Abstract. The quantum computer, is a "supercomputer" that relies on the phenomena of
quantum mechanics to perform operations on data. Object of suppositions, sometimes farfetched, quantum mechanics gave birth to the quantum computer, a machine capable of
processing data tens of millions of times faster than a conventional computer. A quantum
computer doesn't use the same memory as a conventional computer. Rather than a
sequence of 0 and 1, it works with qubits or quantum bits. The quantum computer is a
combination of two major scientific fields: quantum mechanics and computer science.
Quantum mechanics, on which this computer is based, governs the movement of bodies in
the atomic, molecular and corpuscular domains, is a theory whose logic is totally contrary
to intuition and it is essential to use mathematics to fully grasp it. Quantum computing is
the sub-domain of computer science that deals with quantum computers using quantum
mechanical phenomena, as opposed to those of electricity exclusively, for so-called
"classical" computing. The quantum phenomena used are quantum entanglement and
superposition. The article examines some aspects related to the development, operation,
advantages and difficulties, applications and future of the quantum computer.
Keywords: Quantum theory, quantum information, quantum mechanics, photon teleportation,
quantum computer, EPR paradox, qbits.
Introduction
It was in the early 1980s that scientists began to realize that the future of the
computer was based on quantum theory. Indeed, they became aware that today's computer
was approaching its limits because you can't miniaturize to infinity. The hypothesis that
emerged from this realization was that the next evolution of the computer would be based
on quantum theory. However, this theory is older than that. The physicist Richard Feynman
was the first to study the question in the 1960s [1].
The principle of the quantum computer is based on the properties of quantum
mechanics. Einstein, himself, challenged quantum mechanics and proposed an experiment,
which he called the EPR paradox, to prove that quantum mechanics was inaccurate.
However, this experiment could only be carried out in 1981 by Alain Aspect because the
technology of the time did not allow its realization. The result of this experiment proved,
without any dispute, that quantum mechanics governed the movement of atoms [2, 3].
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In 1996, Lov Grover (Lucent Technologies) designed a quantum algorithm that only
needs √n queries to an oracle f to find an element that satisfies f in a non-ordered database
of size n, where classical computation requires n queries to the same oracle [4].
From 1999 to 2002, Isaac Chuang (IBM Research) designed and built a quantum
computer which, although limited to 7 bits, was used to show that physics can indeed
experimentally implement the new algorithmic principles imagined at the theoretical level
by Peter Shor and Lov Grover.
The first computation of a quantum computer took place in 2001 [5]. This first
calculation is 15=3*5. This computation may seem insignificant and extremely simple but it
is very important because it opens the way to practical applications.
History of the quantum computer
In 1993, Charles Bennett (IBM Research), Gilles Brassard (Université de Montréal) and
other scientists discovered the premises of the quantum computer because they highlighted
a property of quantum information. This property goes against all the rules of classical
physics. This team of scientists is setting up a teleportation protocol that uses the
properties of the EPR link discovered by Einstein [6]. The EPR link is a kind of bond between
two particles. This means that the two particles are linked together and any action on one
causes the other to react. So, if the state of one of the two particles changes, the other
particle will undergo the same change at the same time. It is thanks to this protocol that
Anton Zeilinger (University of Vienna) carried out the first photon teleportation in 1997.
In 1994, Peter Shor, from the AT&T laboratories, had devised an algorithm using this
property to factorize very large numbers in "polynomial" time, which means, in
mathematical language, that increasing the size of the encryption keys would no longer be
an insurmountable obstacle.
How the quantum computer works
We have seen that we are only at the beginning of the quantum computer and that
this computer is based on the principle of quantum mechanics [7].
Today's computers use bits that have two states that are either 0 or 1. A quantum
computer doesn't use the same memory as a conventional computer. Rather than a
sequence of 0 and 1, it works with qubits or quantum bits. These qubits will have the state
0, the state 1 but also, and this is what makes them very interesting, they will also have
both states at the same time that is to say 0 and 1. Indeed, it is on this principle of
superposition, which is that a qubit has both states 0 and 1, that the quantum computer is
based. This state of superposition, specific to qbits, gives a quantum computer a computing
capacity that is impossible to achieve otherwise [8].
The state of a register of 2 qubits could then be 0, 1, 2 or 3, but also a superposition
of any part of these four basic states, or even all four at once. The state of a register of n
qubits could be a superimposition of any set of the 2n possible values on n bits, including a
superimposition of all these values at the same time, whereas a classic n-bit register can
only contain, at each instant, one of these values.
Therefore, since the calculations will transform the state of such registers, any
operation performed during a quantum calculation will be able to act simultaneously on 2n
different values. This brings a massive parallelism: if a function can be computed with 2n
different arguments, all its values will be computed simultaneously. The laws of quantum
physics impose that these simultaneous calculations are reversible and deterministic, which
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does not reduce what can be calculated, but they do not allow to copy the state of a
register into another register [9, 10]. Therefore, in a program, we will not be able to assign
the value of one quantum variable to another, nor will we be able to use this value several
times. This property forces us to invent a new algorithm and programming languages that
respect the laws of quantum mechanics.
Once a computation is completed, the desired result
is one of the values superimposed in a register. To extract
the result, physicists will have to perform what they call a
measurement of this register. According to the laws of
quantum physics, this measurement will produce one of the
superimposed values in the register, each with a certain
probability and, at the same time, it will reduce the
Figure 1. Entanglement is
superimposition contained in the register to a single value,
an extraordinary resource.
the one chosen [11]. The measure therefore causes the
superimposed states to collapse. The right value will eventually be obtained if the quantum
algorithm has been well designed. So, the goal of the quantum algorithm is to bring the
probability of obtaining a relevant result as close to 1 as possible, and this by performing as
few operations as possible.
Let's take two objects, A and B, which each have several possible states. While classical
physics tells us that the state of the pair A,B is none other than the pair of the state of A
and the state of B, in quantum mechanics this assertion is no longer true. Indeed, it may be
that the pair A,B has a state, whereas neither A nor B has a state of their own. It is then said
that A and B are intertwined. Unparalleled in the classical world, entanglement is an
extraordinary resource [12]. For example, if A and B are registers of qubits, and if they have
been entangled during a calculation, we can imagine the state of the pair A,B as inseparably
linking each of the values superimposed in A to one or more of the values superimposed in
B. Thus, if we measure A, its state is reduced to only one of the values it contained, but the
state of B is also reduced, at the same time, to the superposition of the values that were
linked to the one that remained in A. This is true if A and B are side by side, but remains
true if they have been millions of kilometres apart after being entangled. The couple A, B is
always the couple A, B no matter how far apart they are.
Advantage of the quantum computer
We saw earlier that the quantum computer was the result of the use of qubits.
The main advantage of this computer is the saving of time. Indeed, the fact that
qubits can have state 0 and state 1 at the same time saves a considerable amount of time.
To illustrate this, let's take a simple example, the opening of a padlock.
To find the right combination of the classical padlock, you would have to try, one by
one, each of them until the padlock opens. However, the quantum padlock tries all possible
combinations at the same time and can find the right combination much faster than the
classic padlock.
Difficulties of such a computer
Prototypes are already appearing, with a maximum of 50 qbits, but these are very
noisy, i.e. the results they give are still too often erroneous. There are several problems that
scientists will have to solve. First of all, there is the problem of reading information. Indeed,
we know that quantum mechanics is indeterministic [13]. That is to say, we do not know the
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state of the atoms. For example, if we perform a calculation, we do not know the result and
reading this result destroys the information. To be clearer, if we perform a complicated
calculation, we will only know the final result. Indeed, the intermediate results will be
inaccessible, otherwise the information will be destroyed and thus the calculations will
stop.
This problem has not yet been solved by scientists. However, we have seen that a
team of researchers had carried out the following factorization: 15=3*5. This is due to the
fact that there was no intermediate result. Therefore, this problem of loss of information
exists only when we need to know intermediate results and does not exist when only the
final result interests us [14].
The second problem is the physical realization of a quantum computer. Scientists
have several leads. Indeed, qubits can be of different types. They can be photons, therefore
light, molecules or atoms. But it is the method of molecules or atoms that is the most
promising. Indeed, nuclear magnetic resonance, which creates a magnetic field greater than
2 Tesla, is capable of changing the quantum state of the nuclei of molecules and atoms.
However, this method has a constraint: helium and liquid nitrogen must be regularly
replaced to ensure superconductivity because the products tend to evaporate.
The main problem facing quantum computing is building computers [15]. Compared
to a normal computer, a quantum computer is an extremely complex machine: they operate
at a temperature close to absolute zero (-273 ºC), the qubits support are superconducting
and the components to be able to read and manipulate the qubits are not simple either.
A priori and with the materials that quantum computers are being built with, it does
not seem that miniaturization is too feasible. But there is already research on new materials
that could be used to create more accessible quantum computers [16].
The future of the quantum computer; when is it due?
Unfortunately, that question cannot be answered precisely. Indeed, it would be risky
to give a precise date because we have seen that many obstacles are on the road to this
new type of computer. In addition to the technical problems, there is an additional difficulty
[17].
Indeed, the arrival of the quantum computer depends largely on the interest it can
generate for governments. Because technological advances are very rapid when there is
competition. Examples of this phenomenon can be found in history, for example, nuclear
fusion to produce industrial energy. For years, experimental reactors lived in a state of
general indifference. Then suddenly, following the interest shown by the United States in
an atmosphere of competition with Europe and the rest of the world in mastering this
energy of the future, the ITER programme came to fruition and became the best example of
this phenomenon [18].
In the field of quantum physics, it is the government authorities that fund research.
So it is these authorities who are competing and who decide on the interest that such a
computer has for their country. However, if one country makes significant funds available to
fund research on the quantum computer, the authorities in other countries capable of
carrying out such research will, in a way, be obliged to react and thus fund the research.
Google may have achieved quantum supremacy, but some of other projects have the
potential to achieve this soon, including those of IBM, IonQ, Rigetti and Harvard University.
These groups are using several distinct approaches to building a quantum computer.
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Google, IBM and Rigetti are performing quantum calculations using superconducting
circuits. IonQ uses trapped ions. The Harvard initiative uses rubidium atoms. Microsoft's
approach concerns "topological qubits" [19-23].
It would appear that the United States of America has grasped the interest of
developing such a computer. It is said to have encouraged its research laboratories and
companies to acquire technological mastery of it and to generalise its use for its own
benefit, well ahead of its competitors [24,25]. Today, it is well known that the ability of
American science and industry to rely on networks of very large computers is one of the
principal means of ensuring their supremacy. Thus, according to all this information, some
scientists have ventured to advance a date for the development of the quantum computer.
According to them, this computer will be designed short after 2020 [26 - 28].
Applications
There are several possible applications for the quantum computer. First of all, there
is the scientific field. This computer could be used to make calculations and simulations
that take a lot of time to be carried out by conventional computers. This will allow science
to advance much faster because scientists will waste less time waiting for calculations or
simulations to be done by the computer [29].
The first application is molecular simulation, the ability to describe matter on a very
small scale, the atomic scale [30, 31]. This molecular simulation has many applications,
such as finding new drugs or more resistant materials. These are often referred to as room
temperature superconducting materials, capable of transferring energy without any loss [32,
33]. Molecular simulation is also interested in chemical reactions, which could make it
possible, for example, to design new fertilisers.
The other family is optimization problems, which are the domain of operational
research. This consists of finding optimal solutions to problems that have a very large
number of possibilities. For example, optimising road traffic or finding the optimal load for
a ship [34]. The most plausible application is cryptography, the science of encryption.
Nowadays, encryption keys are, to be 100% sure of their effectiveness, as long as the
message you want to transmit. This is Vernam's one-time pad (also called a "disposable
mask"). It has, for example, been used to encrypt the red phone between Washington and
Moscow. The major disadvantage of this encryption process was the size of the key, which
had to be as long as the message to be sent [35]. Until then, it was transported via the
diplomatic pouch, which is not 100% secure.
The quantum computer will solve this problem [36, 37]. Security will then be
ensured by the laws governing quantum mechanics and not by mathematical theorems.
In routing the encryption key, the corresponding information will be transmitted
through photons, each of which is polarized.

Figure 2 Polarization of the photons.
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Polarization is measured by an angle varying from 0° to 180° and can take four
values: 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°. When the photons are polarized from 0° to 90°, the
polarization is called rectilinear polarization. For those polarized from 45° to 135°, one
speaks about diagonal polarization:
In order to detect the polarization of photons, it is possible to use a polarizing filter
followed by a photon detector [38]. If the filter is oriented at 0°, when a photon polarized at
0° passes through it, it is recorded by the detector. Conversely, if the photon is polarized at
90°, the detector will not record anything. In the last case where a photon is diagonally
polarized, it would be recorded every other time. In the same way, if the filter is oriented at
135°, the same phenomenon will occur as for rectilinearly polarized photons, i.e.
rectilinearly polarized photons will be detected every other time and the others will be
detected or not [38].
Ford optimizes road traffic and fights congestion. Thanks to a quantum-inspired
algorithm, the manufacturer is able to assign a given route to each vehicle, for an average
journey gain of 8% [39, 40].
OLED display materials developer OTI Lumionics is boosting its research into new
materials by using quantum inspired technology to simulate a constituent molecule of
OLED materials.
Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) is perfecting magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) technology. Using the quantum approach, the university has succeeded in improving
image quality by 30% and reducing image acquisition time by a factor of three.
The Canadian company D-Wave has just released its fourth model: the D-Wave
2000Q. As its name suggests, it has twice as many quantum bits, with its 2000 qbits [41].
During tests, the machine was able to achieve calculation times 1,000 to 10,000 times
faster than with conventional processors. However, it was necessary to design algorithms
specific to this machine to obtain this result.
Application of quantum machine learning can help in improving pattern recognition,
which, in turn, will make it easier for scientists to predict extreme weather events and
potentially save thousands of lives a year [42]. With quantum computers, meteorologists
will also be able to generate and analyse more detailed climate models, which will provide
greater insight into climate change and ways to mitigate it.
Conclusion
We have seen that it is now 20 years since scientists realized that the conventional
computer would soon reach its limits. This is why some of them have seen in quantum
mechanics the future of the computer. However, many problems very quickly got in the way
of their dream. Indeed, the quantum computer made all scientists dream because it has, in
theory, no speed limit. But quantum mechanics is still very poorly mastered, which poses a
huge problem when you want to build a machine based on it. Indeed, the reading of
quantum information and the physical construction of the computer are still to this day an
almost insurmountable obstacle.
However, all the promises made by the quantum computer encourage scientists to
continue their research and to multiply experiments. It is the promises made by this
exceptional computer that will enable it to see the light of day. Indeed, the considerable
benefits derived from this machine have prompted the United States of America to fund
research on the quantum computer and thus be able to realize it short after 2020.
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This formidable machine will probably never be marketed to the general public.
Indeed, although it has many advantages, the problems to develop it are too complicated to
realize it in an industrial way. That is why only scientists and companies that need these
incredible capabilities, such as the military or video game manufacturers, will be able to use
it.
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Abstract. This article reveals the stages of formation of the architecture of administrative
buildings in the city of Chisinau on the background of historical and economic
transformations, that took place in Moldova from the late 19th to the early 21st century. The
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evolution of the architecture of administrative buildings from the provincial administration
buildings to office and business centers. Based on specific examples, the article
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architecture from eclecticism and neoclassicism, through modernism and postmodernism,
to deconstructivism and high-tech.
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Introduction
In 1812, when, as a result of the Russian-Turkish wars, the territory of Bessarabia
joined the Russian Empire, Chisinau, having received the official status of a city, became the
center of the Bessarabian region. The construction of the city, which began in 1818
according to Ozmidov's plan, was carried out mainly on the slope above the old quarters
with a chaotic layout, receiving the name of the upper city. Here the first straight and wide
streets appeared and the construction of such buildings as the Metropolitanate, the
Theological seminary, churches, as well as private houses of boyars, officials and merchants
began. This was the first stage in the emergence of the architecture. Unfortunately, these
structures have not survived without leaving any material documents in the form of
drawings, measurements or photographs [1].
The first steps
The architecture development of administrative buildings in Chisinau goes back to
the end of 19-th century with the acquisition of status of a provincial city, which caused an
increasing number of administrative buildings. Initially, the pan-European tendency of using
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of historical neo-style forms (from Romanesque to Gothic and Baroque) was inherent in the
architecture in this type of building.
The eclecticism using decoration and embellishment, fulfilled the basic architectural
requirements of society at the end of the 19th century the desire for a monumental and
ostentatious parade of public buildings.
The center of Chisinau was built up with administrative buildings of national
importance that determined its individuality and have survived to this day: The District
Court (1885, arch. Heinrich von Lonsky, Figure 1); The Revision Chamber of the Bessarabian
Province (1900, arch. S. Zalessky); The Kishinev City Hall (1902, arch. M. Elladi); The
Treasury Chamber (1903, Figure 2); The Provincial government of Bessarabia (1904, arch. V.
Ivanitsky); The City Bank (1911, arch. M. Checkerul-Kush); and others [2 - 4].

Figure 1. The District Court,1885.

Figure 2. The Treasury Chamber, 1903.

In accordance with the urban planning doctrine, buildings were built along the red
lines of the central streets, participating in formation of the block’s perimeter development.
Shape-formation was distinguished by its harmoniousness, strict proportions and careful
drawing of details of risalits, porticoes, elegant gables, colonnades and pilasters of classical
orders.
The interpretation of the facade surface was gradually changing, which, losing its
flat perception, acquired complexity due to the high relief, large details of the decor,
removal of the cornice, the identification of the basement, “rustication” of the wall plane,
accentuation of window’s sill, etc.
The First World War suspended the growth and development of the city, but in the
subsequent interwar period, the construction of administrative buildings did not stop,
although it slowed down: The Railway Head-office (1930`s, Figure 3.) [5].

Figure 3. The Railway Head-office, 1930`s.
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Soviet period of reconstruction and development
The next wave of construction of administrative buildings covers the period of
restoration and reconstruction of the city which was destroyed during the Second World
War. Historic buildings were restored with the help of photos and sketches with
simplification of the decor, and in the 1950’s their number was significantly increased due
to new construction. During this period, the concept of ensemble building in the city center
dominated by buildings made in the spirit of neoclassicism, with mandatory location along
the red lines of the most significant streets [2]. This provided the architectural and planning
unity for the constituent parts of the city, formed in different periods. In accordance with
the general plan, at the place of destroyed city center was planned a “concentrated”
development of administrative buildings: The Ministry of the Interior (1949, arch. N.
Gulavsky, V. Verigin, Figure 4.); The Ministry of Transport and Highways (1952, arch. S.
Vasiliev, I. Eltman); The Ministry of Food Industry (1953, arch. V. Wojciechowski, P. Borisov);
The Ministry of Light Industry (1953, arch. I. Shmurun); The Ministry of Agriculture (1953,
arch. T. Smirnova); The Council of Trade Unions (1953, arch. R. Kurtz); The Academy of
Sciences (1955, arch. V. Mednek, A. Vedenkin); The Ministry of Finance (1957, arch. V.
Wojciechowski); The Ministry of Communications and General Post Office (1961, arch. V.
Mednek, Figure 5.), etc [6, 7].

Figure 4. The Ministry of the Interior,1949.

Figure 5. The General Post Office (1961

Shape-formation relied on giving monumentality to structures using techniques from
the arsenal of classicism: symmetrical composition, three-part articulation of the facade,
semicircular windows or archivolts on the upper floor, etc. The facades of most buildings
were enriched with columns, half columns and pilasters. A tectonic solution of the external
walls was widely used, rusting and masonry of the first level with larger size and darker
color stones, which increased the structures visual stability. Less attention was paid to the
planning decision of the structures, the main principle of which was strict adherence to the
symmetry of the whole composition based on the corridor system. Attempts were made to
reflect in Moldavian architecture the national characteristics [8]. But this technique did not
give the expected result because of the eclecticism and poor theoretical knowledge of the
nature of national morphogenesis.
In 1955, a special decree of the Council of Ministers of the USSR “On eliminating
excesses in design and construction” was adopted. It criticized this architecture for
excessive decoration, pathos and false monumentalism [9]. Deliberate pretentiousness that
does not correspond to functional and constructive requirements has thrown back the
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development of architecture which does not reflect world trends. After adoption of this
resolution, a new stage in development in the architecture of office buildings began on the
basis of using of new design techniques which form the rigidly geometric tectonics of
modernist structures.
Transformations in construction business allowed replacing of stone wall with
lightweight panels and frame without additional decor. As a result, the architectural
composition of buildings was changed: The Government House (1964, arch. S. Fridlin,
Figure 7.); The Press House (1967, arch. S. Shoikhet, B. Weissbane); The House of
Communications (1967, arch. V. Dubok); The Institute of Design Moldhyprostroy (1967, arch.
R. Kurtz, R. Bekesevich, Figure 6.); The District Executive Committee (1969, arch. B. Shpak);
The Tech-House (1970, arch. V. Zakharov), etc [10]. The architectural solutions for these
buildings was a new approach to shaping, based on the simplicity of geometric
construction, sharp lines and monochrome colors. Their composition became a reflection of
the function of building and its constructive solution, finding its expression in a
combination of rectangular prismatic shapes. The facades received a new design through
the use of a window opening, which changed the proportions, playing the role of a
decorative and constructive elements in the facade [11].

Figure 6. The ID Moldhyprostroy, 1967.

Figure 7. The Government House, 1964.

With the beginning of the implementation of the new general plan (1969), a period
of increasing of artistic expressiveness in architecture began. In 1971, the city received a
large financing for construction, which reflected its metropolitan significance. The first
attempt was made to complicate the architectural composition and plastic of buildings
facades with the help of modern structures, materials and color solutions. During the
reconstruction of the city center, high-rise accents were added to the urban planning
solution using expressive means of architecture [12]: The State Bank (1973, arch. B.
Vaisbein, S. Shoikhet, G. Kalyuzhner); The Ministry of building materials (1974, arch. A.
Kolotovkin, T. Lomova); The Central Committee of CPM (1976, arch. A. Cherdantsev); The
Kishinev Committee of CPM (1977, arch. G. Solominov, Figure 8.); The House of Trade
Unions (1977, arch. V. Kudinov); The Institute of History of CPM (1978, arch, A. Cherdantsev,
Figure 9.); etc. The architectural composition of the buildings was unique due to
construction of facade tectonics with contrasting combinations of various metric patterns in
the wall plane. The idea of contrast continued in application of vertical and horizontal
volumes, dark and light tones, variety of finishing materials and textures. In the
composition of facades were used: large glazing planes; sun-protection structures from
prefabricated modules as an independent facade decorative element [8].
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Figure 9. The Institute of History of CPM,
1978.

The buildings color was based on a nuanced monochrome or achromatic color
combination.
In 1980’s, the architecture of administrative buildings was dictated by the
reconstruction of the city center using high-rise point buildings [12]. The design of deepspatial compositions led to the rejection of the frontal perception of buildings, creation of
all side views and development of recreation zones around them. The city center was
enriched with high-rise administrative buildings - urban accents: The Publishing House
(1980, arch. V. Zaharov, L. Hoffman); The Ministry of Agriculture (1980, arch. V. Weissbein, S.
Shoihet, A. Chmyhov, Figure 10.); The Ministry of Communications (1983, arch. V.
Shalaginov, A. Kireev, N. Dorofeev, S. Muhin); The Supreme Council (1989, arch. Y.
Tumanyan, V. Yavorsky, A. Zaltsman, Figure 11.). etc. The construction of buildings using the
new monolithic reinforced concrete technology was reflected in their appearance with
vertical divisions.

Figure 10. The Ministry of Agriculture, 1980.

Figure 11. The Supreme Council, 1989.

Search for “independent” architecture
The declaration of independence of Republic of Moldova and socio-economic
transformations affected the development of Moldavian architecture [13, 14]. Due to the
difficulties of financing new construction, more attention was paid to the reconstruction
and adaptation of buildings to the new functions. Modernization was carried out both in the
internal layout of buildings, and in appearance, which received a modern interpretation. At
this stage, a small number of administrative buildings with the tendencies of
postmodernism were built: The Moldindconbank (1995, arch. V. Modyrka, Figure 12.); The
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Embassy of Russian Federation (1999, arch. G. Zhinkin, Figure 13.); The Petrol-bank (1990’s),
etc.

Figure 12. The Moldindconbank, 1995.

Figure 13. The Embassy of RF, 1999.

In search of originality and uniqueness of each object, architects sought to
aestheticize the image of administrative buildings with the help of new architectural
techniques. At the same time, the construction of small business objects in the city center in
the form of an “insert” was rarely associated with the existing buildings in terms of scale,
style, and color. The violation of organic perception in the urban environment was
exacerbated by the typological mismatch of new office buildings, which looked like rural
houses. In addition, the adaptation of residential spaces of the ground floors to offices led
to modification of building’s facades, which also negatively affected the perception of their
integrity and harmony [15].
A new round in development of architecture of administrative buildings can be
attributed to the 2000’s. This led to appearance of business and office centers that became
typological leaders among public buildings, in their style and technical equipment
corresponding to the level of development of modern architecture [16]: The Office center
ASCOM Group (2013, arch. S. Garkonitsa); The Headquarters Union Fenosa S.A., (2000’s,
Figure 14.); The Office center Lunedor (2012); Business center PANORAMA (2015, arch. V.
Galchinsky, Figure 15). The architectural shaping of business centers, built on the principles
of integrity and laconicism, has become more independent from construction structure and
functional zoning.

Figure 14. The Union Fenosa S.A., 2000’s.

Figure 15. BC PANORAMA, 2015.

A large number of discussions caused the appearance of the first “A” class business
centers, the architecture of which, reflecting the logic of deconstructivism and hi-tech, is
the embodiment of stylistic antagonism with the existing urban environment: The BC
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Accent Business Park (2007, arch. G. Telpiz, Figure 16.); The BC SKYTOWER (2007, arch. G.
Telpis, Figure 17.); The BC Le Roi (2008, arch. G. Telpis, Figure 18.). Thanks to new
proportions of volumes, modern finishing materials and a bright colors, business centers
have come into conflict with the surrounding buildings and begin to play the dominant role
in architectural and urban development [17].

Figure 16. The BC Accent
Business Park, 2007.

Figure 17. The BC SKYTOWER,
2007.

Figure 18. The BC Le Roi,
2008.

At the same time, a number of small-rise office buildings appeared, complementing
the existing environment and showing a combination of historical and modern
compositional techniques: The LUKOIL Office (2002, arch. G. Telpis); The CRIS Registru
Office (2000’s); The Global Business Center (2011); The Office complex on st. A. Pushkin
(2009, arch. D. Kulikov); The INFOTAG News Agency (2000’s, arch. G. Zhinkin), etc. [15].
Some buildings, having lost their relevance, after reconstruction received a new function,
together with the reorganization of the internal space received an modernized appearance:
The BC KENTFORD (1978, arch. A. Shkarupa. reconstruction 2000`s, Figure 19.); The BC JSC
IPTEH (1974; reconstruction 2012, Figure 20.); The CB Mobiasbanca - Groupe Société
Générale, S.A. (1948, arch. V. Verigin, reconstruction 2002, arch. Telpiz); and etc.
Today, contradictory opinions of architects and urban planners, on the one hand,
approve the using of new compositional techniques, laconic shaping, bright colors and
changes in the buildings proportions; but on the other hand, they try to preserve the
historical environment, human scale and unique flavor of the city [18]. Nevertheless,
supporters of both opinions understand that the architectural image of Chisinau, in
accordance with the law of continuous development, cannot remain unchanged [19].

Figure 19. The BC KENTFORD, 1978.
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Conclusions
The analysis of development of architecture of Chisinau modern administrative and
office buildings from eclecticism and neoclassicism to modernism, postmodernism,
deconstructivism and hi-tech - demonstrates the constant search by Moldovan architects for
optimal compositional solutions designed in line with world architectural trends, but
limited by local conditions and social-economic opportunities.
The process of formation and development of the architecture of Chisinau
administrative buildings took place in various historical conditions, predetermined by the
course of socio-economic, scientific and technical transformations. The analysis of the
evolution of the architecture of this typological group of buildings revealed the following
historical stages of development:
I.
1812-1874 (Chisinau received the status of a city and became a center of the
Bessarabian region) - the origin of the architecture of administrative
buildings;
II.
1874-1914 (Chisinau became the center of the Bessarabian province) - the
formation of the architecture of administrative buildings;
III.
Interwar period 1918-1941 (period of passive urban construction) - the period
of operation of existing administrative buildings;
IV.
Post-war period 1945 – 1950`s (period of restoration of the city, destroyed
during the war) - reconstruction of ruined administrative buildings, massive
construction of public buildings;
V.
Late 1950`s -1960`s (period of expansion of urban areas) - the “fight against
excesses” and decor in the architecture of administrative buildings,
industrialization of construction production;
VI.
1970`s (period of active construction of residential neighborhoods) - the
increasing of the architecture artistic expression, reconstruction of the city
center and construction of new administrative buildings;
VII.
1980`s (period of city center reconstruction and improvement of residential
areas) - the application of various stylistic techniques in the architecture of
administrative buildings based on high-rise point construction.
VIII.
1990`s (period of reconstruction of public buildings) – the adaptation of
administrative buildings for the new function of business and management.
IX.
2000`s (period of qualitative change and rapid development of architecture) construction of large business centers and office buildings.
During the compositional analysis of the administrative buildings architecture only
the buildings that have survived to this day were considered. Their architecture can have a
significant impact and become the starting point for choosing the style, scale, tectonics,
compositional techniques and color scheme of future buildings.
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Abstract. The small-to-medium sized Malta International Airport (MIA) is the only airport in
Malta, especially in terms of its footprint, and is considered one of the world’s most scenic
landings, according to a 2016 poll. The annual passenger turnover is approximately 16
times the country’s population. MIA’s unique features include its proximity to the urban
conservation area of Luqa, as well as that town’s other residential and business facilities,
and also to the southern coast of Malta and the unique ecological habitats it supports. Its
impacts range from noise to atmosphere pollution and, potentially, pollution of the coastal
waters, in the eventuality of an air traffic accident. On the basis of the national strategic
vision that Malta evolves into an expanding hub in the centre of the Mediterranean,
significant investment is earmarked for MIA, including initiatives impacting security, the
environment and energy.
Keywords:

airport, planning policy, tourism policy, heritage protection, nature protection,
Luqa, Malta.

Introduction
For long-haul travel, air transport is preferred as it is usually the fastest mode of
travel compared to car, bus and train – even when affected by delays – and the safest. It is
vital for the tourism industry [1-2], especially regarding access to remote locations such as
islands. Since the mid-1990s, there has been a rapid growth in air transport in all 27
European Union Member States and airports are being transformed into hubs for both
international and domestic flights [3]. Mashhoodi and van Timmeren [4] classified European
airport regions in five typologies: urban airports, urban periphery airports, agricultural-area
airports, natural-area airports and remote airports (Table 1).
Malta International Airport (MIA) (Figure 1) is a small-to-medium sized facility and
the only airport in the Maltese archipelago developed largely after the Second World War
era. It is neither a major airport nor a large airport region, as defined by Mashhoodi and van
Timmeren [4]. The country of Malta is the smallest Member State of the EU, having a total
surface area of 316 km², the main inhabited island being Malta itself. Although
overwhelmingly referred to by foreigners who have never travelled to Malta as being
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located in ‘La Valletta’, Valletta being the island’s capital city, MIA administratively falls
within the confines of the town of Luqa. The island of Malta (as opposed to the country) is
approximately 246 km2 in area, with a length and width of 27 km and 14.5 km respectively.
Table 1
Typologies of airport regions of Europe (After [4])
Airport typology

Characteristics

Example/s

Urban

Adjacent to high concentrations of
urban land use and population

Geneva, Zurich, Graz

Urban periphery

Adjacent to urban areas and high
concentration of industrial and leisure

Berlin, Bordeaux, Malaga

Agricultural-area Adjacent to agricultural land use

Paris, Barcelona,
Amsterdam

Natural-area

Close proximity to natural areas and
distance from leisure, industry and
major road network

Milan

Remote

Located at a long distance from all
land uses and population centres

London, Nuremberg, Belfast

Figure 1. Site location (online version is in colour) – outlined in white – of the Maltese
archipelago (top, left), Malta and its dependencies (top, right); the location of MIA with
distances from the coast (bottom, left) – Ħaġar Qim and Mnajdra Neolithic Temples and
Lapsi Reverse Osmosis Plant are circled in red and green respectively (© Google Earth); the
administrative boundaries of various Local Councils - including Luqa (bottom, right).
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Due to this fairly modest size, virtually all the coastline of the island is potentially
exposed to the impacts of MIA (Figure 1, bottom left). Given that Luqa is located in the
south of the island, the coast most exposed to risk is along the southern one, which touches
the confines of the local councils of Birżebbuġa, Qrendi, Siġġiewi, and Żurrieq (Figure 1,
bottom right).
In 2019, 7.3 million passengers used MIA [5]. This figure is nearly 16 times the
resident population of the island of Malta which stood at 460,171 at the end of 2018 [6, p.
15]. This represents a 7.4% increase in air passengers over 2018, peaking, with just over
823,000 passenger movements, in August, at the height of the ‘festa’ or village feast season
[5].
This paper addresses the characteristics of MIA and its impacts on the locality of
Luqa and the wider region, characterised notably by a coastline of ecological and
ornithological importance. These findings are supported by references to policies contained
in relevant national development planning documents which aim to improve MIA whilst
respecting the natural environs. Furthermore, it highlights current research and national
investment to render the airport EU compliant.
Methodology
To tackle the themes outlined above, use was made of existing literature on the
history of Luqa and its airport, together with a number of official sources, notably:
1. National and local planning policies of the Planning Authority (PA), the national
regulator for development planning in Malta, which was renamed Malta
Environment and Planning Authority (MEPA) during the years 2002–2016 as when
it was merged with the Environment Protection Department;
2. Official statistics issued by the National Statistics Office, Malta;
3. MIA press releases; and
4. Reports of ENGO BirdLife International.
Luqa and its airport
Aviation in Malta dates back to the 1920s when the island was a fortress colony of
Britain. Given its geographical position at the centre of the Mediterranean, and predicting
the future importance of aerial warfare, the British Government developed three main
airfields. Ta’ Venzja, known as Ta’ Qali (or Ta Kali or Takali) by the Royal Air Force, in
heartland Malta, was the location of the first civil airfield. It was followed by those at ĦalFar (used by the Fleet Air Arm) and Luqa. The latter was less damaged than the others by
Axis bombardment during Second World War. Unlike Ta’ Qali and Ħal-Far, Luqa airport was
not prone to flooding.
The first civil terminal was inaugurated in Luqa in 1958. In 1977, a longer runway
was constructed to accommodate an anticipated increase in air traffic, while the air
terminal was refurbished and extended until it was eventually superseded by the present
terminal, which was inaugurated in 1992 (Figure 2). MIA was established as the public
limited company solely responsible for operating the air terminal in 1991. Its remit also
included the operations and management of air traffic control, an activity hived off at the
end of 2001 and transferred to Malta Air Traffic Services, an autonomous government entity
[7]. MIA has two main runways with the area control tower located in between. The
runways, RWY 14-32 and RWY 06-24, are set perpendicular to one another and
international air traffic control operations are managed 24/7.
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Figure 2. Terminal of MIA (online version is in colour): as at present (left), and as viewed
from the side of the runway (right) (© Alessandra Bianco).
Under the terms of the Local Councils Act [8], the town of Luqa includes the rapidly
expanding hamlet of Ħal-Farruġ, originally a medieval settlement which includes a historic
chapel that was partly destroyed to make way for airport extensions. The constituency of
Luqa, which measures circa 6.75 km2, is the major inland locality forming part of the South
Malta Local Plan [9, pp. 99-104]. It is predominantly rural in character (6.25 km2 is
countryside). Micallef [10] offers a dated but detailed study of this locality, while more
recent but brief descriptions are provided by Fiott [11] and Guillaumier [12]. Luqa’s urban
core still retains the characteristic vernacular organic street pattern (Figure 3, left) with a
baroque-style parish church in the main square (Figure 3, right), which was rebuilt after
damage in the Second World War blitz. The urban areas (0.48 km2) are predominantly
residential in nature.

Figure 3. Luqa (online version is in colour): orthophoto of the urban area (left) (© Planning
Authority, Malta), the position of photo and church shown in Figure 3 right, is marked by
▲ and + respectively; the main street, named after the patron saint of the town, leading
to the main square (for position of photo see Figure 3 left) (© Alessandra Bianco).
Luqa forms part of the southern harbour region. The latest demographic review,
based on the 2011 (November) census, estimates its population on 31 December 2014 at
5,714 [13, p. 14] thus reversing the depopulation trend experienced in the preceding years.
A decade earlier, in 2004, it stood at 5,195 [14, p. 15] whilst in 2001 it was 5,456 [15].
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Important institutions located within the Luqa Local Council (LLC) area include St Vincent
de Paule Residence, the main state home for the elderly in Malta, and the Research and
Agricultural Development Centre at Għammieri. Other facilities include The Malta College
of Arts, Science and Technology Agribusiness Institute, the main premises of the Water
Services Corporation and a medium-sized industrial park.
The southern coast of Malta
In the PrivateFly Best Airport Approaches 2016 poll conducted in early 2016, MIA was
listed as one of the world's most scenic landings. The CEO of PrivateFly, Adam Twidell,
himself an experienced pilot, commented that: "Flying into Malta is a truly special
experience - it's a tiny island landing that packs a big punch. There is so much to take in.
Without being hectic, the landscape changes from coast, to farmland, to the historic city of
Valletta. It's like flying into a Picasso painting" [16].
The geology and geomorphology along the southern coast of Malta are shown in
Figure 4. Lower Coralline Limestone cliffs, formed in the Oligocene, characterise most of
this coast. Under the Structure Plan for the Maltese Islands [17], the cliffs are scheduled by
the PA as Level 2 Areas of Ecological Importance and Areas of High Landscape Value [18].
The geological formations are horizontally bedded. Where the overlying Globigerina
Limestone occurs, weathering is more pronounced and exhibits diagnostic weathering
features mapping out the varying lithostratigraphic beds.
The Lower Coralline Limestone formation forms an extensive aquifer extending, at
sea-level, beneath most of the island. Given the littoral character of the southern coast, no
special protective measures to conserve the integrity of this aquifer are necessary as the
continuous seawater intrusion reduces the quality of the groundwater along coastal zones.
Thus, any potential impact of MIA, if applicable, would be negligible. These areas lie
outside the designated water protection areas as established by the Water Services
Corporation, the former body protecting the islands’ groundwater resources since 1992. In
2000, the Malta Resources Authority became the authority responsible for managing and
protecting the islands’ aquifers. The sea-cliffs of southern Malta support maritime rupestral
vegetation assemblages typical of coastal cliffs. Since they are largely inaccessible, they are
still in pristine condition and provide an ecological refuge to many species of flora and
fauna, a large number of which are endemic [19] and thus are of significant ecological,
biogeographical and conservation value.

Figure 4. Malta: coastal geology (left) and geomorphology (right) (online version is in
colour).
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There are two species of Procellariidae that nest in the Maltese Islands: Cory’s
shearwaters (Calonectris diomedea diomedea [Scopoli], Maltese Ċiefa) and Levantine
shearwaters (Puffinus puffinus yelkouan [Acerbi], Maltese Garnija). The southern coast
supports the largest concentration of Cory’s shearwaters in Malta, with more than 1,000
breeding pairs, along with more than 200 pairs of Levantine shearwaters. The breeding
population of Cory’s shearwaters in the Maltese Islands is estimated at around 7,000
breeding pairs, distributed along the southern coast of Malta, Gozo, Comino and Filfla. The
southern cliffs between Bengħajsa point and Għar Lapsi support the largest concentration
on mainland Malta [20]. Back in 1994, due to a large decline in numbers, Cory’s shearwaters
were designated as Category 2 – vulnerable according to Species of European Conservation
Concern [21]. Since then, numbers have recovered significantly, and they are currently listed
as a species of ‘least concern’ according to The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species [22]. At a
more local level, the species was designated as vulnerable with a restricted distribution in
the Mediterranean. The Levantine (or Yelkouan) shearwater has a similar national status as
Cory’s Shearwater. The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species 2018 [23] has them marked as
vulnerable.
Further to pristine, ecologically rich, valleys such as Wied iż-Żurrieq (Figure 5, left), a
considerable number of archaeological and historical remains are located along the
southern coast of Malta. These reflect how the island’s history is intertwined with its natural
configuration [19]. Amongst these remains are Ħaġar Qim (Figure 5, right) and Mnajdra
Neolithic Temples (Figure 1, bottom left), acknowledged as World Heritage sites by
UNESCO [24].
Strategic planning policies
The strategy of the PA with regards to Luqa is to protect its rural character whilst
making provision for recreational facilities, in particular within the limits of the medieval
settlement of Ħal-Farruġ. With respect to the airport, the PA’s strategy is for MIA to develop
into a regional hub and consolidate various activities within its existing footprint.
Strategic planning policies for the Luqa area are included in the South Malta Local
Plan [9]. Policy SMLU 07 states that “For the area designated as the Malta International
Airport Master Plan Area, as indicated in the Luqa Airport and Environs Policy Map LU 3, a
Master Plan is to be submitted to MEPA by the Malta International Airport indicating the
various developments and uses proposed for this area which may include facilities relating
to airport operations, retail and commercial facilities, entertainment facilities, parking, as
well as an element of tourist accommodation”.
The Strategic Environmental Assessment: Environment Report [25], prepared as part of
Strategic Plan for Environment and Development, which replaced the Structure Plan for the
Maltese Islands [17], makes only passing reference to the airport. It states that there is a
regulation governing noise emissions from airports (Paragraph 4.8.2) and declares, in
Thematic Objective 12, that (i) the land around the airport must be safeguarded for future
expansion of aviation-related activities and (ii) the transport network serving the airport
must be satisfactory to accommodate such an expansion.
Given the presence of MIA, non-urban areas, which account for approximately 93% of
the territory of the LLC, are taken up by facilities associated with airport operations: namely,
runways, passenger terminals, airport administrative blocks, aircraft workshops and
ancillary facilities.
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Figure 5. Wied iż-Żurrieq, one of the pristine, ecologically rich, valleys in Malta (left); dated
aerial photo of Ħaġar Qim Neolithic Temples (right) (Hagar Qim by peuplier is licensed
under CC BY 2.0) [26], (online version is in colour).
Future development planning proposals include a new air approach route for the
airport and commercial and recreational facilities. Furthermore, due to the presence of the
airport, Luqa is subject to significantly high traffic levels from localities south of the airport
as well as from the central and northern parts of the island and from Malta’s sister island of
Gozo.
Neither general nor specific policies related to tourism in Luqa are contained in the
South Malta Local Plan, despite the fact that a number of archaeological and historical
remains occur within the territory of the Local Council. For example, Roman catacombs that
interfered with the various developments and upgrades of airport facilities were destroyed
and/or made inaccessible. The plan does identify various archaeologically sensitive areas,
some of which occur within the airport area and are included in Maps LU7 and LU8 [27].
These historical remains include chapels and other architectural elements, as well as works
of art.
Cultural heritage, both in terms of architecture and folk traditions, has long been
noted by the LLC as a source of identity for the locality. Luqa’s architectural heritage is
important, as are traditional activities such as band clubs and the village ‘festa’. The Local
Council supports such assets which have expanded over a number of decades because it
understands that such traditions and practices should complement and not compete with
economic growth. Accordingly, LLC developed a policy whereby tourism is encouraged and
sustained. Tourism is not seen by the Local Council as an end in itself but as a means to an
end, namely, to sustain and improve on the otherwise healthy socioeconomic fabric of the
locality.
While accepting that MIA cannot be separated from Luqa, since the latter
encompasses the former while giving it distinctiveness, LLC is aware of the environmental
impacts of noise and air pollution from air traffic on the socioeconomic sphere and cultural
heritage of the locality. As elsewhere, awareness is growing about environmental and
health issues that are taking their toll on the local community. The Local Council’s response
is to take a proactive stand vis-à-vis present and future airport area planning strategies, to
ensure that the environmental conditions and health of the community are improved whilst
encouraging the sustainable development of the area’s tourism potential as a means of
sustaining this identity.
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Unique features and impacts of MIA
Aircraft activity involves the arrival, parking and disembarkation of passengers, the
unloading of baggage and cargo, and maintenance activities. Prior to departure,
maintenance and engine testing is carried out, after which the passengers board, baggage is
loaded and the plane refuelled. Thus, the main impacts of airport activity go beyond noise,
vibration and related issues, to include light, air, soil and water pollution.
The arrival and departure of an aircraft emits noise and has transboundary impacts
on air quality due to the generation of air pollution throughout the flight. Once an aircraft
lands, it parks, emitting further noise and exhaust gases. Any handling vehicles required for
baggage loading, passenger dis/embarkation, cleaning and maintenance works generate
exhaust fumes and noise. The road traffic to and from the airport also has an impact on air
quality. Runway activity is associated with light pollution, especially in view of Luqa's rural
location. The maintenance of airport’s external facilities – the two runways, aprons, fuel
depots, aircraft maintenance garages and landscaped or turfed areas – also has impacts on
the environment, as does the provision of energy for runway lighting and fire drills. The
airport terminal is a centre of activity which continuously consumes energy and water, and
generates waste.
Noise impacts negatively on both residents and birds, and light pollution may
interfere with the night sky, affecting the circadian rhythms of wildlife and potentially
deterring shearwaters from reaching their colonies sited along the coastal cliffs [28]. Light
pollution also has the effect of attracting moths and insects, thus reducing food sources for
bats [29] and other night-time predators that rely on them. Due to the fact that Luqa airport
is a protection zone where bird trapping and hunting is not permitted, and because Malta is
located on the main migratory route across the Central Mediterranean, birds often seek
shelter within the precincts of MIA. This in itself carries its specific risks; for example, flocks
of starlings (Sturnus vulgaris, Maltese Sturnell) or gulls (Larus sp., Maltese Gawwi) often
interfere with air navigation and pose a potential hazard to aircraft, especially during takeoff.
Located in the town of Siġġiewi, the Lapsi Reverse Osmosis Plant lies along the
coast just south of the airport (Figure 1, bottom left). If an air crash occurred at sea in the
vicinity of this plant, there is a high probability of sea contamination, which would have a
severe negative impact on the production of potable water. This reverse osmosis plant is
the second largest desalination plant in the Maltese archipelago, contributing nearly a
tenth of the supply of potable water.
Research and investment
Local and foreign studies have been undertaken on how to reduce the impact of
flights on the environment through improved flight efficiency. A fairly recent one by
Micallef et al [30] shows that fuel burn and CO2 emissions by inbound flights can be
reduced if other approach routes are exploited for MIA’s main runways, a theme which is
being considered in contemporary literature relating to flight trajectory optimization (e.g.,
[31]). This suggestion is in line with MIA’s corporate social responsibility agenda. Other
considerations include using electric vehicles to tow airplanes onto the runway, instead of
them taxiing powered by their own, highly polluting engines. At present, research is being
undertaken at the University of Malta for engineless aircraft taxiing through Situation
Awareness and Traffic Management for Engineless Taxiing (SAMET) project [32].
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A number of measures taken by MIA to improve sustainability, ranging from energysaving lighting and air conditioning to the installation of more efficient sanitation systems,
led to the airport lowering its greenhouse gas emissions by 12% and its total water
consumption by 11.6% in 2018 [33]. In early 2020, MIA announced a multi-million euro
investment in terminal expansion which, further to the physical increase of its footprint,
will include “smart technologies, including a new building management system to allow for
energy and water management optimisation, and better insulation […] which will play an
important role in the company’s journey towards the achievement of carbon neutrality” [34].
The latest investment by MIA involves upgrading its security and IT infrastructure. A
multi-million EU-financed investment is aimed at tightening controls and data sharing at
Malta’s external borders through the EU Travel Information Authorization System (ETIAS). In
a press conference announcing the project, the Home Affairs Minister stated: “Malta’s
borders are some of the most frequently crossed in the EU, so it is essential that our frontier
management systems are up to scratch, both for the sake of our national security as well as
the safety of the EU” [35].
Conclusions
A small-to-medium–sized facility which dates back to the late 1950s, Luqa airport is
neither a major airport nor a large airport region. Located near the southern coast of Malta
and in close proximity to the residential areas of the town of Luqa, a number of conclusions
can be drawn with regarding MIA.
With respect to the southern coast of Malta:
1. impacts on the aquifer are negligible;
2. the maritime rupestral vegetation assemblages typical of coastal cliffs are not
affected;
3. the two species of Procellariidae – Cory’s shearwaters and Levantine
shearwaters – may be negatively affected; and
4. given that a major reverse osmosis plant is located along this coast, in the
case of an air crash at sea, contamination of sea water would have a
significant negative effect on national water production.
With respect to the locality of Luqa:
1. aircraft noise impinges negatively on locals and birds;
2. light pollution generated at MIA negatively interacts with circadian rhythms
of wildlife and is likely to deter shearwaters from reaching their colonies
along the cliffs; and
3. flocks of starlings or gulls, which often interfere with air navigation, pose a
potential hazard to aircraft.
In terms of national planning policies, MIA will remain at Luqa for decades to come.
Environmental planning research is being undertaken to reduce the impacts of aircraft
navigation on the natural and residential environs. Measures to improve sustainability and
lower greenhouse gas emissions are being undertaken. Furthermore, significant investment,
in part EU-financed, is projected in the immediate future to ensure an EU-compliant
strategy for security and IT infrastructure.
MIA is a top contributor to the local economy. It supports not only the physical and
economic wellbeing of its employees but also the social and environmental initiatives of
surrounding localities. Some initiatives were taken within the local community of Luqa
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through the Malta Airport Foundation, which has partnered with NGOs on various marine
conservation projects [5].
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Abstract. Evaluation of the building element technical state relies on verification
calculations using estimated construction material properties. Physical and mechanical
properties are estimated predominately by using non-destructive test methods. The
accuracy of these methods is affected by the level of stress-strain state of the structural
element and present structural defects. The variability of the concrete properties over time
under constant loads is a determining factor for the durability and reliability of the
structural element. The influence of the physical and mechanical characteristics of a
construction material on the deformation process of the local area of the structural element
adjacent to the structural defect has been investigated. The research has been performed
on structural models using software systems "LIRA SAPR" and "SOLIDWORKS". A structural
model having dimensions of 100 x 100 x 400 mm was used for the study. Materials of
concrete grades C12/15 through C25/30 with corresponding properties have been used.
Load parameters for modeling of the deformation process varied from 0.1 to 0.5 of the
ultimate loads. Performed calculations made it possible to obtain fields of stress,
deformation and displacement under different model parameters and stress levels.
Keywords: stress-strain state, structural defect, non-destructive test methods, software systems
"LIRA SAPR”, "SOLIDWORKS".
Introduction
Ensuring reliability of buildings and structures [1] requires reliable information on
their technical state. Technical state evaluation systems are based on determination of
physical and mechanical characteristics (PMC) of structural materials. Formal evaluation
requirements are governed by state standards [2 - 7], which implement non-destructive
methods (NM) of control. The data obtained are subject to statistical processing following
prescribed procedures, and the result of the processing is obtained with calculated
accuracy. As demonstrated in [8 - 12], and in many other researches, evaluation results are
significantly affected by the following: concrete composition; conditions of concrete
element structure formation; age of concrete; level of stress-strain state (SSS) in the
element and test conditions. The complexity of the direct determination of the PMC of
concrete has directed researchers to a different path [13 - 18]. But yet, the variability in the
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SSS level of the element leaves the procedure for applying the NM evaluation prone to
considerable level of uncertainty. Structural defects and variation in concrete PMC during
operation dramatically alter the element's SSS in the area near the defect. Determining the
impact these factors have on the SSS of the structural element will improve the accuracy of
the determination of the PMC of concrete in elements by means of NM control.
Purpose of the study
To obtain fields of stress, deformation and displacement under different model
parameters and stress levels on structural models using software systems "LIRA SAPR" and
"SOLIDWORKS".
Materials and Methods of Research
A model having dimensions of 100 x 100 x 400 mm was used for the study. Concrete
grades C12/15 through C25/30 with corresponding properties [2] have been used as a
model material. Research has been performed using software systems "LIRA SAPR" and
"SOLIDWORKS". Similar structural models have been used for calculations with different
software complexes.
Structural defects were modeled by removing successively one to four elements from
the design model. That is, a groove with a depth of 0 to 25 mm was formed in the prism.
The increment was 5 mm (0 to 0.25h, respectively, in 0.05 h increments). Calculations were
made for models with one and two defects in the structure. In the case of a design model
with two defects in the structure, the latter were arranged in parallel. During the study, the
distance between these grooves varied. The load parameters for modeling the deformation
process varied within 0.1 to 0.5 of the ultimate stress.
Figure 1 shows design model used for calculation using software system "LIRA
SAPR".

a)
b)
Figure 1. design model used for calculation using software system "LIRA SAPR": a – without
structural defects; b – with structural defects.
+

Results and discussions
Figure 2 - 7 show stress fields Nx, Ny і τxy (correspondingly) in the area of the building
element with structural defect. Separate results are presented for calculations subject to
variable loads and variable defect sizes.
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a)
b)
Figure 2. Stress fields Nx in the area with structural defect: defect depth 5 mm (а) and 15
mm (b) for concrete grade С16/20 under stress in concrete 𝜎 = 0,4 𝑓𝑐𝑑 [kH/m2].

a)
b)
Figure 3. Stress fields Nx in the area with structural defect: defect depth 5 mm (а) and 15
mm (b) for concrete grade С20/25 under stress in concrete 𝜎 = 0,1 𝑓𝑐𝑑 [kH/m2].

a)
b)
Figure 4. Stress fields Ny in the area with structural defect: defect depth 5 mm (а) and 15
mm (b) for concrete grade С12/15 under stress in concrete 𝜎 = 0,1 𝑓𝑐𝑑 [kH/m2].
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a)
b)
Figure 5. Stress fields Ny in the area with structural defect: defect depth 5 mm (а) and 15
mm (b) for concrete grade С16/20 under stress in concrete 𝜎 = 0,4 𝑓𝑐𝑑 [kH/m2].

a)
b)
Figure 6. Stress fields τxy in the area with structural defect: defect depth 5 mm (а) and 15
mm (b) for concrete grade С20/25 under stress in concrete 𝜎 = 0,1 𝑓𝑐𝑑 [kH/m2].

a)
b)
Figure 7. Stress fields τxy in the area with structural defect: defect depth 5 mm (а) and 15
mm (b) for concrete grade С25/30 under stress in concrete 𝜎 = 0,4 𝑓𝑐𝑑 [kH/m2].
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It is obvious that stress fields in all cases are similar. Various stress values are due to
variability in loads, PMC of concrete and defect sizes.
Availability of design calculations affords their comparison with the results of NM
control. Such comparison allows identification of structural defects formed during
construction and/or operation periods [19]. Therefore the following procedure is proposed
for evaluation of the building element technical state (Figure 8).

Buildin
g element
design model
according to
design data

Determ
ination of
concrete PMC
by NM control

Measurement of
physical
dimensions of the
building element
▼

Evaluation
of the actual loads
or future loads that
will impact the
building element
▼

Adjustment of the design model
(if necessary)
▼
Static calculation. Calculation of internal
forces and deformations
▼
Identification of the areas for
determination of concrete PMC in the
building element
▼
Adjustment of the design model
▼
Verification calculation of building
elements
▼
Evaluation of the building element
technical state

Figure 8. Procedure for evaluation of the building element
technical state.
Conclusions
The results analysis of the conducted research shows that:
1. Different software complexes show essentially similar results.
2. The change in the stress in the area adjacent to structural defects is affected by
the size of this area, SSS level in the structural element and the ratio between the sizes of
the adjacent elements of the structure.
3. Zero stress areas may appear on the surface of the structural element.
4. It is necessary to take account of the level of SSS while performing evaluation of
the PMC of concrete using NM control in the area influenced by present structural defects.
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of a study of the compressive strength of concrete
in a cyclic solar chamber. The analysis of the existing types of industrial solar chambers is
carried out and the main structural elements are considered. The method of calculating the
solar chamber for the production of concrete products is presented. Experiments were
carried out on heavy concrete compositions using MC-Bauchemie superplasticizers
additives: MC-PowerFlow 3100 and MC-PowerFlow 2695. The samples were kept in a
cyclical solar chamber. The strength of concrete was determined at different periods of
concrete hardening. A comparative analysis of the results of the compressive strength of
concrete in a solar and normal hardening chamber is carried out.
Key words: green energy, cyclic solar chamber, heat treatment, superplasticizers, thermophysical
processes.
Introduction.
Analysis of literature data showed that the precast concrete industry is a large
consumer of thermal energy. The most energy-intensive process in this area is the
technological process of heat treatment of products, which consumes more than 70% of the
energy. About 90% of the total volume of reinforced concrete products (concrete goods) is
treated with steam. Non-renewable natural energy sources are used to generate steam.
Taking into account the growing increase in their cost, heat and humidity treatment should
be recognized as energy-inefficient. In this regard, the problem of rational use of traditional
fuel and energy resources and the inclusion of unconventional energy sources, such as solar
and wind energy, deep earth heat and secondary heat of various production processes, is
becoming more acute. Currently, there is a tendency to increase the use of renewable
energy sources, primarily solar. The use of solar energy finds its application in various areas
of production processes, which is especially important for the southern regions of Ukraine
[1, 2].
Solar thermal treatment - heating concrete reinforced concrete products by direct
influence of solar radiation through translucent or sun receivers. The simplest way to use
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solar energy for preheating concrete products is to use helioforms, which consist of two
main elements: the mold itself and the lid with a translucent heat-insulating coating or in
molds using a moisture-proof sun-perceiving coating in combination with thermos holding.
Polymer photovoltaic cells are a promising coating for visible spectrum applications
because the absorption spectra of organic semiconductors, including polymers and low
molecular weight types, are not continuous as in inorganic semiconductors. As a result, the
organic structure is capable of transmitting visible light and absorbing invisible light such
as infrared. According to the energy distribution of the solar spectrum, more than half of the
sunlight is distributed in the infrared region. Therefore, the theoretical efficiency of
polymeric photovoltaic cells with only absorption of infrared radiation can be as high as
that of a device with only absorption of visible light. [3 - 5].
The main part of the helioform is solar cells, which are semiconductor photovoltaic
cells designed to directly convert solar radiation into electrical energy. They are part of a
wider range of photocell devices. Usually solar cells have a large receiving surface area and
the most important parameters for them are temperature stability, the coefficient of
conversion of light energy into electrical energy, radiation resistance, etc. Most often, solar
cells are a structure of semiconductor materials that absorb solar radiation well, metal and
dielectric layers ... If the device contains liquid solutions of electrolytes, they are called
photo electrochemical converters.
The operation of solid-state solar cells is based on the valve photoelectric effect.
Light quanta absorbed by a semiconductor release electrons and holes from intracrystalline
bonds and transfer them into a mobile state. After that, oppositely charged free charge
carriers are spatially separated and move in opposite directions as a result of diffusion or
drift in a force field, which should initially be present in a semiconductor [6].
The most important challenge for solar cells is to improve their efficiency. The
efficiency of the photocell increases when concentrated sunlight is used, however, excess
heat should be removed from the photocell. To date, scientists from the National
Laboratory for the Study of Renewable Energy (USA) have achieved the highest efficiency
rate and reached the level of 47% [7], in concentrated sunlight, thus setting a new blight
record for solar panels. Among industrial designs, silicon-based cells show the best
performance, although low-efficiency cells from cheaper conductors compete economically
with mass production of high-efficiency and expensive solar cells. Industrial solar cells work
using various solar cells, the main of which are silicon, monocrystalline, polycrystalline,
amorphous film, polymer, photosensitized, which differ in efficiency and cost. When
developing effective elements, efforts should be directed not only to their efficiency, but
also to the compactness of systems. It is worth paying attention to plastic crystals, due to
which it is possible to increase the compactness of systems and reduce the cost of their
production [8 - 11].
Benefits of solar thermal treatment:
- saving non-renewable fuel and energy resources,
- the use of an environmentally friendly source of thermal energy,
- reducing the cost of concrete products,
- reduction of capital costs for the boiler house, heating main, etc.
- allows you to abandon the traditional heat treatment of precast concrete elements
in warm seasons in areas south of 50 ° north latitude.
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For heating concrete products, it is necessary to perform a calculation. The
calculation method consists of three parts:
- calculation of the thermal balance of the chamber in which heat treatment is
carried out. as a result of the calculation, the amount of energy required for heating is
determined,
- determine the amount of heat that can be received by the solar collector. Such data
for given geographic coordinates are provided by NASA. For the main cities of Ukraine,
information is widely distributed on the Internet [12],
- find the area of solar collectors that will provide the required amount of energy.
Heat balance equation [13]:
Q = Q1 + Q2 + Q3 + Q4 + Q5 + Q6 + Q7 + Q8 + Q9 + Q10 + Q11 - Q12

(1)

where Q1 is the heat consumption for heating the components of the raw concrete
mix, Q2 is the heat consumption for heating the mixing water, Q3 is the heat consumption
for the evaporation of some of the water, Q4 is the heat consumption for heating the
reinforcement, Q5 is the heat consumption for heating the molds, Q6 is the heat, which is
accumulated by the walls of the chamber, Q7 is the heat consumption for heating the
chamber lid, Q8 is the heat consumption for heating the free space in the chamber, Q9 is the
heat loss due to heat leakage through the leaks, Q10 is the heat loss to the environment by
the chamber walls, Q11 is the heat loss into the environment by the chamber lid, Q12 - heat
of exothermic reactions in concrete, Q - amount of energy required for heating, kJ / cycle.
The amount of heat that can be received by the solar collector [14, 15]:
Эк = Е ∙ S ∙ η

(2)

where E is the average daily level of solar radiation, kWh / m2 / day, S is the working
area of the solar collector, m2, η is the efficiency of the solar collector.
The area of solar collectors that will provide the required amount of energy, m2.
S = Q / Eη

(3)

The experimental procedure was as follows: a laboratory model of a cyclic solar
plant of the "Hot Box" type was installed. The design of the solar plant consisted of a
wooden frame, on which a polyethylene film was stretched in two layers, with a gap
between the layers of 2 cm. The size was assigned in such a way as to cover all three-piece
molds with concrete mixture. The molds with the concrete mixture were placed in a solar
plant and kept there until testing. Removal of samples for testing was carried out on 1, 3, 7,
14, 28 days. For the compositions under study, twin control samples were made in parallel,
which were stored in a normal hardening chamber with a temperature of 20 ± 3 ℃ and a
humidity of 95 ± 5%. For the manufacture of samples, Portland cement grade 500, quartz
sand and polycarboxylate additives from MC-Bauchemie (Germany) were used: a complex
additive with a superplasticizer with an accelerated hardening effect MC-PowerFlow 3100
and a superplasticizer MC-PowerFlow 2695. Samples of beams with a size of 40x40x160
mm were made in accordance with the current standard [18]. The tests were carried out on
verified equipment. The results were processed in Excel according to calculations in
accordance with the current standard, the data are given as the arithmetic mean of all the
results of one batch of samples.
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Main material
The results of tests of the compressive strength at 28 days for samples with the use
of MC-PowerFlow 2695 additive showed an average strength of 26.5 MPa, which
corresponds to the grade 250. Results of tests of the compressive strength at 28 days when
using the complex additive MC-PowerFlow 3100 with acceleration effect of hardening, the
corresponding grade of concrete was obtained on the 3rd day, and on the 28th day the
average strength was 49.9 MPa, which corresponds to grade 450. For production, the rate of
strength gain is one of the most important indicators, because the faster the product gains
the stripping strength of 70-80% (for prefabricated reinforced concrete products) the more
products the plant can produce. Samples using MC-PowerFlow 2695 additive gained
stripping strength (on average 16.3 MPa) after 14 days of storage in a normal hardening
chamber, samples using MC-PowerFlow 3100 additive achieved similar strength in 2-3 days,
stripping strength (on average 35.4 MPa), the samples reached within 7 days of storage.
When using the same formulations, samples with MC-PowerFlow 3100 additive showed
accelerated build-up and a significant increase in strength compared to samples in which
MC-PowerFlow 2695 additive was used, which, in turn, reduces cement consumption in the
production of products. The results of the strength tests are given in table 1 and fig. 1.
Table 1
Concrete test results when stored in a normal hardening chamber
Name

W/B

MC-PowerFlow
0,3
3100

Days
1
3
7
14
28

Compressive
Name
W/B
strength, MPa
12,6
27,8
MC-PowerFlow
35,4
0,32
2695
41,6
49,9

Days
1
3
7
14
28

Compressive
strength, MPa
1,1
5,1
11,8
16,3
26,5

Figure: 1. Comparison of the compressive strength of concrete versus its age, using
additives of plasticizers, when storing samples in a normal hardening chamber.
When storing samples in a solar chamber, due to heliothermal heating of samples, it
was possible to achieve acceleration of concrete strength gain and to achieve tempering
strength of 70 - 80% (on average 35.5 MPa) within 3 days for samples using MC-PowerFlow
3100 additive. time, the samples in the manufacture of which the additive MC-PowerFlow
2695 was used gained tempering strength (on average 19.8 MPa) after 7 days of storage.
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Comparison of the strength between the samples from the solar and normal hardening
chamber was also carried out. Specimens gaining strength in the solar chamber showed an
accelerated strength gain under equal hardening conditions. The results are shown in table.
2 and fig. 2 - 4.
Table 2
Concrete test results when stored in a solar chamber
Name

W/B

MC-PowerFlow 3100

0,3

MC-PowerFlow 2695

0,32

Days
1
3
7
14
28
1
3
7
14
28

Compressive
strength, MPa
21,4
35,5
43,2
49,4
50,7
3,9
12,3
19,8
26,5
28,2

Compressive
strength gain,%
169,8
127,7
122,0
118,8
101,6
354,5
241,2
167,8
162,6
106,4

Figure 2. Comparison of the compressive strength of concrete versus its age, using
additives of plasticizers, when storing samples in a solar chamber.
During the experiments, the strength characteristics of the concrete mixture were
established. Heating in the solar chamber greatly accelerated the strength development of
the samples with the use of MC-PowerFlow 2695 additive, so the samples kept in the solar
chamber on the first day showed strength 254.5% higher than similar samples from the
normal hardening chamber. On the 3rd day of storage, the maximum increase was 141.2%,
on the 7th day - 67.8%, on the 14th day - 62.2% and on the 28th day - 6.4%. At the same
time, samples with MC-PowerFlow 3100 additive showed less speed gain due to the initial
accelerating properties of the concrete mix.
The experiments were carried out in the springtime of the year, which is not the
hottest, and the solar chamber works entirely on solar energy and is completely dependent
on the ambient temperature.
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Figure 3. Comparison of concrete compressive strength versus its age depending on storage
conditions using MC-PowerFlow 3100 additive.

Figure 4. Comparison of concrete compressive strength versus its age depending on storage
conditions, using MC-PowerFlow 2695 additive.
To determine the efficiency of the solar chamber, thermometers were installed to
measure the temperature of the environment, concrete mixture and the temperature inside
the solar chamber. In the course of the experiment, the maximum temperature values were
revealed: the environment - 38 °C, the solar chamber - 46 °C and the concrete mix 52 °C.
Main conclusions
Experiments were carried out on two additives of superplasticizers manufactured by
MC-Bauchemie showed that the use of a solar chamber significantly improves the initial set
of strength, and helps to gain tempering strength in the shortest possible time, which in turn
accelerates construction. Also, on the 3rd day of holding, the samples with the addition of
MC-PowerFlow 2695 showed 43% strength, and the samples with the addition of MCPowerFlow 3100 showed 70% strength. The use of a solar chamber does not increase the
maximum strength of concrete, but only contributes to a faster gain in strength, and the
combination with additives that accelerate the development of strength reduces the
advisability of using a solar chamber. The paper presents a variant of calculating the solar
chamber, which can be used to further improve existing and create new efficient solar
chambers and is one of the directions for the development of precast concrete production in
areas with hot climates.
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Abstract. The use of coagulation-flocculation process as means of wastewater treatment is
gradually becoming more popular. This research work is to evaluate the efficiency of
coagulation-flocculation process in the treatment of abattoir effluent. Samples of abattoir
effluent were collected from a slaughterhouse at Ede, Nigeria, and Alum was used in the
coagulation-flocculation treatment of the effluent. The physico-chemical and
bacteriological analyses of the untreated and treated effluent were carried out and these
were used in determining the efficiency of the treatment process. The values obtained (from
the physico-chemical and bacteriological analyses) were also compared with the effluent
standard of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Coagulation-flocculation process is
performed efficiently in reducing the contaminant level of Colour, TDS, Turbidity,
Conductivity, TSS, Total Hardness, COD, Coliform, metals and other pollutants from the
effluent.
Keywords: Abattoir Effluent, Coagulation, Contaminants, Wastewater, Treatment.
1. Introduction
Coagulation is the process by which particles become destabilized and begin to
clump together; it is an essential component in water treatment operations [1].
Wastewaters often contain pollutants that are present in colloidal form. In such cases the
colloidal suspension may contain organic materials, metal oxides, insoluble toxic
compounds, stable emulsions and material producing turbidity. The primary purpose of the
coagulation/flocculation process is the removal of turbidity from the water. The chemical
and electrical means of water and waste water treatment can be achieved by using
coagulation as the most important physico-chemical operation [2].
Management of wastewater from the red meat processing industry is an important
issue. Due to the specific characteristics of wastewater, such as irregular discharge and
considerable organic and biogenic loading, it can be difficult and costly to treat. The
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organic loading rate of wastewater from the red meat processing industry can be several
times higher than the average domestic sewage. Also, it is well known that its high content
of fat, oil and grease (FOG) is another issue that makes the treatment process much more
difficult. A combination of a main and an aid coagulant has shown to be efficient and costeffective in treating abattoir wastewater. Coagulant aids are capable of reducing the
amount of chemicals required and the sludge produced [3].
It is important to note that preliminary settling time, alum dose, rapid and slow
mixing times, addition of polyelectrolyte as coagulant aid and particle size distribution
were found to be important operational parameters for effective treatment of abattoir
wastewater. Alum generally provides good clarification, rapid settling sludge and permits
the use of a simple method of recovery that ensures destruction of most sewage solids in
the resulting sludge [4]. In the work of [5], after using three common coagulants
(Aluminium Sulphate (Al2(SO4)3.18H2O), Poly-Aluminum Chloride (PAC), and Ferrous
Sulphate (FeSO4.7H2O)) with the wastewater from a slaughterhouse, it was concluded that
coagulation is one of the effective methods to remove organic matter from slaughterhouse
wastewater, the results of their work prove that the coagulation method is a fast and an
effective method in a partial treatment of slaughterhouse pollution and could be an
important step before biological methods. Coagulant like Sodium aluminate (NaAlO2) has
been used in wastewater treatment in the phosphorous removal process. While the other
aluminium and iron salts act as acids consuming alkalinity, sodium aluminate acts as a base
[6]. The electro-coagulation (EC) technology [7, 8] can also be used to treat abattoir
wastewater for safe discharge. Under the operating conditions studied, the performance of
the process was improved by lowering the initial solution pH and increasing the electrolysis
time, current intensity, settling time and operating temperature. The removal efficiency of
over 90% was achieved under optimum condition. The findings of their separate study show
that electro-coagulation technique using Fe-Fe electrodes and/or Fe-Al electrodes is
effective in abattoir wastewater treatment. The aim of this research work is to evaluate the
efficiency of coagulation-flocculation process in the treatment of abattoir effluent.







2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials and Equipment Required for the Study
The materials and equipment used in carrying out this research work include:
Aluminium Sulphate (Alum)
Flocculating Machine
Jar Test Apparatus
GPS
Standard laboratory for physico-chemical and bacteriological analyses.

2.2
Methods
Preparation of alum (coagulant)
Aluminium Sulphate (alum) purchased from an outlet in Osogbo, Nigeria was used in
preparing an alum solution in which 200g of alum was dissolved per 1000ml of distilled
water.
Collection of effluent samples
Samples of abattoir effluent were taken from an abattoir at Ede, Nigeria (at
coordinates 70 42’ 25’’ N and 40 23’ 38’’ E).
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Jar test on the effluent sample
10ml of abattoir effluent was put in a cuvette and inserted into a Lovibond
comparator, to determine the colour that matches with the wastewater sample. After the
determination of initial colour, pH and temperature, 500ml of the wastewater sample was
measured in three places (beakers) and the equivalent volume of Alum solution was
measured with respect to the colour into each abattoir sample. The beakers were placed
into the flocculating machine and the roller was allowed to mix the sample rigorously for
five minutes and then the speed was reduced for another 15mins. The samples were left to
settle and the abattoir samples were decanted to check for the final colour, pH and
temperature.
Coagulation-Flocculation Process
A known volume of abattoir effluent was fed into the coagulation/flocculation
bucket and the alum dose (determined from jar test) was added to 0.001m3 of the abattoir
effluent in the flocculation bucket. The flocculation bucket was placed into the flocculating
machine and the roller was allowed to mix the samples rigorously for five minutes;
followed by 15 minutes of slow mixing. The sample was left to settle for one hour and later
decanted.
Physico-Chemical and Bacteriological Analyses should be indented
Three samples each of the untreated and treated (coagulated) abattoir effluent were
taken to the laboratory of Osun State Water Corporation, Ede, Nigeria for physico-chemical
and bacteriological analyses. The parameters were determined in line with the standard
methods of water and wastewater examination as prescribed by American Public Health
Association [9].
3.
Results and discussion
3.1
Jar Test
It was revealed from the jar test results that the mean coagulant dosage (Alum)
required to treat 500ml of abattoir effluent is 150ml.
3.2 Physico-Chemical and Bacteriological Analyses of the Wastewater
The physico-chemical and bacteriological parameters of the untreated and treated
wastewater samples are as shown in Table 1.
pH
The value for the pH of the abattoir effluent was 5.150±0.044, after coagulation, the
value increased to 5.840±0.157. The coagulation brings about slight increase in the pH but
the values obtained fall slightly off the limit (6 - 9) promulgated by the effluent standard of
[10]. There was an improvement in the value after the treatment because the coagulant is an
alkaline substance.
Turbidity
The value for the Turbidity of the abattoir effluent was 200.000±1.528 FTU, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 180.000±2.291 FTU. The reduction in turbidity level
could be traceable to the Silica content of the coagulant.
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Table 1
Physico-Chemical and Bacteriological Analyses of the Treated and Untreated Abattoir
Effluent
N
Colour (HU)

3

Appearance
Taste & Odour
Turbidity (FTU)
pH
Conductivity (µS/cm)
Temperature (0C)
TSS (mg/l)
TDS (mg/l)
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/l)
Total Alkalinity (mg/l)
Total Hardness (mg/l)
Calcium Hardness (mg/l)
Calcium ions (mg/l)
Magnesium Hardness
(mg/l)
Magnesium ions (mg/l)
Chloride ions (mg/l)
Iron (mg/l)
Silica (mg/l)
Nitrate Nitrogen (mg/l)
Nitrite Nitrogen (mg/l)
Copper (mg/l)
Manganese (mg/l)
Aluminium (mg/l)
Fluoride (mg/l)
Sulphide (mg/l)
Chromium (mg/l)
Sulphate (mg/l)
Zinc (mg/l)
Carbonate (mg/l)
Bicarbonate (mg/l)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Chlorine (mg/l)
COD (mg/l)
BOD (mg/l)
Coliform (MPN/100ml)

3
3
3
3

AlumCoagulated
1500.000±1.732* 450.000±7.000
Abattoir Effluent

200.000 ±1.528
5.150 ±0.044
1005.000±4.583
26.000±0.200
1.036 ± 0.004
850.000 ± 4.093
0.130 ± 0.013
546.000 ± 3.606
546.000 ± 2.646
160.000 ± 2.646
64.000 ± 1.732
386.000 ± 5.568
96.500 ± 1.803
131.000 ± 1.732
84.110 ± 0.840
61.192 ± 0.731
20.146 ± 1.076
7.132 ± 0.020
18.143 ± 0.061
1.389 ± 0.025
2.413 ± 0.011
1.009 ± 0.019
2.316 ± 0.010
0.917 ± 0.006
10.000 ± 0.132
0.841 ± 0.005
546.000 ± 3.606
1907.200
± 0.755
460.000 ± 2.291
0.050 ± 0.002
204.000 ± 1.000

Efficiency (%)
70.000

Not Clear
Objectionable
180.000±2.291
5.840 ±0.157
750.000±7.550
25.400±0.500
1.000±0.020
346.00±3.606
0.820±0.044
428.000 ± 1.323
428.000±2.180
314.000±2.646
125.600±0.721
114.000±2.180
28.500±2.291
85.000±3.123
4.213±0.015
21.132±1.253
2.500±0.046
0.725±0.007
1.046±0.004
0.841 ± 0.002
0.928 ± 0.003
0.516 ± 0.004
1.044 ± 0.005
0.418±0.003
7.000 ± 0.173
0.400 ± 0.017
428.000 ± 1.323
1640.000 ± 1.323
NIL
380.000 ± 5.568
0.150±0.017
179.833 ± 0.764

10.000
-13.398
25.373
2.308
3.475
59.294
-530.769
21.612
21.612
-96.25
-96.25
70.466
70.466
35.115
94.991
65.466
87.591
89.835
94.235
39.453
61.542
48.860
54.922
54.417
30.000
52.438
21.612
14.010
17.391
-2.000
12.092

*Each value represents the mean value ±standard deviation of three samples
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Temperature
The value for the temperature of the abattoir effluent was 26.000±0.2000C, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 25.400±0.5000C. The values obtained satisfy the limit
350C promulgated by the effluent standard of [10].
Colour
The value for the colour of the abattoir effluent was 1500.000±1.732 HU, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 450.000±7.000 HU. The value obtained after the
treatment satisfies the limit (550 HU) promulgated by the effluent standard of [10].
Conductivity
The value for the Conductivity of the abattoir effluent was 1005.000±4.583 µS/cm,
after coagulation, the value decreased to 750.000±7.550 µS/cm respectively. The reduction
in the Conductivity level could be traceable to reduction in TDS witnessed during
coagulation since Conductivity is a function of TDS in a water/wastewater sample.
Total Suspended Solids (TSS)
The value for the TSS of the abattoir effluent was 1.036±0.004 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 1.000±0.020 mg/l. The values obtained satisfy the limit
(30 mg/l) promulgated by the effluent standard of [10].
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)
The value for the TDS of the abattoir effluent was 850.000±4.093 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 346.000±3.606 mg/l.
Alkalinity
The value for the Total Alkalinity of the abattoir effluent was 546.000±3.606 mg/l,
after coagulation, the value decreased to 428.000±1.323 mg/l. The higher Alkalinity level of
the wastewater after the treatment could be traceable to the carbonates formed in the
process.
Hardness
The value for the Total Hardness of the abattoir effluent was 546.000±2.646 mg/l,
after coagulation, the value decreased to 428.000±2.818 mg/l. The increase in hardness
could be traceable to the richer content of Magnesium oxide in the coagulant.
Silica
The value for the Silica of the abattoir effluent was 61.192±0.731 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 21.132±1.253 mg/l.
Fluoride
The value for the Fluoride of the abattoir effluent was 1.009±0.019 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 0.516±0.004 mg/l. The values obtained satisfy the limit
(15 mg/l) promulgated by the effluent standards of [10].
Sulphide
The value for the Sulphide of the abattoir effluent was 2.316±0.010 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 1.044±0.005 mg/l. The values obtained satisfy the limit
(1.0 mg/l) promulgated by the effluent standards of [10].
Sulphate
The value for the Sulphate of the abattoir effluent was 10.000±0.132 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 7.000±0.173 mg/l.
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Chloride
The value for the Chloride of the abattoir effluent was 131.000±1.732 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 85.000±3.123 mg/l.
Manganese
The value for the Manganese of the abattoir effluent was 1.389±0.025 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 0.841±0.002 mg/l. The values obtained satisfy the limit
(10 mg/l) promulgated by the effluent standards of [10].
Zinc
The value for the Zinc of the abattoir effluent was 0.849±0.005 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 0.400±0.017 mg/l. The values obtained satisfy the limit
5 mg/l promulgated by the effluent standard of [10].
Aluminium
The value for the Aluminium of the abattoir effluent was 2.413±0.011 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 0.928±0.003 mg/l.
Chromium
The value for the Chromium of the abattoir effluent was 0.917±0.006 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 0.418±0.003 mg/l. The values obtained satisfy the limit
2 mg/l promulgated by the effluent standard of [10].
Copper
The value for the Copper of the abattoir effluent was 18.143±0.061 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 1.046±0.001 mg/l. The value obtained after the
treatment satisfies the limit 3 mg/l promulgated by the effluent standard of [10].
Iron
The value for the Iron of the abattoir effluent was 84.110±0.840 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 4.213±0.015 mg/l. The value obtained after the
treatment satisfies the limit 5 mg/l promulgated by the effluent standards of [10].
Nitrate
The value for the Nitrate of the abattoir effluent was 20.146±1.076 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 2.500±0.046 mg/l. The values obtained satisfy the limit
50 mg/l promulgated by the effluent standards of [10].
Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
The value for the DO of the abattoir effluent was 0.130±0.013 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value increased to 0.820±0.044 mg/l.
Bio-Chemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)
The value for the BOD of the abattoir effluent was 0.050±0.002 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value increased to 0.150±0.017 mg/l. The values obtained satisfy the limit
30 mg/l promulgated by the effluent standard of [10].
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)
The value for the COD of the abattoir effluent was 460.000±2.291 mg/l, after
coagulation, the value decreased to 380.000±5.568 mg/l. The coagulation helps in removing
the COD from the wastewater, but the COD value obtained could not satisfy the limit 100
mg/l promulgated by the effluent standard of [10].
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Coliform
The value for the Coliform of the abattoir effluent was 204.000±1.000 MPN/100ml,
after coagulation, the value decreased to 179.833±0.764 MPN/100ml. The presence of
Coliform suggests the possible presence of pathogenic micro-organisms in the wastewater
sample.
3.3 Efficiency of the treatment method
The efficiency (Ƞ) of the coagulation-flocculation process (as shown in Table 1) was
determined from eq. 1:
Ƞ=

(C1−C2) X 100
C1

(1)

where Ƞ is the efficiency of the treatment unit,
C1 is the parameter value before treatment, and
C2 is the parameter value after treatment.
4.
Conclusion
The treatment of abattoir effluent through coagulation-flocculation process has
proved to be efficient in reducing the contaminant level of Colour, TDS, Iron, Copper,
Aluminium, Chromium, Zinc, Silica, Fluoride, Nitrates, Nitrites, Sulphide and Magnesium
Hardness in the effluent as the efficiency values range from 40% to 100%, but the process
has a very weak efficiency in removing Turbidity, Conductivity, TSS, Total Alkalinity, Total
Hardness, Chloride, Manganese, Sulphate, COD and Coliform from the effluent as the
efficiency values range from 0% to 39%.
However, the removal efficiency is of negative value in terms of the DO, BOD and
Calcium Hardness of the effluent. In respect of those pollutants for which the coagulationflocculation process has a very weak or negative efficiency, the efficiency can be improved
by combining the coagulation-flocculation process with the filtration process.
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Abstract. Jerusalem artichoke tubers are known for their high content of nutrients, high
acidity, pleasant taste and smell and beneficial effects on health. Thus, the capitalization of
food products such as bread with Jerusalem artichoke flour, could be an opportunity to
diversify the range of new products. The aim of this research was to elucidate the impact of
added Jerusalem artichoke flour (in a concentration of 2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 10%) in wheat
flour bread on the sensory and physico-chemical properties of the finished product.
Jerusalem artichoke flour has a high dry matter content and a high content of essential
amino acids such as histidine, isoleucine, methionine, phenylalanine and valine. In the
results we recommend the replacement of wheat flour with 5% Jerusalem artichoke flour, to
obtain a product rich in micro and macronutrients with better organoleptic properties and a
longer shelf life, which positively influences human health.
Keywords: Jerusalem artichoke, dough fermentation, bread volume, organoleptic properties.
Introduction
Jerusalem artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus), also called "soil apple", "pork turnip",
"guli", "potato of the poor" (from Hungarian), "Jerusalem artichoke" is a plant of the
Asteraceae family, belonging, like the flower of the sun, the genus Helianthus. It is native to
eastern North America, and the name Jerusalem artichoke comes from the Native American
tribe "Topinambas" [1].
Jerusalem artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus) is a perennial plant which consists of a
stem about 1–3 m tall, small yellow flowers, hairy oval shaped leaves and an underground
rhizome system which bears small tubers. It is an Angiosperm plant species of the
Composite family, which is commonly referred to as the sunflower or daisy family. The
stems are stout and ridged which can become woody overtime. Its leaves alternate near the
top of the stem, the lower leaves are larger and broader, and can grow up to 30 cm long
while the higher ones are smaller and narrower. In terms of flower heads, each is 5–7.5 cm
wide and formed by small, yellow, tubular disk flowers in the center and surrounded by
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florets, which occur separately or in groups at the end of alar branches and main stems. As
for tubers, they are uneven and elongate varying from knobby to round clusters. The colors
of tubers range from pale brown to white, red and purple [2].
Over the years, within the Botanical Gardens of the Academy of Sciences of Moldova
there was collected a collection of over 60 Jerusalem artichoke taxa with different periods
of vegetation, plant habitus, shape and coloration of tubers, which serves as a material for
improving the species, being selected perspective forms for the creation of new varieties.
Among the perspective varieties in the collection are the Solar variety (harvest up to 44 t /
ha) and Amicul II, created by clonal selection from large populations, registered in the
catalog of plant varieties of the Republic of Moldova since 2014 [3].
It is known that due to its unique chemical composition, Jerusalem artichoke tubers
can be used as a raw material for the industrial manufacture of flour, inulin, syrup and
glucose-fructose powder, pectin, alcohol and various finished foods. The use of Jerusalem
artichoke in food is quite diverse and includes juices, purees, syrups, fermented beverages,
bakery products, etc. [4, 5]. Jerusalem artichoke juices can be natural or mixed with other
fruit or vegetable juices, clarified or concentrated [6].
Jerusalem artichoke is a plant with a number of advantageous characteristics over
traditionally agricultural crops, including high growth rate, good tolerance to frost, drought
and poor soil, strong resistance to pests and plant diseases, with minimal to zero fertilizer
requirements. Conventionally, Jerusalem artichoke has been used for food or animal feed,
and for the past two decades, alternative uses have been explored especially for the
production of functional food ingredients such as inulin, oligofructose and fructose. It is
also found that some bioactive ingredients can be extracted from its leaves and stems,
which creates an opportunity for applications in the pharmaceutical sector [7, 8].
In recent times, special attention has been paid to fermented beverages. It was
demonstrated that inulin hydrolysis to reducing sugars from Jerusalem artichoke juice and
its fermentation with homofermentative bacteria Pediococcus acidilactici DQ2 ensures high
lactic acid productivity [9, 10, 11].
Several researches have been carried out in the Russian Federation in order to
process Jerusalem artichoke in purees [12]. At the same time, several combinations of
Jerusalem artichoke purees and pastas, fruits (apples, bananas, pears) and vegetables
(carrots, pumpkins, eggplants) with pectin additives, nuts, bran were developed, intended
for people suffering from diabetes [13, 14]. Jerusalem artichoke purees can be used as food
or as additives in the manufacture of other foodstuffs [15, 16].
Another valuable product is Jerusalem artichoke flour which has a very low fat
content, low caloric value and can be used for partial substitution (up to 10%) of wheat
flour in the manufacture of bread and pastries but also as a functional agent in other foods
[17, 18].
In order to protect the bioactive components (vitamins, phenolic compounds, etc.)
from Jerusalem artichoke tubers, they can also be subjected to a convective drying process
at 50 ° C. The flour is characterized by the content of inulin-type (51.60 ... 52.24%), fiber
(6.85 ... 7.67%), total polyphenols (18.51 ... 44.03 mg GAE / g), protein (8.75 ... 9.01 %), iron
(12.45 ... 12.78 mg / 100g), potassium (1905.44 ... 1912.85 mg / 100g), calcium (50.21 ...
51.12 mg / 100g) , magnesium (84.55 ... 86.85 mg / 100 g) and phosphorus content (300.12
... 316.62 mg / 100 g). At the same time, the flour obtained from Jerusalem artichoke tubers
has a high antioxidant potential [19].
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The tubers of Jerusalem artichoke are rich in protein (3.2%, dry matter). Jerusalem
artichoke proteins contain many amino acids (16), including 10 essential (they are not
produced by the human body and come from food): arginine, valine, histidine, isoleucine,
leucine, lysine, methionine, threonine, tryptophan, phenylalanine.
According to the Novosibirsk Scientific Research Institute of Clinical Immunology SB
RAMS, these protein compounds are very close in structure to proteins of the thymus gland
(thymus) – they have practically identical properties to those of thymus, major regulators of
maturation and functional activity of cells of the immune system [20].
The Jerusalem artichoke is rich in pectin (approximately 11% of dry matter weight).
Pectin’s are high molecular weight carbohydrates that make up the cell membrane and
intercellular substance. Pectin’s have absorbent, astringent and thickening properties. They
reduce the level of cholesterol in the body, improve metabolic processes, normalize bowel
movements, and improve the peripheral circulation. But the most valuable feature of pectin
is its ability to clear up the organisms without leaving any ’garbage‘ and not breaking of the
balance of the internal body environment.
Currently, Jerusalem artichoke flour has been proposed for the manufacture of
articles from leavened, sandy, tender, sponge dough and pasta [21, 22]. The administration
of Jerusalem artichoke flour improves the porosity of bakery products and their sensory
qualities. At the same time, the glycemic index of the finished products decreases, which is
important for patients with diabetes and obesity [23, 24]. Noodle dough prepared with the
addition of Jerusalem artichoke flour (compared to that of durum wheat flour) has a waterbinding capacity and increased elasticity and low adhesiveness [25].
Bread has been considered one of the staple foods for centuries in many countries
and is an important part of the diet. For example, the average volume of bakery and flour
products consumed in the Republic of Moldova between 2012 and 2017 was 102.6 [26].
Based on the above, the purpose of the research in this article was to present the impact of
the addition of Jerusalem artichoke flour obtained from the Solar and Amicu II variety on
the quality of bread.
2. Materials and methods
Jerusalem artichoke flour used for research was obtained from tubers of the "Amicu
II" and "Solar" variety, harvested at the Institute of Phytotechnics in Porumbeni, Chisinau.
The dry matter, ash content and titratable acidity of Jerusalem artichoke flour were
determined using the methods described in ISO 6540: 2010 ISO 763: 2003 and ISO 750:
1998 [27, 28].
Flour quality indicators, wet gluten content, acidity were analyzed according to
international standard methods.
2.1 Jerusalem artichoke flour obtaining
Before use, the tubers were packed and stored in the refrigerator at 4 ° C. Before
drying, the tubers were washed and cut into rounds using an electric slicer. The thickness of
the obtained washers is 1mm.The initial humidity of the tubers was 75.96% (3.15997kg
water / kg dry matter, 315.97% / DM).
2.2. Atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS)
Is a spectroanalytical procedure for the quantitative determination of chemical
elements using the absorption of optical radiation by free atoms in the gaseous state.
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Atomic absorption spectroscopy is based on absorption of light by free metallic ions For
analysis, the samples were mixed with the required solvents. A series of working samples
have been prepared from the solution. The atomic absorption spectrometer were adjusted
for each of the studied elements. The sample were introduced into an atomizer, after which
calibration solutions are added.
2.3 Dry matter in Jerusalem artichoke flour samples
For determination of dry matter content the flour samples were dried at a
temperature between 130 ± 2 ℃, until a constant mass of dry residue was obtained.

2.4 Insoluble ash in hydrochloric acid
The determination of the ash content was carried out by calcining the flour sample
at a temperature of 550-600 ° C to a constant mass.
2.5 Titratable acidity
The acidity index is the amount of NaOH (1N NaOH / 100g of matter) required to
neutralize one gram of product in the presence of phenolphthalein as an indicator.
2.6 Amino acids in Jerusalem artichoke flour
The amino acid content of Jerusalem artichoke flour was determined using the high
performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) method. In was used the gradient HPLC Agilent
1100 series. The HPLC instrument was equipped with an auto-injector, column
compartment, fluorescent detector (G1315B), vacuum degasser and quaternary pump.
Separation was performed on the Eclipse XDB C18 column (ID 2.1 × 150 mm, 5 μ particle
size) at 40 ° C. Peak monitoring was performed on a fluorescent detector with excitation
wavelength λex340 = nm and emission λem = 450nm.
2.7 The impact of wheat flour substitution with Jerusalem artichoke flour on bread
volume
The specific volume of the breads (cm3 / g) is measured indirectly by moving small
spherical solid particles with known specific volume in a container where the final bread is
placed.
The measure consists in emptying the container up to half its solid particle content,
over which the bread is placed and covered, the sample with the rest of the grains.
After leveling the surface of the measuring vessel, the volume of excess spherical
grains corresponds to that of the bread. Thus, the specific volume of bread (Vsp) expressed
in cm3 / g represents the ratio between the coefficient of bread volume (V) and its mass (M).
2.8 Sensory analysis of bread samples
The sensory evaluation of the obtained products was performed using a 30-point
scale method [29]. Bread receiving between 24.1 and 30 points is considered to be of very
good quality; between 18.1 and 24.0 points is of good quality; between 12.1 and 18.0
points is a satisfactory quality; between 6.1 and 12.0 is of poor quality; between 0.1 and 6.0
is a very poor quality.
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The shape, surface of the crust, color, appearance in section, consistency of the
crumb, taste and smell was evaluated by a tasters group. The criteria in Table 1 were used
to quantify sensory characteristics.
2.9 Statistical analysis
All samples were analyzed in triplicate, and standard deviations are given in order to assess
the repeatability of the methods used. Variance analysis of the results was carried out by
least square method with application of Microsoft Office Excel program.
3. Results and discussions
3.1 Jerusalem artichoke flour characteristic
To obtain Jerusalem artichoke flour, the tubers were washed, dried and cut into 1
mm thick slices. The initial humidity of the tubers was 75.96% (3.15997 kg water / kg dry
matter, 315.97% / DM).
The characterization of the flour is done using specific values: ash content,
moisture, protein content, gluten content, baking power and others. All these features make
it possible to understand the use of flour, whether it is intended for the manufacture of
bread, biscuits or other products.
The two varieties of Jerusalem artichoke in the studio (Amicul II and Solar) have
quite close physico-chemical indices. At the same time, from table 1 we notice that the
flour obtained from the Jerusalem artichoke tubers of the Amicul II variety has a higher
content of macro and microelements (table 1).
Table 1
Physico-chemical indices of Jerusalem artichoke flour
Variety
Humidity%
Ash,%
Acidity degrees
Amicul II
13,4
5,25
3,1
Solar
14,2
4,11
3,2
Macroelements, mg / 100g
Potassium
Calcium
Magnesium
Amicul II
18919±45
1014±12
294±3
Solar
10671±23
849±6
197±1
Microelements, mg/100g
Iron
Copper
Zinc
Amicul II
4,2±0,7
1,69±0,4
5,91±0,5
Solar
2,99±0,3
1,04±0,2
0,77±0,3
The protein content of Jerusalem artichoke flour and wheat flour was 2.4% and
11.9%, respectively. This content is higher than 7%, which corresponds to the minimum set
by the Codex Alimentarius (FAO, 1996).
The content of amino acids in Jerusalem artichoke flour proteins of two varieties is
shown in Figure 2, where we see that the dominant amino acids are glutamic acid and
aspartic followed by the rest of the amino acids.
The protein content of wheat flour used in this study could compensate deficit of
protein in the Jerusalem artichoke mass.
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Figure 2. The content of amino acids in proteins of Jerusalem artichoke flour.

Figure 3. General scheme of bread making [developed by the authors].
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3.2 Bread obtaining
The bread was obtained in the laboratory of culinary technology within the
Department of Food and Nutrition, Faculty of Food Technology, Technical University of
Moldova, by the indirect method according to the technological scheme presented in Figure
3.
3.3. Titratable acidity during dough kneading and fermentation

During kneading and fermentation, the acidity of the dough increases. This increase
is caused by acid reactions. The titratable acidity values of wheat flour and Jerusalem
artichoke are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
The evolution of titratable acidity during dough kneading and fermentation

Time,
minutes

Wheat
flour,

Solar
2,5%

Solar
5%

Solar
7,5%

Solar
10%

Amicu II
2,5%

2,2
3,2

2,8
3,8

3,4
5,0

3,6
6,4

1,8
3,2

Amicu II Amicu II
5%
7,5%

Amicu II
10%

control
sample

30
60

1,4
2,8

3,0
4,6

3,2
6,2

4,0
6,6

The increase in dough acidity is due to the formation and accumulation of lactic, acetic,
succinic, malic, formic, tartaric, citric and other organic acids. The accumulation of lactic acid and
acetic acid is considered to be the result of fermentation caused by lactic acid heterofermentative
bacteria. Alcoholic fermentation, caused by yeast cells, leads to the formation of very small amounts
of succinic acid in the dough.
3.4 Evolution of the volume of the dough during fermentation

Fermentation is a specific stage of bakery products and has the role of enriching the
dough with carbon dioxide. This process is complex and causes a loss of total matter (from
2 to 3%) by converting sugars into alcohol and carbonic acid [30]. Fermentation is
generated by the action of yeasts on the sugars present in the dough which transforms
them into alcohol and carbon dioxide, with energy production [31, 32].
Replacing wheat flour with Jerusalem artichoke flour slows the growth of the dough.
The optimal fermentation period is 80 - 100 minutes with a gas expansion between 125%
for the dough with a content of 10% Jerusalem artichoke flour and 154% - for the one
containing 5% Jerusalem artichoke flour.
The share of added artichoke flour from Jerusalem in Amicul II and Solar juice in a concentration of
2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 10% of the volume of dough growth during fermentation is shown in Figure 4a
and 4b for each variety. respectively. The doughs obtained by adding artichoke flour from Jerusalem
in different concentrations were tested to observe their stability by determining the optimal
fermentation time. Tracking the progress of the volume of dough (wheat flour + artichoke flour) in
fermentation (temperature 30 ° C) showed that the fermentation rate increased in the first 20-50
minutes, probably due to fermentable carbohydrates that are generally in small quantities in cereal
flour (1.0 -1.5%) which are of particular importance in initiating the fermentation process (consumed
in the first half hour of the fermentation process).
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Volume, cm3

The dough mixes reached maximum volume values after 80 minutes of fermentation, and
the volume of the dough remains relatively stable. During the fermentation process, the dough
samples with the addition of Jerusalem artichoke flour in a concentration of 7.5% and 10%
contributed to a slow increase in the volume of the dough.
The addition of Jerusalem artichoke flour generally has an effect beneficial on the volume
of the dough, which contributed to a good fermentation and stability of the dough. Contribution
optimal amount of Jerusalem artichoke flour was 2.5 (Solar variety) and 5% (Amicul II variety).
Wheat flour

110

Solar 2,5 %

Solar 5%

Solar 7,5 %

Solar 10%
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Figure 4a. The impact of the addition of Jerusalem artichoke flour on the volume of the
dough during fermentation: dough from wheat flour (control sample,) dough from wheat
flour-Jerusalem artichoke Solar variety in concentration of 2,5 %, 5%, 7,5% and 10%.
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Figure 4b. The impact of the addition of Jerusalem artichoke flour on the volume of the

dough during fermentation: dough from wheat flour (control sample,) dough from wheat
flour-Jerusalem artichoke Amicu II variety in concentration of 2,5 %, 5%, 7,5% and 10%.
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3.5 The impact of the addition of Jerusalem artichoke flour on the color of the crust
A good quality baking dough must have a certain resistance to mechanical work and
be able to properly retain a maximum of gas during fermentation and baking, so as to have
adequate rheological properties (hardness, extensibility, elasticity, strength). The
rheological properties of the dough, with the addition of Jerusalem artichoke flour, depend
on the quantity and quality of proteins present.

Figure 5. The impact of addition, in different concentrations, of Jerusalem artichoke flour on
the quality of the bread (degree of replacement of wheat flour with that of Jerusalem
artichoke, %): 1 – control sample, 0%; 2 – 2,5 % 3-5,0 % ; 4-7,5% ; 5-10,0%.
3.6 The impact of wheat flour substitution with Jerusalem artichoke flour on bread
volume
Replacing wheat flour with Jerusalem artichoke flour up to 10% the color of the
bread crust becomes darker. Several authors have attributed the coloring of the bread crust
to Maillard reactions involving simple sugars and amino acids in the composition of
Jerusalem artichoke.
The low content of simple sugars and the low fermentation power lead to the bread
with the light color of the crust. While the bread with darker shades is due to the presence
of excess of simple sugars obtained by changing the starch.

Figure 6. The impact of addition, in different concentrations, of Jerusalem artichoke flour
on the color of the crust (degree of replacement of wheat flour with that of Jerusalem
artichoke, %): 1 – control sample, 0%; 2 – 2,5 % 3-5,0 %; 4-7,5%; 5-10,0%.
The substitution of wheat flour with Jerusalem artichoke flour (up to 10%) also leads
to a change in the color of the bread crumbs, from yellowish white to gray.
Also, the texture of the core becomes less aerated and the alveoli they grow
irregularly, they are more compact, so we can say that increasing the concentration of
Jerusalem artichoke flour will lead to poor bread quality.
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3.7 Influence of Jerusalem artichoke flour addition on bread acidity compared to
dough acidity
The acidity of bread is caused by the acidic substances in the flour with which the
dough was prepared and by the acids that appear in the dough, as a result of the activity of
yeasts and bacteria: carbon dioxide, lactic acid, succinic, malic and volatile acids - acetic
and formic.
Under the action of the formed acids, the processes of hydration and peptization of
amino acids intensify, the formation of the specific taste and aroma of the bread takes
place.
Amicu lI 10%
Amicu lI 7.5%
Amicu lI 5%
Amicu lI 2.5%
Solar 10%
Solar 7.5%
Solar 5%
Solar 2.5%
Control sample
0

2

4
Dough acidity

6

8

10

Bread acidity

12

Acidity, degrees

Figure 7. The influence of Jerusalem artichoke flour addition on the change in the
acidity of bread compared to the acidity of the dough.
Due to the appearance of these acids there is an increase in the acidity of the dough
during fermentation. About 60% of the acidity of the dough is due to lactic acid. The initial
and final acidity of the dough is influenced by the degree of extraction of the flour, its
consistency, the temperature and the duration of the leavening.
The final acidity of semi-finished products is an index of their maturity, being an
important and controllable parameter, which directly influences their finite properties [21].
3.8 Sensory analysis
Organoleptic analysis of bread quality included assessment of the appearance of
bread, symmetry of shape, volume, color and structure of the crust, color, elasticity and
porosity of the core, taste, smell, signs of microbial spoilage and the presence of foreign
bodies.
Table 4
Appreciation of the external appearance of the bread
Sen sory feature

0%

2,5 %

5%

7,5 %

10 %

The shape and
volume of the product

4,0

4,0

4,0

4,5

3,0
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Continuation Table 4
The color and
appearance of the
crust

4,0

4,0

4,0

3,5

2,0

Degree of baking. the
condition and
appearance of the
core

6,0

6,0

6,0

5,0

4,0

Core porosity and
pore structure

6,0

5,0

5,0

5,5

4,0

Flavor

4,0

3,0

4,0

3,5

2,0

Taste

5,0

5,0

6,0

5,5

3,0

Total

29,0

27,0

29,0

27,5

18,0

Figure 8. Organoleptic evaluation of bread quality
with the addition of Jerusalem artichoke flour.
The results of the sensory evaluation showed very good qualities for the products
made with the addition of Jerusalem artichoke flour of 5%. Samples of mixed flour bread
with a Jerusalem artichoke flour content over 7.5 and even 10% had lower organoleptic
indices, including lower shape and volume, cracked surface, pronounced flavor.
Conclusions
The use of Jerusalem artichoke flour in the manufacture of bread leads to improved
chemical properties and quality of bread. These benefits were more significant at the 5%
concentration of Jerusalem artichoke flour in bread. These changes are due to the high
content of essential amino acids in Jerusalem artichoke tubers, such as histidine, isoleucine,
methionine, phenylalanine and valine.
The organoleptic characteristics of the bread were improved by substituting wheat
flour with Jerusalem artichoke flour up to 5%. Thus, the color of the bread crust becomes
darker due to Maillard reactions involving simple sugars and amino acids in the
composition of Jerusalem artichoke.
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As the concentration of Jerusalem artichoke flour increases, the gluten concentration
decreases, which leads to a decrease in the elasticity, porosity and texture of the dough.
The substitution of wheat flour with Jerusalem artichoke flour (10%) also leads to
changes in the color and texture of the bread core, giving a poor quality of the bread.
As a result of this study, we recommend adding 5% Jerusalem artichoke flour to
wheat bread to obtain a product rich in micro and macronutrients with better organoleptic
properties and a longer shelf life, which positively influences human health.
The use of Jerusalem artichoke flour in bakery products represents an alternative
direction in food development.
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